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ABSTRACT 

Bevin Ellen Blake: Assessing the Effects of Perfluoroalkyl Substance Exposure Using 

Transdisciplinary Science 

(Under the direction of Suzanne Fenton & Rebecca Fry) 

 

 

 Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are ubiquitous drinking water contaminants 

of concern due to mounting evidence implicating adverse health outcomes associated with 

exposure, including reduced kidney function, metabolic syndrome, thyroid disruption, and 

adverse pregnancy outcomes. In an 18-year longitudinal repeated measures study of adult 

humans (N = 210), an interquartile (IQR) increase in serum perfluorononanoate (PFNA), 

perfluorohexane sulfonate (PFHxS), and perfluorodecanoate (PFDeA) was associated with a -

1.62% (95% CI= -3.02, -0.23), -1.95% (95% CI= -3.41, -0.49), and -2.47% (95% CI= -4.48, -

0.45) decrease in estimated glomerular filtration rate, respectively, and an IQR increase in serum 

perfluorooctanesulfonate (PFOS) was associated with a 10.21% increase in serum TSH (95% CI: 

2.29, 18.74). Adverse pregnancy outcomes were studied in pregnant CD-1 mice exposed to 

perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA: 0, 1, or 5 mg/kg/day) or a PFOA replacement (GenX: 0, 2, or 10 

mg/kg/day) from embryonic day (E) 0.5 to E11.5 or E17.5. Generally, effects induced by GenX 

occurred with shorter latency or at lower internal concentrations than PFOA. Exposure to GenX 

or PFOA resulted in increased gestational weight gain. Embryo weight was 9.4% lower relative 

to controls after exposure to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA. Effect sizes for several outcomes were similar 

for higher doses (5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX) and lower doses (1 mg/kg/day 

PFOA and 2 mg/kg/day GenX), including higher maternal liver weights, abnormal liver 
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histopathology, higher placental weights and embryo-placental weight ratios, and greater 

incidence of placental abnormalities relative to controls. Transcriptome-wide gene expression 

analysis of placentas revealed significant enrichment of pathways involved in cholesterol and 

lipid transport (e.g. liver X receptor activation), innate immune response/inflammation (e.g. 

acute phase response signaling), and hemostasis (e.g. atherosclerosis signaling). Human-derived 

placental trophoblasts were utilized in an in vitro high-throughput toxicity (HTTS) screen to 

evaluate the effect of 42 unique PFAS on trophoblast viability and function, and dose-response 

models were applied to determine EC50 values for viability (27/42, 66%), proliferation (28/42, 

68%), and mitochondrial membrane potential (19/42, 45%). Collectively, these data highlight 

adverse health outcomes associated with PFAS exposure, demonstrate the placenta is a 

susceptible target tissue, and propose potential molecular mechanisms of placental toxicity. 
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To all whose lives, health, and well-being have been impacted by PFAS. 
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CHAPTER 1: ADVERSE HEALTH OUTCOMES ASSOCIATED WITH EXPOSURE TO 

PERFLUOROALKYL SUBSTANCES 

1.1 Introduction 

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) comprise a diverse universe of compounds 

used in a wide variety of industrial processes and the production of consumer goods (ITRC 

2017). Since their genesis in the 1940s, PFAS have been detected in the ambient environment, 

wildlife, and human serum around the globe (Calafat et al. 2007; Domingo and Nadal 2019; 

Hanssen et al. 2013; Olsen et al. 2017). The environmentally and biologically persistent qualities 

of PFAS have raised concerns, further heightened by mounting scientific and medical evidence 

associating PFAS exposure to multiple adverse health outcomes across all life stages. 

1.1.1 Physicochemical Properties and Characterization of PFAS 

 Naming conventions for PFAS have evolved over time due in part to the increasing 

complexity and number of unique congeners, leading to inconsistencies and confusion across the 

scientific literature. For example, the term perfluorinated chemical (PFC) has been widely used 

in the scientific literature, but it is inaccurate as it does not describe polyfluorinated substances, 

which are an important component of the PFAS family (ITRC 2017). Additionally, many PFAS 

exist in multiple ionic states (e.g. acids, cations, anions), with different names (e.g. 

perfluorooctane sulfonic acid and perfluorooctane sulfonate) and different physicochemical 

properties. Consistent and unified naming conventions for PFAS are necessary to provide clarity, 

consistency, and improved scientific communication. 
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PFAS contain 1 or more carbon atoms with fluorine atoms in place of hydrogen atoms, 

such that the compound contains the moiety CnF2n+1-R, where R represents additional functional 

groups (e.g. sulfonate, carboxylic acid; Figure 1-1) (ITRC 2017). The perfluoroalkyl moiety is 

highly chemically and thermally stable with extremely strong carbon-fluorine bonds, and it 

exhibits both lipophilic and hydrophilic properties (ITRC 2017). Together, these physical and 

chemical properties make PFAS ideal as surfactants and surface protection products.  

PFAS can be broadly divided into polymers and non-polymers. PFAS polymers are 

thought to pose less of a risk to human health and the environment and include fluoropolymers, 

polymeric perfluoropolyethers, and side-chain fluorinated polymers (ITRC 2017). However, the 

production of PFAS polymers contributes to the release of non-polymers into the environment, 

and polymers break down into non-polymers in the environment (e.g. PTFE forms PFOA and N-

methyl perfluorooctane sulfonamide and N-ethyl perfluorooctane form PFOS; ITRC 2017). Non-

polymer PFAS can be further separated into perfluorinated (fully fluorinated) and 

polyfluorinated (partially fluorinated) chemicals.  

PFAS can be characterized by carbon chain length and side group structure as well as 

their history of use. PFAS with a longstanding history of use are referred to as “legacy” PFAS 

whereas replacement and alternative chemistry PFAS are generally referred to as “alternative 

PFAS” or “replacement PFAS”. However, certain legacy PFAS are now substituted for longer 

chain compounds to comply with regulatory standards, hence such PFAS could be considered 

both a legacy and a replacement compound (e.g. PFBS; Table 1-1 & Figure 1-2). 

1.1.2 History of PFAS Usage in the US 

The earliest PFAS compound in the U.S. was first synthesized in the 1930s as a 

fluoropolymer, called polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Roy J. Plunkett is credited with the 

discovery of PTFE, although it was an accidental byproduct of Plunkett’s attempt to synthesize a 
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novel chlorofluorocarbon refrigerant in 1938 while employed by DuPont de Nemours Inc 

(Plunkett 1986). DuPont patented the discovery under the company Kinetic Chemicals in 1941 

(Plunkett 1941) and registered the trademarked name, Teflon, in 1945 (Plunkett 1986). By 1948, 

DuPont was producing over 900 tons of PTFE per year at their facility in Parkersburg, West 

Virginia and another company, 3M, had begun producing PFAS in production at their plant in 

Minnesota (Funderburg 2010). Between the 1940s and 1950s, perfluorooctane sulfonic acid 

(PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) started to be used in the manufacturing of PTFE-

based non-stick coatings. From the 1950s to the 1960s, PFOS and PFOA were also used to 

manufacture stain- and water-resistant products as well as protective coatings. By 1961, PTFE 

was applied to commercial cookware. From the 1960s to the 1970s, PFOS-based fire-fighting 

foam was manufactured, although it was later voluntarily phased out of Class A fire-fighting 

foams beginning in 2000 (US DOD 2000; 3M 2000). PFAS have since been utilized in numerous 

industrial and consumer product manufacturing applications, including: grease-resistant papers 

(e.g. fast food containers/wrappers, microwave popcorn bags, pizza boxes, candy wrappers); 

stain resistant coatings applied to carpets, upholstery, and other fabrics; water-resistant clothing 

and footwear, cleaning products, personal care products (e.g. shampoo, dental floss, cosmetics 

such as nail polish and eye makeup); paints, varnishes, ski wax and sealants; and Class B 

aqueous film forming foams (AFFF), which are implemented at airports and military bases for 

firefighting and training; and many others (ATSDR 2019). 

1.1.3 PFAS Usage in North Carolina 

 In 1968, DuPont began construction of a plant near Fayetteville, NC which was 

completed by 1971. The facility began producing fluoropolymers and plastics, and byproducts 

such as hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (HFPO-DA, commonly referred to as GenX) were 

discharged into the Cape Fear River beginning in 1980. By 2002, the plant began producing 
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PFOA but began replacing it with GenX between 2008-2009. In 2017, North Carolina Governor 

Roy Cooper and the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NC DEQ) revoked 

the permit previously allowing Chemours (formerly DuPont) plant to discharge waste into the 

Cape Fear River (NC DEQ 2017). Later that year, NC DEQ confirmed that the Chemours plant 

was no longer discharging GenX into the Cape Fear River. 

1.1.4 Sources of PFAS Exposure 

Humans are exposed to PFAS through a variety of pathways, including through drinking 

water, air (both indoor and outdoor), diet, dust, through maternal to fetal transfer in utero, and 

through breastfeeding as neonates (Figure 1-3) (Sunderland et al. 2019). For adults, diet and 

drinking water are the main sources of exposure, however this likely varies greatly by lifestyle, 

dietary behaviors, proximity to contamination point sources such as manufacturing facilities or 

their waste dumping sites, and local drinking water contamination levels. Formula-fed infants are 

thought to be the most highly exposed members of the human population due to the high water to 

body weight ratio. Drinking water may be the largest sources of PFAS exposure for communities 

impacted by high levels of PFAS contamination. Public and private drinking water 

contamination by PFAS was first reported in the US in 1998 in Washington, West Virginia, a 

small town located downstream of a manufacturing facility operated by DuPont.  

1.2 Adverse Health Effects Associated with PFAS 

The desirable chemical properties of PFAS paradoxically impart environmentally and 

biologically undesirable properties, including indefinite environmental persistence and long half 

lives in many living organisms, especially humans. Unlike other common environmental 

pollutants, such as organochlorine pesticides, PFAS do not bioaccumulate in adipose tissue 

(Pérez et al. 2013). PFAS primarily accumulate in the serum, lungs, kidneys, liver, and brain 

(Pérez et al. 2013). Human exposure to PFAS has been associated with adverse effects on the 
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immune (NTP 2016), endocrine, metabolic, and reproductive systems (including fertility and 

pregnancy outcomes), and increased risk for cancer. However, the weight of evidence supporting 

these associations varies by both outcome and specific PFAS.  

1.2.1 History of PFAS-related Human Health Concerns 

Concerns regarding the toxicity of PFAS were first communicated in 1961 in an internal 

memo at DuPont by Chief Toxicologist Dorothy Hood (EWG 2019). By 1980, PFAS were 

measured in the serum of occupationally exposed workers and in 1981 concerns were raised 

internally at DuPont regarding birth defects in children born from occupationally exposed 

women (EWG 2019). Industrial and occupational exposure studies have since shown increased 

incidence of cancer including bladder (Alexander et al. 2003), kidney (Consonni et al. 2013), 

prostate (Gilliland and Mandel 1993; Lundin et al. 2009), and liver (Consonni et al. 2013), 

leukemia (Consonni et al. 2013), kidney disease (Steenland and Woskie 2012), and elevated 

cholesterol (Costa et al. 2009; Sakr et al. 2007). 

Community-based exposure concerns in the US were first raised in 1998 by Wilbur 

Tennant, a cattle farmer whose land was downstream from and bordered a landfill used by the 

DuPont Washington Works plant near Parkersburg, WV (Rich 2016). Tennant enlisted legal 

counsel from Rob Bilott after documenting unusual phenomenon, such as foamy, discolored 

water in the creek from which Tennant’s cattle drank, atypical behavior of the cattle, and a wide 

array of physical abnormalities in the cattle including black teeth, skin lesions and tumors, 

discolored organs, malformed hooves, and calves born with profound birth defects (Rich 2016). 

One hundred and fifty-three of Tennant’s original herd of two hundred cattle died, and Tennant 

believed the pollution dumped by DuPont into the landfill upstream of his cattle farm was the 

cause (Rich 2016). What began as a legal case on behalf of private citizen ultimately led to a 

larger class-action lawsuit filed by Bilott on behalf of over 70,000 citizens in the Mid-Ohio 
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Valley whose drinking water sources were affected by the contamination stemming from 

DuPont’s plant (Rich 2016).  

The class-action lawsuit resulted in a settlement that funded a biomonitoring effort of 

unprecedented size and scale, called the C8 Health Study (Frisbee et al. 2009). The results of the 

C8 Health Study identified a probable link between exposure to PFOA and increased cholesterol, 

kidney cancer, testicular cancer, ulcerative colitis, thyroid disease, and pregnancy-induced 

hypertension (C8 Science Panel). Since the genesis of the C8 Health Study, numerous 

epidemiological studies of the adverse health effects associated with PFAS exposure have been 

conducted across the globe, including many other regions in the US, Europe, and China.  

Multiple organizations and regulatory agencies in the US have also generated statements 

regarding the most well-supported human health effects associated with PFAS. The Center for 

Disease Control (CDC)/Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) states that 

PFAS might increase the risk of cancer, affect the immune system, increase cholesterol levels, 

act as endocrine disruptors, reduce female fertility, and adversely impact infant/early childhood 

growth and development (ATSDR 2019). The US EPA states that elevated cholesterol in adults 

is the most consistent health effect associated with PFAS, but less consistent data suggest PFAS 

might be associated with low infant birth weight (Johnson et al. 2014; Koustas et al. 2014; Lam 

et al. 2014), effects on the immune system, increased risk for cancer (specific to PFOA), and 

disrupted thyroid hormones (specific to PFOS) (822-R-16-005 2016). The World Health 

Organization (WHO)/International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) states that PFOA is 

possibly carcinogenic to humans. The National Toxicology Program (NTP) states that PFAS 

might have effects on metabolism, pregnancy, neurodevelopment, and the immune system, with 

both PFOA and PFOS presumed to be immune hazards (NTP 2016). Such statements only 
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address the possible health effects associated with legacy PFAS as there are extremely limited 

data on health outcomes associated with replacement and alternative chemistry PFAS.  

Although many biological systems are adversely impacted by PFAS, this dissertation 

focuses primarily on adverse pregnancy outcomes, metabolic dyshomeostasis, thyroid disruption, 

and kidney effects (Figure 1-4). 

1.2.2 Challenges of Studying PFAS-related Human Health Effects 

The challenges presented by PFAS exposure likely contribute to inconsistencies across 

epidemiologic studies. First, humans are exposed to PFAS as complex mixtures that differ based 

on the source of exposure (e.g. a military base or an industrial site) and differ temporally within 

the same geographic location (e.g. an industrial site phasing out PFOA and PFOS and utilizing 

alternative PFAS instead; seasonal patterns in rainfall/drought affecting the extent to which 

PFAS in water systems are diluted or concentrated). Very little is known regarding the potential 

synergistic effects of PFAS mixtures. Human exposure to PFAS also varies by demographic 

factors, and such demographic factors likely differ by individual PFAS congener within a given 

population. Lifelong exposure, combined with variable exposure to temporally stochastic 

mixtures and congener-specific demographic factors, presents a complex set of challenges to 

understanding the relationship between PFAS exposure and adverse health outcomes. 

A second challenge in epidemiologic studies of PFAS-related health effects is the lack of 

a control population. All humans born after the year 1950, when PFAS were first introduced at 

the industrial scale, have potentially been exposed to PFAS their entire lives, including in utero. 

This precludes the ability to design and conduct cohort studies with a no-exposure comparison 

group. Instead, such cohort studies of PFAS must make comparisons between low and high 

exposure groups to estimate disease risk based on exposure status.   
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Third, it is possible that PFAS-related adverse health outcomes observed in adulthood are 

latent manifestations of perturbations during sensitive periods of development. It is also possible 

that some PFAS-related adverse health outcomes observed in adulthood are due to chronic, 

lifelong exposure. In order to address these hypotheses, a population of humans without PFAS 

exposure during early development would be required. However, such a population only existed 

prior to 1950, making such a study extremely difficult if not impossible. 

1.2.3 The Placenta as a Target of PFAS and Critical Driver of Adverse Pregnancy 

Outcomes 

 Adverse pregnancy outcomes associated with PFAS exposure in humans include 

increased time to pregnancy (Bach et al. 2016; Lum et al. 2017), hypertensive disorders of 

pregnancy (which includes pregnancy induced hypertension [PIH] (Huang et al. 2019; Savitz et 

al. 2012b), and preeclampsia [PE] (Stein et al. 2009; Wikström et al. 2019)), gestational diabetes 

(GD) (Matilla-Santander et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2015), excess gestational weight gain (Ashley-

Martin et al. 2016), and low birth weight of the infant (Johnson et al. 2014; Koustas et al. 2014; 

Lam et al. 2014). Independent of PFAS exposure, deficiencies in placental development and/or 

function are involved in the etiology of many of these adverse pregnancy outcomes. Thus, I 

hypothesize the placenta is a target of PFAS, and PFAS-induced reductions in placental function 

significantly contribute to adverse pregnancy and birth outcomes.  

 The placenta is a critical organ that exists exclusively during pregnancy and serves as a 

conduit between mother and developing offspring, mediating the maternal-fetal transfer of 

nutrients, oxygen, blood, waste, and xenobiotics. The healthy development and function of the 

placenta is paramount to not only the healthy development of the fetus, but also the health of the 

mother. Indeed, many adverse pregnancy outcomes are due to placental insufficiency (PI), a 

condition in which the functional capacity of the placenta is limited or deteriorates, resulting in 
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reduced transplacental transfer of oxygen and nutrients to the fetus (Gagnon 2003). Previous 

studies have demonstrated that the placenta is vulnerable to environmental insults (Leclerc et al. 

2014; Pedersen et al. 2014), and the placenta shares key biological features with other 

established target tissues of PFAS such as kidney and liver.  

 The placenta is a plausible target of PFAS as it plays a role in the etiology of pregnancy 

disorders related to PFAS exposure, is exposed to PFAS via maternal circulation, and shares 

biologic features in common with other known target tissues of PFAS. It is well documented in 

humans and animal models that PFAS readily pass from maternal serum to the developing 

embryo via the placenta (Chen et al. 2017b; Yang et al. 2016a; Yang et al. 2016b) and that 

PFOA transplacentally transfers to the mouse offspring (Fenton et al. 2009). During early stages 

of development, the placenta serves as the liver, lungs, and kidneys for the embryo; the placenta 

is responsible for xenobiotic metabolism, supplying oxygen, and eliminating waste from 

embryonic/fetal circulation. Placental trophoblasts express multiple types of ATP-binding 

cassette (ABC) and organic anion transporter (OAT) proteins in order to shuttle nutrients, 

xenobiotics, and waste between the maternal and fetal compartments. Many of the transporter 

proteins expressed in placental trophoblasts are also expressed in liver or kidney, where they 

excrete substrates into the bile or urine, respectively (Joshi et al. 2016). An ex vivo study of 

human placenta showed the involvement of OAT4 in the placental transport of PFOA and PFOS.  

 There is limited evidence of the mechanisms of PFAS toxicity towards the placenta. A 

study in mice showed dose-dependent necrotic changes in placenta after gestational exposure to 

10 mg/kg/day and 25 mg/kg/day PFOA (Suh et al. 2011). I have more recently demonstrated 

gestational exposure to either PFOA or GenX induced placental lesions in CD-1 mice (Blake et 

al. 2020). In vitro studies of JEG-3 human placental trophoblasts showed PFOS, PFOA, and 
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PFBS inhibit aromatase (CYP19) activity and an exposure to a mixture of eight different PFAS 

caused an increase in certain lipid classes (Gorrochategui et al. 2014), and that JEG-3 cell 

exposure to PFAS altered expression of genes vital to placental function (Bangma et al. 2020, in 

review). 

 Improper development or function of the placenta is associated with a wide array of 

adverse pregnancy outcomes (including hypertensive disorders of pregnancy), many of which are 

also associated with maternal exposure to PFAS. I hypothesize that adverse pregnancy outcomes 

associated with PFAS exposure are mediated in part by the negative impact of PFAS on the 

development and function of the placenta. Understanding the risk of environmental insults on the 

health and development of the placenta is critical for protecting both short and long-term 

maternal and offspring health outcomes; the placenta is a driver of latent disease risk for both 

postpartum women and their offspring. 

1.2.3.1 PFAS Exposure, Hypertensive Disorders of Pregnancy, and the Placenta 

 Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (HDP) are a family of disorders that include PE, 

eclampsia, HELLP (haemolysis, elevated liver enzymes and low platelets) syndrome, and PIH, 

all of which are related to deficiencies in placental development and/or function (Pijnenborg et 

al. 1991). This family of disorders not only endangers the health of both the mother and 

developing fetus during pregnancy, but also increases the risk of post-pregnancy hypertension, 

heart disease, and stroke in affected women as well as increased risk for adverse cardiometabolic 

outcomes in adult offspring (Pinheiro et al. 2016).  

 During normal pregnancy, at 13 weeks gestation the placental cytotrophoblasts begin to 

invade the maternal uterine wall and remodel the maternal spiral arteries to establish blood flow 

to the growing embryo (Shah 2020). This process of vasculogenesis and angiogenesis by 

placental cytotrophoblasts remodels maternal spiral arteries to become low-resistance, low-
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capacitance vessels in order to increase blood flow to the growing embryo and supply sufficient 

nutrients and oxygen (Shah 2020). This carefully coordinated process requires an appropriate 

balance of proangiogenic and antiangiogenic signals (Shah 2020). Disruption of this process can 

lead to abnormal placental vascularization, resulting in suboptimal pregnancy hemodynamics 

which can give rise to HDP as well as impaired fetal growth (Shah 2020).  

There is growing evidence from human studies implicating maternal PFAS exposure in 

the development of HDP. Multiple epidemiologic studies have found positive associations 

between maternal exposure to PFAS and PE (Huang et al. 2019; Savitz et al. 2012a; Savitz et al. 

2012b; Stein et al. 2009; Wikström et al. 2019a) as well as PFAS and PIH (C8 Science Panel; 

Darrow et al. 2013). It is possible that reduced or impaired placental function as a consequence 

of PFAS exposure results in or significantly contributes to the development of HDP.  

Furthermore, it is well documented that the placenta itself is strongly associated with 

cardiometabolic disease risk in adults. Indeed, the size of the placenta is strongly associated with 

both perinatal and adult outcomes. In a study of 87,600 Canadian singleton births, fetuses with 

abnormally large placentas were at increased risk for adverse neonatal outcomes, including 

seizures, respiratory morbidity, and low Apgar score (odds ratio [OR] 1.4, 95% confidence 

interval [CI] 1.2-1.7) while fetuses with abnormally small placentas were at increased risk for 

stillbirth (OR 2.0, 95% CI 1.4-2.6) (Hutcheon et al. 2012). Bigger is not necessarily better; it has 

been hypothesized that an enlarged placenta is a biomarker for impaired nutrient supply to the 

fetus. This reduced capacity could be explained by restricted or impaired blood flow through the 

placenta. It is possible that impaired blood flow, which would in turn disrupt the normal flow of 

nutrients, oxygen, and waste between maternal and fetal compartments, during critical windows 

of in utero development may result in long-term adverse function of the cardiometabolic system. 
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A US cohort study of nearly 30,000 births showed that large placenta relative to birth weight, but 

not birth weight itself, is associated with high blood pressure in childhood (OR, 1.04) 

(Hemachandra et al. 2006). In a study of 31,307 Norwegian adults, disproportionately large 

placentas at birth were associated with increased risk of death associated with cardiovascular 

disease (CVD), and this association remained positive when considering placenta weight alone 

(Risnes et al 2009).  

While mounting epidemiologic evidence suggests PFAS exposure as a risk factor for the 

development of HDP, a specific mechanism has yet to be validated in experimental settings. 

Such experimental systems are critical in addressing the hypothesis that maternal exposure to 

PFAS increases the risk of developing HDP via disruption of the placenta. Due to the complex 

and multifactorial nature of HDPs, and interspecies differences in maternal spiral artery structure 

and formation, current animal models are unable to adequately recapitulate the multiple 

manifestations of this complex group of disorders (Cushen and Goulopoulou 2017; Marshall et 

al. 2017). Indeed, there is no “standard” or preferred animal model of HDP, and it is unlikely that 

such an animal model will ever exist (Cushen and Goulopoulou 2017; Marshall et al. 2017). 

Thus, the development of sensitive laboratory tools for assessing clinically relevant biomarkers 

of HDPs in animal model is a necessary next step towards determining mechanisms of PFAS 

toxicity. 

1.2.3.2 PFAS Exposure and Low Birth Weight 

Low birth weight is the most consistently reported adverse pregnancy outcome associated 

with gestational exposure to PFAS in human epidemiologic and animal studies. It is also well 

established in the literature that placental insufficiency contributes to the etiology of low birth 

weight (Audette and Kingdom 2018; Cuffe et al. 2017; Henriksen and Clausen 2002). What 
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remains unaddressed by the current body of literature is the relationship between gestational 

exposure to PFAS, placental function, and birth weight.  

In 2014, a three-paper series performed systematic reviews of the existing human and 

animal literature on the relationship between in utero exposure to PFOA and low birth weight 

(Johnson et al. 2014; Koustas et al. 2014; Lam et al. 2014). After gathering primary data sets and 

detailed descriptions of study designs from numerous research teams, the authors were able to 

calculate estimates corresponding to the predicted reduction in birth weight in humans [-18.9 g 

birth weight per 1 ng PFOA/mL maternal serum, 95% CI: -29.8, -7.9; (Johnson et al. 2014)] and 

in mice [-23.0 mg birth weight per 1 mg PFOA/kg maternal body weight/day, 95% CI: -29.0, -

16.0; (Koustas et al. 2014)]. The authors concluded from their systematic analyses of the 

literature that PFOA is indeed associated with reduced birth weight in both humans and mice.  

 Since the publication of these systematic reviews in 2014, the human epidemiologic 

literature on the relationship between PFAS and birth weight has expanded to include less well 

studied PFAS. In a recent report, an analysis of 3,535 mother-infant pairs in the Danish National 

Birth Cohort examined six different PFAS and reported increased risk for preterm birth 

associated with maternal serum levels of PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, PFDA, and perfluoroheptane 

sulfonate (Meng et al. 2018). Low birth weight risk was also elevated, but estimates were less 

precise in this analysis (Meng et al. 2018). In a study of 1,533 Swedish mother-infant pairs, 

increased maternal exposure to PFOS, PFOA, PFNA, PFDA, and perfluorooundecanoic acid 

were associated with lower birth weight and size, but associations were only significant in girls 

(Wikstrom et al. 2019). Conversely, a study of 457 British mother-son dyads showed inverse 

associations between maternal PFOS and measures of both birth weight and size (Marks et al. 

2019), which had previously been shown in mother-daughter dyads in the same cohort (Maisonet 
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et al. 2012). A study of 1,645 mother-infant pairs in Massachusetts showed that PFOS and PFNA 

were weakly inversely associated with birth weight and positively associated with higher odds of 

preterm birth (Sagiv et al. 2018). In another US cohort, maternal serum PFOA and PFNA was 

inversely associated with birth weight in an analysis of 628 mother-infant pairs (Starling et al. 

2017). A smaller study of 98 Chinese mother-infant pairs also found PFOS was negatively 

associated with birth weight, and that both PFOS and PFHxS were negatively associated with 

birth size (small for gestational age, SGA) (Xu et al. 2019). Taken together, these 

epidemiological studies further underscore the potential for PFAS other than PFOA to adversely 

affect fetal growth in utero. 

 There are limited animal studies supporting the association between PFAS, other than 

PFOA and PFOS, and reduced birth weight. Studies of both mice (Chang et al. 2018) and rats 

(Ramhøj et al. 2018) have shown reduced offspring body weight after developmental exposure to 

PFHxS. In rats, developmental exposure to perfluoroundecanoic acid has been shown to reduce 

offspring weight (Takahashi et al. 2014). Previous animal studies of the developmental effects of 

PFNA have reported adverse neonatal outcomes, but did not report effects on birth weight (Das 

et al. 2015; Wolf et al. 2010). Similarly, a previous study of the developmental toxicity of PFDA 

in mice found no reductions in birth weight (Harris and Birnbaum 1989).  

 The association between PFAS exposure and low birth weight is well supported in 

humans, as is the causal link between placental insufficiency and low birth weight. This, in 

combination with the biologically plausible proposed mechanisms of PFAS toxicity towards the 

placenta, further underscores the need to test the hypothesis that the PFAS-mediated placental 

effects are a critical driver of adverse pregnancy and birth outcomes. 
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1.2.4 PFAS Exposure and Metabolic Effects 

Metabolic syndrome (also referred to as cardiometabolic syndrome) describes a group of 

disorders that include obesity, dyslipidemia, elevated blood pressure, and impaired glucose 

tolerance, and it affects approximately one third of the US adult population (Eckel et al. 2005; 

Ervin 2009). The liver a central hub in the regulation of pathways controlling systemic metabolic 

homeostasis, and liver dysfunction is a major component of metabolic syndrome (D’Amore et al. 

2014).  

A recent review of the literature examined 69 epidemiological studies evaluating the 

association between PFAS exposure and a variety of metabolic outcomes, including lipid 

homeostasis, diabetes, overweight/obesity, and cardiovascular disease (Sunderland et al. 2019). 

Across the human literature, Sunderland et al. (2019) reported relatively consistent and modest 

positive associations between PFAS exposure and serum lipids, such as total cholesterol and 

triglycerides. Although associations were less consistent across studies, Sunderland et al. (2019) 

also reviewed epidemiologic studies examining the adverse effect of PFAS exposure on insulin 

resistance, diabetes, hypertension, vascular disease, and stroke. Across these health outcomes, 

adverse effects were most consistently reported in association with exposure to PFOA 

(Sunderland et al. 2019). 

 More recently, additional studies of humans have explored the association between PFAS 

exposure and metabolic syndrome. Christensen et al. (2019) leveraged the National Health and 

Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) to investigate the relationship between PFAS 

exposure and metabolic syndrome in the general US population between years 2007-2014 and 

found PFNA was consistently associated with increased risk of metabolic syndrome, while the 

highest levels of PFHxS exposure were associated with elevated triglycerides (Christensen et al. 
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2019). This suggests that PFAS other than PFOA and PFOS may contribute to adverse metabolic 

health outcomes in humans.     

The vast majority of animal studies investigating the effect of PFAS exposure on 

metabolic syndrome have focused on PFOA. Previous work in mice has shown developmental 

exposure to PFOA disrupts weight gain, leptin, and insulin later in life (Abbott et al. 2012; Hines 

et al. 2009). While data from animals initially suggested that peroxisome proliferator-activated 

receptor alpha (PPARα) was the mechanism through which PFOA exerted deleterious effects on 

the liver and metabolic system (Elcombe et al. 2012; Kennedy et al. 2004; Klaunig et al. 2003; 

Rosen et al. 2007), later work using mice null for PPARα revealed adverse liver effects persisted, 

suggesting PFOA can induce toxicity (e.g. tumor development) in the liver via PPARα-

independent mechanisms (Filgo et al. 2014). However, more recently PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and 

PFHxS were evaluated in mice and found to induce expression of hepatic genes involved in fatty 

acid and triglyceride synthesis, potentially causing steatosis through disruption of the balance 

between fatty acid accumulation and oxidation (Das et al. 2017). Similarly, in primary human 

and rat hepatocytes, PFOA and PFOS were shown to activate multiple nuclear receptors and the 

metabolic response shifted from carbohydrate metabolism to fatty acid accumulation and 

oxidation (Bjork et al. 2011). In an in vitro 3D spheroid model of mouse liver AML12 cells, 

PFOA, GenX, and another PFOA alternative, 3,5,7,9-tetraoxadecanoic perfluoro acid 

(PFO4DA), were shown to induce PPARα targets, oxidative stress, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 

leakage, suggesting PFOA alternatives have the potential to induce liver injury (Sun et al. 2019). 

Across the human, animal, and in vitro literature, there is consistent evidence to suggest PFAS 

disrupt metabolic homeostasis through damaging the liver.  
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1.2.5 PFAS Exposure and Thyroid Effects 

PFAS are hypothesized to target the thyroid by influencing multiple biological 

mechanisms involved in thyroid homeostasis, including thyroid hormone biosynthesis, transport, 

metabolism, and interfering with thyroid receptors in target tissues (Boas et al. 2009). Proposed 

mechanisms of action of thyroid disruption by PFAS include reduced circulating levels of 

thyroxine (T4) due to competitive binding to thyroid hormone transport proteins (Weiss et al. 

2009), increased T4 metabolism in the thyroid and liver (Chang et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2009; Yu et 

al. 2011), reduced thyroid production of T4 (Webster et al. 2014), or reduced thyroid peroxidase 

(TPO) activity (Coperchini et al. 2015).  

Previous epidemiologic studies have examined the association between exposure to 

PFAS and thyroid hormones, with inconsistent findings across the literature. Several studies 

leveraged the NHANES database and showed positive associations between PFOA and total 

triiodothyronine (T3) (Jain 2013; Webster et al. 2016; Wen et al. 2013), TSH (Jain 2013; Lewis 

et al. 2015), and self-reports of current thyroid disease (Melzer et al. 2010). PFHxS has been 

associated with increases in total T4 across the general US population (Jain 2013) as well as with 

sex-specific positive associations in women (Wen et al. 2013). A recent meta-analysis of twelve 

epidemiologic studies found that PFAS are generally negatively associated with T4, but certain 

associations may be non-monotonic (Kim et al. 2018). For example, PFOS was positively 

associated with T4 and TSH only in the intermediate exposure group (Kim et al. 2018). Positive 

associations between serum PFOS and TSH were similarly reported in a longitudinal study of 

adults with serum levels of PFOS within the range of the general US population (Blake et al. 

2018), and PFAS were generally found to be positively associated with TSH in pregnant women 

in a systematic review (Ballesteros et al. 2017). However, it is possible that inconsistencies 

across the human literature are attributable to differences in the overall range of PFAS 
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contamination and exposure across populations studied, which may help explain the non-

monotonic dose-response described in Kim et al. (2018). 

Pregnant women and their developing offspring are particularly sensitive to disruptions in 

thyroid hormones due to their critical role in early neurodevelopment (de Escobar et al. 2004; 

Porterfield 1994). PFAS have been documented as thyroid disrupters in pregnant women in some 

epidemiologic studies (Ballesteros et al. 2017; Berg et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2014; Webster et al. 

2014). Generally, maternal PFAS levels during pregnancy are associated with shifts in thyroid 

hormone levels consistent with hypothyroidism (e.g. elevated TSH), which is associated with 

increased risk for low birth weight (Alexander et al. 2017). A recent study in rats reported 

maternal serum total T3 and T4 were reduced after gestational exposure to HFPO-DA (GenX) 

(Conley et al. 2019).  

Due to the critical role that thyroid hormones play in human health and development, 

disruptions at any life stage warrant further study to understand potential underlying 

mechanisms. Both hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism are suboptimal health outcomes and 

increase risk for adverse effects on the function of thyroid hormone-responsive tissues, such as 

kidney and the cardiovascular system. Therefore, continued study of the effects of PFAS on 

thyroid function are warranted.  

1.2.6 PFAS Exposure and Kidney Effects 

 The kidney is considered a target tissue of PFAS, evidenced by a growing body of human 

epidemiologic data further supported by animal studies and in vitro models. In humans, PFAS 

exposure has been associated with adverse kidney outcomes such as reduced kidney function, 

chronic kidney disease (CKD), and kidney cancer, including mortality from kidney cancer.  

The primary elimination route for PFAS is via urinary excretion. Given that the most 

well-studied PFAS do not undergo biotransformation prior to urinary excretion, one 
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hypothesized mechanism of PFAS-induced kidney injury is via reabsorption of PFAS across the 

renal tubules which causes localized damage, potentially through oxidative stress (Han et al., 

2011). It has been demonstrated in humans that once absorbed, PFAS distribute primarily to 

serum, liver, and kidney (Fabrega et al. 2014; Perez et al. 2013). It is yet to be determined if the 

kidney is a sensitive target of PFAS due to high accumulation of PFAS within the renal tissue, 

creating a high internal dose in kidney, or if the kidney is particularly sensitive to PFAS-induced 

effects. The extent to which PFAS distribute and/or accumulate in different tissues likely varies 

by individual congener. For example, perfluorododecanoic acid (PFDoA), perfluorodecanoic 

acid (PFDeA), and perfluorobutyrate have been shown to highly accumulate in kidney relative to 

other tissues (Perez et al. 2013). 

Elimination rates also vary widely by individual congener with human serum half-lives 

spanning from about 24 hours to ~15 years which generally (though not always) corresponds to 

carbon chain length and functional groups (ITRC 2017). Such differences in elimination rate and 

serum half-life are hypothesized to result from different rates of secretion and reabsorption by 

the kidney proximal tubules. This process, driven by renal tubule efflux transporters, actively 

transports PFAS back into systemic circulation, thus contributing to their long half-lives in the 

human body (Han et al., 2011). Uptake of PFAS into proximal tubules, both apically and 

basolaterally, is mediated by solute-carrier protein family transporters such as organic anion 

transporters (OAT). OAT1 and OAT3 have been shown to transport PFAS basolaterally in 

proximal tubules with apical transport mediated by OAT4 and urate transporter 1 (URAT1) 

(Worley et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2013).  

 In a recent scoping review of the effect of PFAS on kidney health, Stanifer et al. (2018) 

identified 74 studies comprised of epidemiologic, pharmacokinetic, and toxicological studies of 
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humans, animals, and in vitro models (Stanifer et al. 2018). Across 21 epidemiologic studies of 

occupationally and non-occupationally exposed populations, Stanifer et al. (2018) reported 

consistent associations between PFAS exposure and adverse kidney outcomes, which included 

reduced kidney function and kidney cancer (Stanifer et al. 2018). Studies published since this 

scoping review have similarly provided evidence suggesting human exposure to PFAS is 

detrimental to kidney health. I have demonstrated negative associations between kidney function 

and serum concentrations of perfluorononanoic acid (PFNA), pefluorodecanoic acid (PFDeA), 

and perfluorohexane sulfonic acid (PFHxS) in a retrospective longitudinal study (Blake et al. 

2018). 

In addition to concerns over reduced kidney function, compensatory increases in kidney 

function (e.g. glomerular filtration rate) are associated with increased risk for cardiovascular 

morbidity and mortality. Such hyperfiltration has been observed in patients with pre-diabetes and 

prehypertension (Palatini 2012; Shastri and Sarnak 2011). Blake et al. (2018) reported a positive 

association between methyl-perfluorosulfonic acid (Me-PFOSA) and increased kidney filtration 

(Blake et al. 2018). Indeed, the relationship between PFAS exposure and kidney function 

(glomerular filtration rate) is nonmonotonic (Jain and Ducatman 2019a). It has been 

hypothesized that altered balance between glomerular secretion of PFAS into the urine for 

excretion (e.g. via OAT1 and OAT3) and renal reabsorption (e.g. via OAT4) with increasing 

severity of kidney disease progression may explain the inverse U-shaped relationship. Based on 

these findings, Jain and Ducatman (2019a) hypothesized that PFAS reabsorption in renal tubules 

decreases with advancing stages of renal failure. In a follow up study, Jain and Ducatman 

(2019b) demonstrated that increased albuminuria may provide further explanation for decreasing 

serum PFAS concentrations with increasing kidney failure. Excessive albumin proteins in the 
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urine may essentially off-load the body burden of PFAS with high binding affinity to albumin 

proteins (Jain and Ducatman 2019b). However, these studies were conducted using cross-

sectional data from NHANES and the reported findings would be greatly strengthened if 

validated in longitudinal cohorts.  

Animal studies and in vitro models have provided further evidence for the adverse effect 

of PFAS on kidney health (Stanifer et al. 2018). Studies conducted in rats and mice have 

reported increased kidney weight (Butenhoff et al. 2012; Curran et al. 2008; Ladics et al. 2005), 

increased blood urea nitrogen (BUN) (Butenhoff et al. 2012; Seacat et al. 2003; Takahashi et al. 

2014), renal tubular atrophy (Klaunig et al. 2015) or hypertrophy (Ladics et al. 2005), and 

tubular epithelial hyperplasia (Kim et al. 2011), among other adverse kidney findings (see 

Stanifer et al. 2018 for a comprehensive review). In vitro systems have provided further evidence 

to suggest oxidative stress as a mechanism of PFAS-induced kidney damage (Chung 2015; Wen 

et al. 2016). A recent study by Gong et al. (2019) used rat mesangial cells as an in vitro model of 

diabetic kidney disease to determine the effect of PFAS exposure in the diabetic condition, and 

similarly reported PFOA or PFOS exposure resulted in increased oxidative stress, fibrosis, and 

inflammation in this in vitro model (Gong et al. 2019). Studies using rats must be interpreted 

with some caution due to interspecies differences in PFAS elimination rates, with PFAS 

excretion rates being much higher in rats (especially female rats) compared to mice (Loccisano et 

al. 2013; Lou et al. 2007; Pizzurro et al. 2019; Russell et al. 2013).  

Overall, there is consistent evidence across human epidemiologic, animal, and in vitro 

studies to support the claim that PFAS are damaging to kidney health.  

1.2.7 The Interplay Between Biologic Systems Affected by PFAS Exposure 

The adverse health effects of PFAS exposure on human metabolic homeostasis, thyroid 

function, kidney function, and pregnancy outcomes are likely interrelated due to the extensive 
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overlap between these biologic systems. For example, the liver is responsible for thyroid 

hormone metabolism and transport, both kidney and liver express type 1 deiodinase (an enzyme 

that converts T4 to T3) (Sanders et al. 1997), and both the liver and placenta express enzymes of 

the type 3 deiodinase system, which converts active T4 to inactive rT3, and/or active T3 or 

inactive rT3 to inactive T2 (Bianco et al. 2002; Darras et al. 1999). During pregnancy, the 

placenta regulates the degree to which maternal thyroid hormones pass to the developing fetus 

and maintains the optimal balance of thyroid hormones throughout in utero development (Chan 

et al. 2009).  

There is human clinical evidence to suggest shared pathogenic mechanisms for non-

alcoholic fatty liver disease and chronic kidney disease (Musso et al. 2016), thyroid disease (both 

hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism) and liver injury (Malik and Hodgson 2002), and 

hypothyroidism and chronic kidney disease (Rhee 2016). The proposed shared pathogenic 

mechanisms for these overlapping biologic systems also coincide with the hypothesized 

mechanisms of PFAS toxicity, including disruption of lipid metabolism (e.g. cholesterol and 

triglycerides), nuclear receptor activation (e.g. peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors, 

retinoid X receptor), and oxidative stress (Malik and Hodgson 2002; Musso et al. 2016; Rhee 

2016), among others. In the context of pregnancy, chronic kidney disease increases the risk of 

preeclampsia and low birth weight (Fischer 2007), non-alcoholic fatty liver disease increases risk 

of gestational diabetes and pregnancy-induced hypertension (Hershman et al. 2019).  

The clinical evidence underscores the careful balance between multiple biologic systems, 

and the shared pathogenic mechanisms affecting these systems coincides with toxicologic 

mechanisms through which PFAS affect these same systems. The complex interplay between the 

liver, kidney, and thyroid is further complicated by the physiological demands of pregnancy. 
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Thus, pregnant women and their developing offspring should continue to be considered the most 

sensitive populations when conducting PFAS health and risk assessments. 

1.3 Regulatory Actions Against PFAS in the US 

 The first actions taken to limit the use and emission of PFAS began in 2000 when the 

company 3M voluntarily phased PFOS out of production and use. Then in 2006, the US EPA 

invited eight major fluoropolymer and fluorotelomer manufacturing companies to participate in a 

global stewardship program to commit to a 95% reduction of PFOA emissions and product by 

the year 2010 and a complete elimination by 2015 (EPA 2006). To meet these program goals, 

companies ceased manufacturing and importation of long-chain PFAS and/or transitioned to 

alternative chemicals while some companies exited the PFAS industry altogether. The impact of 

this phaseout can be appreciated by temporal declines in human serum PFOA and PFOS 

concentrations in datasets such as the NHANES; between 1999 and 2014, average PFOA and 

PFOS serum levels in the general US population declined by ~60% and ~80%, respectively 

(ATSDR 2017).  

 In 2016, Hu et al. found that drinking water levels of PFOS and/or PFOA exceeded the 

US EPA 2016 health advisory level in public water supplies serving approximately six million 

US citizens (Hu et al. 2016). That same year, the US EPA issued a lifetime drinking water Health 

Advisory Level (HAL) for PFOA alone or in combination with PFOS (70 parts per trillion, ppt) 

(822-R-16-005). This HAL represents a non-enforceable exposure level under which no adverse 

health outcomes would be expected given a lifetime of exposure, based on the US EPA’s risk 

assessment of PFOA, which used a weight of evidence approach to examine existing human 

epidemiologic and animal toxicity studies. The developmental and reproductive toxicity study 

conducted by Lau et al. (2006) was selected to obtain the reference dose (RfD) used in 
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calculation of the lifetime HAL, in order to generate the most protective exposure level (822-R-

16-005; Lau et al. 2006).  

 Despite the reduction in serum burden of PFOA and PFOS since the genesis of the 

stewardship program, a recent biomonitoring effort determined that drinking water sources for as 

many as six million US citizens exceed the HAL of 70 ppt (Hu et al. 2016). However, this 

number likely underestimates the number of US citizens with drinking water exposure above the 

PFOA/PFOS HAL as the sampling method used by Hu et al. (2016) was conducted under the 

scope of the third Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule (UCMR3), which limits drinking 

water PFAS measurements to public systems serving over 10,000 people. The exposure levels 

for US citizens on private well water or public water systems serving under 10,000 people have 

yet to characterized.  

The lack of federally enforceable regulations on any PFAS in the US, as well as 

increasing concerns over local contamination levels has led several states to implement their own 

regulatory actions (Figure 1-5). The states of California, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan, 

Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, and Vermont have each 

proposed various drinking water actions to address PFAS contamination (ASDWA 2020). New 

Hampshire and New Jersey have formally adopted statewide regulations, mandating drinking 

water levels for PFOA (NH: 12 ppt), PFOS (NH: 15 ppt), PFHxS (NH: 18 ppt), and PFNA (NH: 

11 ppt; NJ: 13 ppt) substantially lower than the US EPA HAL of 70 ppt for PFOA alone or 

combined with PFOS (ASDWA 2020). Other states, such as North Carolina and Michigan, have 

proposed health advisories or maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for replacement PFAS, such 

as GenX (NC: 140 ppt; MI: 370 ppt) (ASDWA 2020) while Ohio and Washington are in the 
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process of developing draft health advisories for various PFAS (OH EPA 2019; WA DOH 

2020).  

  PFAS contamination in the environment and drinking water is driven by point sources of 

pollution, such as industrial/manufacturing sites, airports, biosolids fields, and military training 

bases. At each site, different levels of a multitude of PFAS are used in complex mixtures, 

depending on the application. The heterogeneity of the exposure mixture as well as relative 

concentrations of individual PFAS adds to the complexity of both studying PFAS effects of 

human health and setting appropriate standards to adequately protect the most vulnerable 

members of society. There is little to no toxicity data for the vast majority of PFAS currently in 

use, therefore there is great need for efficient methods to evaluate these compounds. 

1.4 Conclusions 

 The complex universe of PFAS compounds presents unique challenges to toxicologists 

and risk assessors. The effects of PFAS on human health differ based on compound, impact 

multiple overlapping biological systems, affect health outcomes at all life stages, and exposure 

levels (and mixtures) differ temporally and geographically. Importantly, early life PFAS insults 

may in fact increase susceptibility for later life chronic health conditions, which may be further 

exacerbated by lifelong PFAS exposure. Thus, it is critical to improve our understanding of the 

adult health consequences associated with PFAS exposure over time, identify emerging PFAS 

threats to the most vulnerable members of society, and develop tools to efficiently evaluate and 

characterize PFAS toxicity. This dissertation examines each of these themes by (1) analyzing the 

association between PFAS exposure and biomarkers of chronic disease in a cohort of adults with 

18 years of longitudinal exposure and outcome data, (2) comparing the developmental and 

reproductive toxicity of a well-studied PFAS, PFOA, with its replacement, GenX, with a special   
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focus on the placenta as a target tissue, and (3) developing a high-throughput toxicity screen 

using human-derived placental trophoblasts in vitro to efficiently evaluate a panel of 42 

individual PFAS and provide critical baseline toxicity data to inform future studies.   
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Table 1-1. Common legacy per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances. 

Chemical name CAS Abbr Family 
# Carbons 

w/fluorine 

Carbon 

chain 

length 

Type 

Perfluoorooctanoic 

acid 

335-67-1 PFOA PFCA 7 8 Legacy 

Perfluorohexanoic 

acid 

307-24-4 PFHxA PFCA 5 6 Legacy 

Perfluoropentanoic 

acid 

2706-90-3 PFPeA PFCA 4 5 Legacy 

Perfluoroheptanoic 

acid 

375-85-9 PFHpA PFCA 6 7 Legacy 

Perfluorononanoic 

acid 

375-95-1 PFNA PFCA 8 9 Legacy 

Perfluorodecanoic 

acid 

335-76-2 PFDA PFCA 9 10 Legacy 

Perfluorobutanoic 

acid 

375-22-4 PFBA PFCA 3 4 Legacy & 

replacement 

Perfluorobutane 

sulfonic acid 

375-73-5 PFBS PFSA 4 4 Legacy & 

replacement 

Perfluorohexane 

sulfonic acid 

355-46-4 PFHxS PFSA 6 6 Legacy 

Perfluorooctane 

sulfonic acid 

1763-23-1 PFOS PFSA 8 8 Legacy 

Perfluorooctane 

sulfonamide 

754-91-6 PFOSA PFSA 8 8 Legacy 

Abbr: Perfluorocarboxylic acid = PFCA, perfluorosulfonic acid or amide = PFSA 
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Figure 1-1. Basic structural features of a perfluoroalkyl substance (PFAS). The compound 

perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) is shown here as an example. The perfluoroalkyl chain (tail) is 

indicated by a dashed green outline, while the functional group (head) is indicated by a dashed 

yellow outline. Legacy PFAS share these structural features while replacement, or “alternative 

chemistry” PFAS, contain substitutions along the carbon tail. 
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Figure 1-2. Structures of common legacy perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) and 

replacement PFAS. The ether substitution in the carbon tail of hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer 

acid (HFPO-DA, or GenX) is thought to favorably alter the toxicokinetic profile of the 

compound. Perfluorobutane sulfonic acid (PFBS) has classic structural features but has been 

selected as a replacement compound for longer-chain PFAS.  
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Figure 1-3. Major sources of human exposure to per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances. 

Humans are directly exposed to PFAS through the ambient environment (e.g. air), consumer 

products, house dust, drinking water, and diet. For developing humans, exposure can occur 

transplacentally in utero and through breastmilk. Environmental PFAS contamination is caused 

by waste and pollution generated by industrial complexes in the manufacturing or use of PFAS, 

including in the manufacturing of downstream products containing PFAS, such as aqueous film-

forming foams (AFFFs). Environmental PFAS contamination is also caused by run-off of PFAS-

containing AFFFs at military training bases and airports. Figure adapted from Sunderland et al. 

(2019) and Hu et al. (2016).   
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Figure 1-4. Summary of adverse health outcomes associated with PFAS exposure, the 

target tissue implicated by the outcomes, and hypothesized mechanism(s) of PFAS toxicity. 
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Figure 1-5. Responses of US states to PFAS contamination compared to nationwide PFAS 

levels (inset). Most state actions are non-enforceable and include notification levels, maximum 

contamination limits (MCLs), health advisories or guidance, and action levels. Several states 

have adopted enforceable regulation, such as New Hampshire and New Jersey, while other states 

are actively in pursuit of enforceable legislation, such as New York. There are some states with 

considerable PFAS contamination but no statewide action, including Alabama, New Mexico, and 

Kentucky. Figure adapted from Hu et al. (2018), Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, LLP (used with 

permission), and http://www.saferstates.com/toxic-chemicals/pfas/. 

http://www.saferstates.com/toxic-chemicals/pfas/
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CHAPTER 2: ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL SERUM 

PERFLUOROALKYL SUBSTANCE (PFAS) LEVELS AND MEASURES OF THYROID 

HORMONE, KIDNEY FUNCTION, AND BODY MASS INDEX IN THE FERNALD 

COMMUNITY COHORT 1 

2.1 Introduction 

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are a diverse class of manufactured 

compounds used in a wide range of industrial processes and consumer products, and infer unique 

properties including resistance to stains, thermal stability, and repellency to oil and water 

(ATSDR 2015). In addition to their widespread use, PFAS are highly resistant to degradation due 

to their strong carbon-fluorine bonds and can persist in the body and the environment for years 

(Fu et al. 2016; Olsen et al. 2007). Due to their ubiquitous presence in aquatic environments, 

exposure to PFAS through drinking water is an ongoing community-based concern, although 

exposure is known to occur via other routes including diet. PFAS contamination of drinking 

water is associated with spatial proximity to industrial point source pollution, military fire 

training run-off, and wastewater treatment plants, and is common in the U.S. (Hu et al. 2016). A 

recent biomonitoring effort determined that drinking water sources for as many as six million 

Americans exceed the US Environmental Protection Agency’s (US EPA) lifetime health 

advisory level (70 ng/L) for the combined concentration of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and 

perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) (Hu et al. 2016). There are also occurrences of extremely 

 
1 This chapter was adapted from a previously published manuscript in Environmental Pollution. The 

original citation is as follows: Blake, B.E., Pinney, S.M., Hines, E.P., Fenton, S.E., & Ferguson, K.K. 

(2018). Associations between longitudinal serum perfluoroalkyl substance (PFAS) levels and measures of 
thyroid hormone, kidney function, and body mass index in the Fernald Community Cohort. 

Environmental Pollution, 242, 894-904.  
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high exposure in association with accidental drinking water contamination. For example, in 2005 

a class action lawsuit regarding the release of PFOA (C8) since the 1950s by the Washington 

Works (DuPont) plant in Parkersburg, WV resulted in a settlement and subsequent establishment 

of the C8 Science Panel. The C8 Science Panel carried out exposure and health studies in the 

affected Mid-Ohio Valley communities and has reported probable links between PFOA exposure 

and high cholesterol, kidney cancer, and thyroid disease, among other human diseases (C8 

Science Panel). A recent report describes elevated serum PFOA concentrations in a different 

Mid-Ohio River Valley population, as early as 1991, exposed to contaminated drinking water 

from the Ohio River and Ohio River Aquifer, known to be contaminated by industrial waste 

(Herrick et al. 2017).  

 As a chemical class, PFAS are fluorinated organic compounds containing at least one 

fully fluorinated carbon atom (for a thorough explanation of classification, see Buck et al. 2011). 

In general, PFAS consist of a carbon backbone with multiple fluorine atoms, but vary in carbon 

chain length, functional groups, and branching patterns. For example, PFOA and PFOS have an 

eight-carbon chain (C8), but the functional group of PFOA is carboxylic acid while the 

functional group of PFOS is sulfonic acid. Perfluorononanoic acid (PFNA) and PFOA share the 

same functional group, but PFNA has a nine-carbon backbone (C9). Differing functional groups, 

carbon chain lengths, and branching patterns impart varying degrees of environmental and 

biological persistence (Conder et al. 2008; Lindstrom et al. 2011). For example, it has been 

theorized that the longer the carbon chain, the greater the extent of bioaccumulation, and PFAS 

with a sulfonic acid group (e.g. PFOS) tend to bioaccumulate more than carboxylated PFAS (e.g. 

PFOA) (Conder et al. 2008). Importantly, depending on the compound, the half-lives of the ≥ C6 
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PFAS are estimated to range from two to nine years (Fu et al. 2016; Olsen et al. 2007) and may 

vary between women and men (Fu et al. 2016; Wong et al. 2014).  

PFAS exposure has been associated with multiple adverse health effects in humans, 

including perturbations in thyroid (Melzer et al. 2010; Olsen et al. 2001; Wen et al. 2013), 

kidney (Shankar et al. 2011; Watkins et al. 2013), and metabolic function (Fisher et al. 2013; Lin 

et al. 2009; Olsen et al. 1998). Major US PFAS manufacturers have committed to voluntarily 

eliminate the use of certain PFAS in product content and to decrease emissions through their 

participation in the EPA Stewardship Program (3M Company 2000; US EPA 2000). However, 

concerns regarding exposure still exist due to the persistence of these contaminants in the 

environment and in the human body. For example, it has been reported that PFOA cannot be 

fully eliminated from municipal water systems, and other recent reports confirm this problem for 

other PFAS (Higgins and Luthy 2006; Sun et al. 2016). Although the manufacturing of certain 

PFAS has been phased out, there remain concerns regarding the production of their congeners, 

and numerous new PFAS are being introduced to the marketplace (Sun et al. 2016). 

 Previous human studies of PFAS exposure and health consequences have primarily 

focused on occupationally exposed groups or nationally representative populations. Studies of 

occupationally exposed populations provide important insight into human health consequences 

associated with chronic, high levels of PFAS exposure, but are limited in scope as workers are 

often exposed to complex mixtures, are typically exposed as adults, and the historical exposure 

levels for workers are often unknown (Lindstrom et al. 2011). Few studies have examined highly 

exposed non-occupational populations and even fewer have collected longitudinal data spanning 

multiple years (Emmett et al. 2006; Lindstrom et al. 2011; Steenland et al. 2010; Stubleski et al. 

2017). Because PFAS are known to persist in the body and environment for years, biomonitoring 
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efforts focused on highly exposed populations with long-term periods of follow up would 

provide invaluable information on the health risks imposed by this chemical class. The data 

presented herein uniquely offer the ability to examine temporal trends in PFAS levels as well as 

their relationship to chronic disease indicators within and between individuals over nearly two 

decades.  

Serum samples collected as early as 1991 in the Fernald Community Cohort (FCC) were 

recently analyzed for PFAS levels (Herrick et al. 2017), and were used in the present analysis to 

examine PFAS measurements in relation to repeated measures of thyroid hormones (Total T4 

and thyroid stimulating hormone, TSH), estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), and body 

mass index (BMI). Each of the health outcomes used in the present analysis can be used as 

potential indicators of chronic health outcomes in routine medical examinations.   

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Study Population 

The FCC was an eighteen-year medical surveillance program for residents living in 

proximity to a former U.S. Department of Energy uranium processing site in Fernald, Ohio, that 

may have been exposed to uranium dust due to the activities of the Feed Materials Production 

Center (FMPC). The FCC recruited on a volunteer basis by local media advertisements 

describing the program eligibility beginning in 1990. Eligible participants in the FCC lived or 

worked within a 5-mile radius of the FMPC for a minimum of 2 continuous years between 

January 1, 1952 and December 18, 1984, a time span representing the period during which 

FMPC uranium emissions occurred prior to becoming public knowledge.  

Initial medical examinations and testing were administered to adult participants between 

December 1990 and December 1991. At the initial examination, a physician performed a 

comprehensive physical examination and conducted several diagnostic tests, which have been 
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described in detail elsewhere (FCC website; Wones et al. 2009). All participants completed a 

questionnaire at the initial examination as well, which included information on demographic 

characteristics, including age, gender, marital status, education level, income, and race/ethnicity 

(for more detail, see FCC website; Wones et al. 2009). Reexaminations were offered to 

participants every 2-3 years; questionnaires were administered yearly. At each reexamination, a 

complete physical examination, including height and weight measurement, was conducted along 

with laboratory testing of blood and urine for routine clinical chemistry (Pinney et al. 2003). 

Upon enrollment into the program, and at each examination, all participants signed a consent 

form for use of biospecimens and data in future research studies (Pinney et al. 2003). Additional 

information on eligibility, design, and participant characteristics has been described previously 

(FCC website; Wones et al. 2009). 

Although the medical monitoring program was initially established to assess the impact 

of exposure to radiation and uranium released by the FMPC, a majority of the FCC (~60%) were 

not exposed to uranium above background levels (FCC website; Killough et al. 1996). Drinking 

water contamination by PFAS became a concern after several studies of residents living along 

the Ohio River in Ohio and West Virginia reported serum PFOA concentrations exceeding 

background U.S. population medians (Braun et al. 2016; Emmett et al. 2006; Kato et al. 2011; 

Pinney et al. 2003). A total of 210 participants were selected from the FCC after being identified 

as at high risk for exposure to PFAS based on living in zip codes bordering the Ohio River 

sometime after 1980. Members of the cohort selected for the PFAS study likely were not 

exposed to uranium above background levels (Killough et al. 1996), as they were selected based 

on low exposure according to an algorithm developed by the exposure assessment study. The 

number of persons on whom serum PFAS were measured was limited by available funds. 
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Selected participants preferentially had ≥3 serum samples collected in different calendar years.  

To reach 517 samples, some persons with only 2 samples were randomly selected from a much 

larger pool.   

2.2.2 Exposure Measurements 

Serum from the initial enrollment exam and from subsequent follow-up examinations 

between the years of 1991 to 2008 was analyzed for 8 PFAS congeners. PFAS were measured in 

serum samples by the CDC using a solid phase extraction high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) tandem mass spectrometry (MS) method (Kato et al. 2011; Kuklenyik 

et al. 2005). Values below the LOD (< 0.1 μg/L or <0.2 μg/L [PFOS]) were imputed using 

LOD/√2 (Hornung and Reed 1990). All PFAS measurements were log-normally distributed and 

natural log-transformed for statistical analyses.  

To compare serum concentrations with levels from a nationally representative US 

population, we drew data from the CDC Fourth Annual Report on Human Exposure to 

Environmental Chemicals (CDC 2013). We used geometric means and 95% confidence intervals 

for adult serum PFOA and PFOS levels from the available National Health and Nutrition 

Examination Survey (NHANES) cycles: 1999-2000, 2003-2004, 2005-2006, 2007-2008, and 

2009-2010.  

2.2.3 Outcome Measurements  

Measurements related to thyroid disruption, kidney function, and body composition were 

selected based on the list of available measures in the FCC database. Thyroid stimulating 

hormone (TSH) and total thyroxine (Total T4) were selected as outcome measurements of 

thyroid disruption. TSH and Total T4 were measured in serum during medical examinations as 

part of the clinical chemistry panel. Additional information regarding thyroid hormone 

measurement methods and reference ranges are shown in Table A1-1. It should be noted that 
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Total T4 was only measured at exams that took place from 1991 to 1996 and that TSH was 

measured at exams from 1996 to 2008 due to changes in medical protocols. Because of this shift 

in practice, repeated measurements of Total T4 were available on a small number of study 

participants. However, all other outcomes were measured in at least one participant for each year 

between 1991-2008. Distributions of both thyroid hormones were log-normally distributed and 

natural log transformed for statistical models. Of the 210 participants, 20 reported taking thyroid-

specific medications during the period of observation and were removed from all analyses with 

TSH or Total T4 as the outcome measurement.  

Kidney function was evaluated using estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), which 

was calculated using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CDK-EPI) 

equation for estimating GFR on the natural scale, which includes variables for serum creatinine 

as well as age, sex, and race (Levey et al. 2009), as described in Table A1-2.  

Body composition was evaluated using BMI. Weight and height were recorded at each 

medical examination, and BMI was calculated by dividing weight in kilograms by height in 

meters squared. For visits where height was missing, an average of height measurements for that 

participant was imputed to calculate BMI. 

2.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analyses were conducted in R, Version 3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2017). 

Demographic characteristics of the study population and distributions of exposure and outcome 

variables at enrollment were examined. Then, to assess variability in serum PFAS and outcome 

measurements over time, intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) and 95% confidence intervals 

were calculated using the ICC package (Wolak et al. 2012). The ICC value is the ratio of inter-

individual variability to intra- plus inter-individual variability and indicates the consistency of 

repeated measures. The ICC falls within a range from zero to one, with a value of one indicating 
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no intra-individual variability (i.e., perfect reliability) (Rosner and Warzecha 2011). ICC values 

were calculated for PFAS measurements taken over a 1-5 year and 10-18 year period in order to 

examine shorter term versus longer term stability. PFAS trends over time were assessed by 

calculating geometric means and standard deviations by year of sample collection. Trends in 

serum PFAS concentrations over time were assessed using a linear mixed effect (LME) model in 

the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated using 

non-log transformed values of PFAS at first measurement. 

To assess the association between serum PFAS levels and outcomes, LME models were 

used to evaluate repeated measures of each serum PFAS in relation to each outcome, also using 

the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). Final sample sizes differed for each model because not all 

outcomes were assessed at each of the time points when PFAS were measured. A linear model 

was fit to the data for Total T4 measurements, as there was an insufficient number of participants 

with repeated measures (144 observations on 142 individuals) to fit an LME model to the data. 

Age at enrollment, year of measurement, and sex were included a priori in all models, and 

additional covariates were examined for inclusion in final models using a forward stepwise 

procedure. Additional covariates examined included: household income (<$20k/yr, $20k-50k/yr, 

>$50k/yr); highest attained education level (<college, some college or graduate, >college); 

marital status (married, not married); and BMI (continuous, in kg/m2, except models where BMI 

was the outcome). Fully adjusted models included covariates that resulted in at least a 10% 

change in the corresponding beta estimate for any of the PFAS when added to the model. 

Covariates were kept the same for models of individual PFAS but were allowed to differ by 

outcome.  
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The relationship between serum PFAS levels and outcome measures was modeled in two 

ways. First, a repeated measures LME model was used to model the relationship between 

repeated serum PFAS levels and repeated outcome measures observed at the same time point. 

Second, to model latent effects of PFAS exposure, a LME model was used to model the 

relationship between the first serum PFAS measurement and all available outcome 

measurements (regardless of whether the outcome measurement occurred prior to the first PFAS 

measurement). Because PFAS tend to persist for years in human serum, we can reasonably 

assume that outcomes measured 1-8 years before the first serum PFAS measurement could still 

be associated with exposure. However, in a sensitivity analysis we created a LME model where 

we included the first serum PFAS measurement and only outcome measurements that were 

subsequent to that measurement. Finally, because PFAS are known endocrine disrupting 

compounds that may have sex-specific effects, we performed sensitivity analyses to examine the 

sex-stratified relationships between repeated measures of PFAS and each outcome measure using 

our primary repeated measures models. Adjusted sex-stratified models included the same 

covariates as the full parent models. The interaction of PFAS and sex was tested in the parent 

model by including an interaction term between PFAS and sex, as well as an interaction term 

between sex and each covariate (Buckley et al. 2017).  

Effect estimates are expressed in tables as the percent change in outcome measure in 

association with an interquartile range (IQR) increase in PFAS. Because eGFR was not log-

transformed, IQR estimates for eGFR are expressed as the percent change in eGFR relative to the 

median eGFR concentration in association with an IQR increase in PFAS.  

2.3 Results 

The population studied was primarily White and married, with a median age of 38 years 

at the time of enrollment, although some individuals (N = 8) were younger than 20 years at 
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enrollment (Table 2-1). Sixty percent of the participants were women and about 7% had 

achieved a college education. Approximately half of participants were considered overweight or 

obese at enrollment (BMI > 25 kg/m2). Median chronic health indicator measurements at 

enrollment were similar to what has been reported for the general US population in this age 

range for TSH (median = 1.53 µIU/mL), Total T4 (median = 7.65 µg/dL), and eGFR (median = 

103.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2, Table A1-3). Similar to the general US population, BMI at 

enrollment was in the range of normal weight for approximately half of the participants and 

overweight or obese for the remaining half. BMI and eGFR were measured most often during the 

study period, whereas TSH and Total T4 varied over time based on changes in standard medical 

practices (Table A1-4). The median number of repeated measures for chronic health indicators 

was: BMI= 7, eGFR= 7, TSH= 5, and Total T4= 1 (Table A1-5).  

At the time of the first serum measurement for each participant (N = 210), all compounds 

were detected in 100% of samples except for PFOSA (22% < LOD), PFDeA (28% < LOD), and 

Et-PFOSA (2% < LOD) (Table 2-2). Median concentrations of serum PFOS were highest, 

followed by PFOA. Most serum PFAS measurements were collected from 1991-1995 and 2007-

2008, and participants had a median of 3 repeated measures of serum PFAS (Supplemental 

Tables 2-4 & 2-5). Spearman correlations between PFAS at first measurement were strongest 

between PFNA and PFDeA, and both PFOA and PFOS were positively correlated with all other 

measured PFAS; only positive correlations between PFAS were detected (Figure 2-1, Table A1-

6). Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were more stable for every PFAS over a period of 1-

5 years compared to a period of 10-18 years (Table 2-3). Compounds with the highest degree of 

stability over a 1-5 year period were PFHxS>PFOA>PFNA>Et-PFOA>PFOS. Only two 
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compounds maintained some stability when measured over 10-18 years, PFHxS (ICC= 0.71) and 

PFOA (ICC= 0.58). ICCs over the same time periods did not differ between men and women. 

Geometric mean (95% confidence intervals) serum PFAS concentrations are shown by 

year of sample collection in Figure 2-2, with corresponding NHANES geometric means (95% 

confidence intervals) from available study years. Concentrations of serum PFAS by year of 

measurement for FCC participants are shown in Table A1-7. Median serum concentrations and 

geometric means of all PFAS measurements combined have been previously reported for the 

FCC in Herrick et al. (2017); here we report serum PFAS levels by year of measurement in the 

FCC. Serum PFAS concentrations tended to decrease over time except for PFNA and PFDeA, 

which increased. PFOSA and Et-PFOSA were relatively low from 1991 to 1998 and then fell 

below the limit of detection (Figure 2-2F & G). The change in serum PFAS concentrations 

between samples has been previously reported for the FCC in Herrick et al. (2017), which was 

greatest for PFOS (a mean decrease of 6.4 μg/L between samples) and PFOA (a mean decrease 

of 2.6 μg/L between samples).  

Serum levels of PFOS were comparable between FCC and NHANES participants 

between 2000 and 2008 (Figure 2-2B), as both decreased by ~45% over an eight-year period. On 

the other hand, serum concentrations of PFOA differed markedly between the two groups 

(Figure 2-2A). Geometric mean serum PFOA levels were approximately three times greater in 

the FCC samples measured in 1999 than in samples from NHANES from 2000-2001. Although 

PFOA serum levels decreased in both populations over time, PFOA levels in the FCC 

participants remained significantly higher than levels reported in NHANES. Serum PFHxS 

concentrations were approximately 1.4 times greater in the FCC compared to NHANES and 

remained relatively stable over time (Figure 2-2D).  
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2.3.1 Associations with Thyroid Hormone Levels 

In crude repeated measures models, we observed significant positive associations 

between PFOS and TSH (Table A1-8). The adjusted repeated measures model included 

covariates for age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, marital status, and BMI. In the 

adjusted repeated measures model, an IQR increase in serum PFOS was associated with a 9.75% 

(95% CI= 1.72, 18.4) increase in TSH (Table 2-4). No other significant associations were 

detected in in our primary models. In our crude models of latent effects, i.e., all outcome 

measures modeled in association with the first serum PFAS measurement, we did not detect 

associations between PFAS and Total T4 or TSH (Table A1-9). Associations observed in crude 

latent models were similar in our sensitivity analysis, which included thyroid hormone measures 

subsequent to the first PFAS measurement (Table A1-10).  

In the adjusted latent model, we observed a positive association between serum PFNA 

and Total T4. The adjusted latent model included covariates for age, year of measurement, sex, 

education, income, marital status, and BMI. An IQR increase in serum PFNA was associated 

with a 3.02% (95% CI= 0.05, 6.07) increase in Total T4 (Table 2-5). This association was 

similar, but less precise, when we only included Total T4 measurements that were subsequent to 

the first PFNA measurement (Table A1-11). We did not detect any latent effects for TSH.  

Sex-stratified models and models with an interaction term for sex were adjusted for the 

same covariates as the repeated measures models. In models with interaction terms for sex, we 

detected a significant sex difference in the association between serum PFNA and Total T4 

(p<0.05; Table A1-12). For women, an IQR increase in PFNA was associated with a 6.41% 

(95% CI= 0.55, 12.6) increase in Total T4, whereas in men an IQR increase in PFNA was 

associated with a -2.23% (95% CI= -7.70, 3.60) change in Total T4. A similar sex-specific 

pattern was observed with respect to serum PFHxS and TSH levels; in women an IQR increase 
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in PFHxS was associated with a -7.46% (95% CI= -19.9, 6.98) change in serum TSH whereas in 

men an IQR increase in PFHxS was associated with a 20.7% (95% CI= -1.60, 43.4) increase in 

TSH (p<0.05 for the interaction term, Table A1-13). However, the associations between PFAS 

and thyroid hormone were not consistent between the main effect of sex and in the models 

containing an interaction term for sex.  

2.3.2 Associations with Kidney Function 

In crude models, we observed significant associations between all PFAS and eGFR 

except for PFOA (PFOA, p=0.06; Table A1-8). The adjusted repeated measures model included 

covariates for age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, marital status, and BMI. In 

fully adjusted models, PFNA, PFHxS, and PFDeA were inversely associated with eGFR, while 

Me-PFOSA and Et-PFOSA were positively associated with eGFR (Table 2-4). An IQR increase 

in serum PFNA, PFHxS, and PFDeA was associated with a -1.61% (95% CI=-3.00, -0.22), -

2.06% (95% CI=-3.53, -0.59), and -2.20% (95% CI= -4.25, -0.14) change in eGFR, respectively. 

An IQR increase in serum Me-PFOSA was associated with a 1.53% (95% CI= 0.34, 2.73) 

increase in eGFR. In adjusted models of latent effects, an IQR increase in serum PFOS was 

associated with a -1.72% (95% CI= -3.29, -0.15) change in eGFR (Table 2-5). In the sensitivity 

analysis examining outcome measures occurring after the first serum PFAS measurement only, 

this association was consistent (Table A1-11). Additionally, in that analysis, we observed that 

PFOSA was associated with a -1.87% (95% CI= -3.72, -0.02) change in eGFR. No interactions 

were detected by sex for the relationships between PFAS and eGFR (Table A1-14). 

2.3.3 Associations with Body Mass Index 

In crude repeated measures models of serum PFAS and BMI, we observed significant 

negative associations with PFOA, PFOS, PFOSA, Me-PFOSA, and Et-PFOSA, and significant 

positive associations with PFNA and PFDeA and BMI (Table A1-8). However, these 
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associations were attenuated and non-significant in the adjusted models (Table 2-4). Adjusted 

models included covariates for age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital 

status. We did not detect any associations between PFAS and BMI in latent models, and there 

were no significant interactions by sex (Table 2-5 and Table A1-15).  

2.4 Discussion 

 In participants from an 18-year biomonitoring cohort, we examined serum levels of eight 

PFAS over time and investigated the associations with measures of thyroid function, kidney 

function, and body mass index. Temporal trends in adult serum PFAS concentrations observed in 

this population with above-average exposure reflect patterns similar to those observed in the 

general US population and in other industrialized nations around the world (Axmon et al. 2014; 

Gomis et al. 2017; Haug et al. 2009; Kato et al. 2011; Nøst et al. 2014; Olsen et al. 2012; 

Stubleski et al. 2017; Yeung et al. 2013). Serum concentrations of PFOS, PFOSA, PFNA, 

PFDeA, and Me-PFOSA were similar in our study population compared to those observed in the 

NHANES during the same time period. However, serum concentrations of PFOA in our study 

population were approximately three times higher than those reported for adults in the 

NHANES—a pattern that persisted across the study period of 1991 to 2008. Serum PFHxS was 

approximately 1.4 times greater in the FCC than NHANES for similar years of study.  

Similar to trends observed in the FCC, adult serum PFOS and PFOA levels worldwide 

generally began to decline after the year 2000, but serum PFNA and PFHxS levels tended to 

remain the same or in some cases increase over time (Axmon et al. 2014; Gomis et al. 2017; 

Haug et al. 2009; Kato et al. 2011; Nøst et al. 2014; Olsen et al. 2012; Stubleski et al. 2017; 

Yeung et al. 2013). The global decline in serum PFOS and PFOA levels aligns with the 

voluntary efforts to phase out PFOS by its major US manufacturer 3M in 2001 (3M Company 

2000a; 3M Company 2000b; USEPA 2000). It should be noted that while 3M began to phase out 
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PFOS in 2001, EPA-facilitated PFOA phase out efforts did not begin until 2006 (USEPA 2006). 

In this study, we report serum PFAS levels between 1991 and 2008, providing insight into the 

shift in PFAS burden during the time period over which PFAS phase outs were initiated in the 

US. In the population described here, serum PFOS measurements from 2006-2008 were 

approximately 45% lower than measurements obtained from 1991-1998. 

It is possible that compound half-lives may play a role in their temporal stability. The 

half-lives of PFOA and PFOS are estimated to be 2-4 years and 4-6 years, respectively, whereas 

PFHxS has an estimated half-life of 8-10 years (Olsen et al. 2007). Although serum levels of 

PFHxS were low in our study, the high degree of stability in levels measured over a period of 1-5 

years (ICC= 0.91) as well as a period of 10-18 years (ICC= 0.71) corresponds to what would be 

expected from a compound with a long half-life. PFOA similarly exhibited stability over the 1-5 

year period (ICC = 0.80), though not to the same extent as PFHxS, which could be due in part to 

its shorter half-life. Additionally, the greater decrease in ICC for PFOA when comparing across 

the 1-5 (ICC= 0.80) and 10-18 year periods (ICC= 0.58) may be indicative of its shorter half-life. 

Although PFOS has an intermediate half-life compared with PFOA and PFHxS, PFOS exhibited 

the most dramatic decrease in ICC when comparing the 1-5 year period (ICC= 0.66) and 10-18 

year period (ICC= 0.16). This is likely due to the voluntary US phase-out of PFOS that began in 

2001 and was further propagated by additional EPA regulation. Other PFAS exhibited dramatic 

shifts in ICC values between the two time periods, including PFOSA, PFDeA, Me-PFOSA, and 

Et-PFOSA, which is due in part to serum levels falling below the limit of detection at later time 

points during the study period.  

PFAS are suspected to be endocrine disruptors that target the thyroid and alter thyroid 

hormones. The thyroid is considered a target of PFAS by way of influencing multiple biological 
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mechanisms involved in thyroid homeostasis, including thyroid hormone biosynthesis, transport, 

metabolism, and interfering with thyroid receptors in target tissues (Boas et al. 2009). A 

proposed mechanism of action of PFAS hypothesizes that circulating T4 levels are reduced by 

competitive binding of PFAS to thyroid hormone transport proteins (Weiss et al. 2009), 

increased T4 metabolism in the thyroid and liver, and reduced thyroid production of T4 (Webster 

et al. 2014). Experimental work in animals supports this hypothesis by demonstrating that PFAS 

induce hypothyroidism (Yu et al. 2009). 

Previous studies have examined the association between exposure to PFAS and thyroid 

hormones, and the findings have varied greatly across studies. Several studies conducted using 

the NHANES database have shown positive associations between PFOA and total T3 (Jain 2013; 

Webster et al. 2016; Wen et al. 2013), TSH (Jain 2013; Lewis et al. 2015), and self-reports of 

current thyroid disease (Melzer et al. 2010). PFHxS has been associated with increases in total 

T4 across the general US population (Jain 2013) as well as with sex-specific positive 

associations in women (Wen et al. 2013). Further evaluation of thyroid transport proteins in 

blood samples from these individuals would be needed to address the potential mechanism of 

competitive binding by PFAS.  

Here we report a positive association between serum PFOS and TSH, which is consistent 

with the association between PFOA and TSH in the general US population reported by Jain et al. 

(2013). Additionally, in an occupationally exposed population, a positive association was 

observed between serum PFOA and TSH (Olsen and Zobel 2007). Our result differs from these 

studies as we observed a positive association between serum PFOS and TSH, but not serum 

PFOA and TSH. In rats, a single oral dose of PFOS has been shown to induce a reduction in T4 

without a concomitant change in TSH (Chang et al. 2008), which may suggest that multiple 
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exposures are needed for the TSH effect. Species differences may account for these disparate 

responses, or it is more likely that compensatory mechanisms stemming from feedback loops as 

a response to chronic, low levels of exposure differ from physiological changes in response to a 

single exposure.  

We also observed a positive association between the first serum measurement of PFNA 

and subsequent levels of Total T4. This positive association has been observed with other PFAS 

(PFHxS) and Total T4 in the general population (Jain 2013). In sex-stratified analyses, we found 

this association was significant only among women. The female-specific trend is consistent with 

findings from Wen et al. (2013), who reported a positive association between PFHxS and Total 

T4 in women, as well as with studies from neonatal populations, where prenatal PFAS exposure 

was associated with T4 levels in female neonates (de Cock et al. 2014; Shah-Kulkarni et al. 

2016). Additionally, we report a significant inverse association between serum PFOS and Total 

T4 that was stronger in men, although the interaction by sex was not statistically significant. 

Inverse associations have previously been noted between prenatal PFAS exposure and T4 levels 

in male neonates (de Cock et al. 2014; Preston et al. 2018). Parallel sex-specific associations 

between PFAS and TSH were not observed, possibly due to non-overlapping years of Total T4 

and TSH measurement (see Table A1-1). Due to shifts in medical practice during the course of 

participant exams, Total T4 measurements were performed from 1991 to 1996, whereas TSH 

was measured at exams occurring after 1996. Because serum levels of some PFAS shifted 

substantially between the period of 1991-1996 and 1997-2008, associations with TSH and Total 

T4 may be less comparable. Thyroid hormones play critical roles in human health and 

development, and disruptions at any life stage warrant further study to understand potential 

underlying mechanisms. 
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The kidney is another target of PFAS as it is involved in their excretion and it is 

hypothesized that PFAS may damage the kidneys via reabsorption of PFAS across the renal 

tubules (Han et al. 2011). This reabsorption is hypothesized to occur due to renal tubule efflux 

transporters which actively transport PFAS back into systemic circulation, contributing to their 

long half lives in the human body (Han et al. 2011). In rats, PFOA and PFOS have been shown 

to induce renal hypertrophy, injury, and cellular proliferation (Cui et al. 2009). Additionally, 

previous cross-sectional human studies have reported associations between PFAS and reduced 

kidney function in adults and adolescents. Shankar et al. (2011) reported an association between 

increased serum PFOA and PFOS and reduced glomerular filtration rate, described as chronic 

kidney disease, in adults from the NHANES study. Kataria et al. (2015) reported a similar trend 

of reduced glomerular filtration in adolescents with PFOA and PFOS exposures in the highest 

quartile using the NHANES data. Reduced glomerular filtration was also associated with serum 

PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and PFHxS in a highly exposed population of adolescents (Watkins et al. 

2013). Here we similarly report a reduction in estimated glomerular filtration rate associated with 

serum levels of PFNA, PFDeA, and PFHxS. We also observed a negative association between 

serum PFOA and PFOS levels and eGFR in adjusted models, although the association was not 

statistically significant. In addition to concerns over reduced eGFR, increases in eGFR are 

similarly associated with a higher risk for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality and can reflect 

hyperfiltration, which is observed in pre-diabetes and pre-hypertension (Shastri and Sarnak 

2011). We also report an increase in eGFR with increasing exposure to Me-PFOSA.  

Although the mechanisms of toxicity are not well understood for each individual PFAS, it 

is possible that individual compounds impact target tissues via different modes of action. For 

example, peroxisome proliferator alpha (PPARα) is a suspected nuclear receptor target of PFAS 
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and is expressed in the liver and kidney. However, the extent to which PFAS activate PPARα is 

thought to vary by carbon chain length and functional group, with some PFAS exhibiting high 

levels of PPARα activation (e.g. PFOA) and others exhibiting none (e.g. PFDeA) (Wolf et al. 

2008). It is possible that some PFAS alter kidney function via activation of nuclear receptor 

PPARα and others may exert their effects through other toxicological mechanisms such as 

mitochondrial dysfunction (Hagenaars et al. 2013). With respect to interpretation of the findings 

reported here on kidney function, reverse causation is a potential limitation of the association 

between serum PFAS and eGFR (Dhingra et al. 2017) but is less likely in this study due to its 

longitudinal study design. Rather than elevated serum PFAS causing reduced glomerular 

filtration, it is possible that an unidentified factor caused reduced glomerular filtration which in 

turn resulted in greater accumulation of serum PFAS in the body. However, given the breadth of 

studies demonstrating similar associations, we assume the PFAS are causing the lowered eGFR 

and this likely extends the half-life of PFAS.  

PFAS are suspected obesogens, and obesogenic potential of PFAS has been evidenced by 

in vitro and in vivo experiments. PFAS have been shown to induce adipocyte differentiation and 

lipid metabolism in cell culture (Watkins et al. 2015). In mice, PFOA has been shown to disrupt 

insulin and leptin and increase body weight following prenatal exposure (Hines et al. 2009). Here 

we did not observe any statistically significant associations between PFAS and BMI in repeated 

measures models, latent models, or sex-stratified models. Other studies in adults have also 

produced inconsistent findings of associations between PFAS and measures of body composition 

or metabolic function (Lin et al. 2009; Nelson et al. 2010). In fact, in this study, more than 50% 

of the participants were overweight or obese at the first PFAS measure, limiting our ability to 

detect effects. The FCC participants may have been exposed to PFAS many years prior to the 
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first collection used to measure their PFAS serum levels, and this may have influenced their 

BMI; more data from the cohort are needed to address this question. 

Associations between PFAS and health outcomes across the epidemiological literature 

are not entirely consistent, which may be due in part to varying degrees of toxicity both by 

congener and in terms of target tissue. For example, in regard to thyroid toxicity via competitive 

binding to thyroid hormone transport proteins, PFAS congeners exhibit markedly different 

binding potencies with PFHxS, PFOA, and PFOS having higher binding potencies than other 

PFAS (Weiss et al., 2009). Differences in congener action may be influenced by chemical 

functionalities such as the degree of fluorination, carbon chain length, and the functional end 

group. This same concept may apply to congener-specific effects on kidney function, where 

differences in congener functionalities may also influence the renal elimination rate and serum 

half-life of individual PFAS congeners (Han et al. 2011). 

There are several potential limitations in our report. First, despite the longitudinal nature 

and large number of samples analyzed in this study, we had a modest number of study 

participants. However, the statistical power is improved through including repeated measures for 

both exposure and outcome measures. The age range of the population is wide, and some at 

younger ages may not yet be old enough to exhibit clinical health effects of PFAS exposure such 

as decreased GFR. In addition, the population described here is ethnically homogenous and 

predominantly female (61%), which may limit the degree to which our findings can be 

extrapolated to other populations. As mentioned above, it is possible that reverse causation may 

bias our results, particularly with associations examined between serum PFAS and eGFR, but 

evaluation of repeated measures in this study makes this less likely. Finally, it is possible that the 

relationship between thyroid hormone and GFR may contribute to the associations with serum 
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PFAS. Reduced GFR is a consequence of hypothyroidism whereas increased GFR is a 

consequence of hyperthyroidism (Basu and Mohapatra 2012). It is possible that PFAS indirectly 

affect GFR through disrupting the thyroid, or that PFAS affect the thyroid and kidney 

independently, or that reverse causation stemming from thyroid disease-related alterations in 

GFR accounts for the associations reported herein. A combination of reverse causality with 

respect to GFR and true adverse effect on the thyroid could be responsible for the associations 

reported herein, and the relative magnitude of the two inputs has yet to be explored. 

There is potential for important mixtures effects between PFAS or between PFAS and 

other co-pollutant exposures. The extent to which PFAS interact in mixtures has been explored 

minimally, and the critical question of which PFAS congener within mixtures is the most toxic 

for a given outcome also has yet to be explored. We found a pattern of correlation between PFAS 

similar to that reported in a study of young girls, living in the same area (Pinney, 2014). Due to 

limitations in sample size we were unable to estimate mixtures effects, however the potential for 

combined effects of PFAS warrants further investigation. Additionally, since drinking water was 

the main environmental source of PFAS exposure in this study, it is possible that there is residual 

confounding from other contaminants that end up in drinking water, such as common industrial 

and agricultural byproducts like nitrates and mercury. We did not estimate exposure to these 

other compounds in our study, so were unable to investigate this potential co-pollutant 

confounding. 

 The primary strength of this study is the combination of repeated measures for serum 

PFAS levels and health outcomes over a long period of observation. This allowed for the 

calculation of ICC values for eight different PFAS, which to our knowledge has only been done 

previously in a pregnancy cohort (Papadopoulou et al. 2015). Additionally, measurements were 
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obtained for certain PFAS that are currently underrepresented in the literature (PFDeA, PFOSA, 

Et-PFOSA, and Me-PFOSA) either due to being below the limit of detection in most populations 

or because they were not included in serum analyses. Because we had detectable levels of these 

compounds in the FCC, we were able to examine for the first time the associations between these 

compounds and chronic health outcomes in a human population. Additionally, though the sample 

size is relatively small, the repeated measures design for both PFAS serum measurements and 

health outcomes instills a high degree of confidence in associations described by LME models. 

Our report is more powerful than studies with a single serum PFAS and outcome measurement, 

as we describe the association between serum PFAS and kidney function over time with repeated 

measures for each participant, providing a critical perspective on this relationship, which may be 

heavily influenced by the long half-lives of PFAS. Although some of the effects on clinical 

measures of chronic disease would not be clinically significant for most members of the 

population, they do represent a population shift with exposure, and may result in clinical disease 

for those with already borderline function. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In repeated measures models examining the association between a panel of eight PFAS 

and outcomes relating to thyroid function, kidney function, and body mass index, we found 

significant associations between PFAS and thyroid stimulating hormone, Total T4, and estimated 

glomerular filtration rate. We did not observe any significant associations between PFAS and 

BMI. Associations between PFAS and thyroid hormones were generally positive whereas 

associations between PFAS and kidney function were generally negative, although there were   
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differences observed by PFAS congener. Future work further describing temporal trends in 

PFAS exposure and measures of chronic diseases would provide critical insight to the human 

health risks associated with this chemical class.    
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Table 2-1. Demographic characteristics at enrollment (1991-1994) of 210 Fernald 

Community Cohort participants with PFAS measurements. 

Characteristic 
N (%) or median  

(25th, 75th percentile)  

Age (years)  38.0 (29.3, 48.7) 

Sex Female  129 (61) 

Male 81 (39) 

Race/Ethnicity White  209 (99) 

Native American 1 (<1) 

Education < College 85 (40) 

Some college or graduate  100 (48) 

> College  18 (7) 

missing 7 (3) 

Marital status Married 141 (67) 

Not married 56 (27) 

missing 4 (2) 

Annual income 

 

< $20,000  39 (19)  

$20,000 -$50,000 105 (50) 

> $50,000 50 (24) 

missing 16 (8) 

Body mass index < 25 kg/m2 99 (47) 

25 to <30 kg/m2 77 (37) 

> 30 kg/m2 33 (16) 

missing 1 (<1) 

Abbr: PFAS = perfluoroalkyl substance 
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Table 2-2. Serum levels of perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) (μg/L), at first measurement for PFAS (N = 210). 

PFAS Name Abbr # Carbons N (%) < LOD* Min 25th Median 75th Max 

Perfluorooctanoic acid PFOA C8 0 (0) 1.8 7.83 12.7 19.5 91.1 

Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid PFOS C8 0 (0) 4.8 21.6 28.4 35.7 77.3 

Perfluorooctane sulfonamide PFOSA C8 47 (22) < LOD 0.10 0.20 0.30 1.60 

Perfluorononanoic acid PFNA C9 0 (0) 0.10 0.40 0.50 0.70 3.50 

Perfluorohexane sulfonic acid PFHxS C6 0 (0) 0.50 1.70 2.65 4.10 34.3 

Perfluorodecanoic acid PFDeA C10 58 (28) < LOD 0.07 0.10 0.20 0.90 

2-(N-methyl perfluorooctane  

sulfonamide) acetic acid 
Me-PFOSA C8 0 (0) 0.20 0.50 0.85 1.20 9.10 

2-(N-ethyl perfluorooctane  

sulfonamide) acetic acid 
Et-PFOSA C8 4 (2) < LOD 1.33 2.05 3.38 41.5 

Abbr: LOD=Limit of detection, CI=confidence interval 
*LOD = 0.1 μg/L for all PFAS, except PFOS (LOD = 0.2 μg/L) 
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Table 2-3. Intraclass correlation coefficients (95% confidence intervals) for PFAS 

measured over a period of 1-5 yearsa and 10-18 yearsb. 

PFAS 
1-5 years 

N = 63 

10-18 years 

N = 147 

PFOA 0.80 (0.68, 0.88) 0.58 (0.49, 0.67) 

PFOS 0.66 (0.48, 0.78) 0.16 (0.05, 0.27) 

PFOSA 0.48 (0.24, 0.65) -0.01 (-0.11, 0.10) 

PFNA 0.77 (0.64, 0.86) 0.14 (0.03, 0.26) 

PFHxS 0.91 (0.85, 0.94) 0.71 (0.64, 0.77) 

PFDeA 0.49 (0.26, 0.67) 0.15 (0.04, 0.27) 

Me-PFOSA 0.35 (0.09, 0.56) -0.11 (-0.20, -0.01) 

Et-PFOSA 0.69 (0.53, 0.81) -0.44 (-0.47, -0.40) 
a Median first and last year of measurement for individuals observed for 1-5 years 

= 1992, 1995 
b Median first and last year of measurement for individuals observed for 10 -18 

years = 1991, 2008 
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Table 2-4. Adjusteda percent change (95% confidence interval)b in chronic disease indicators in association with an 

interquartile range difference in serum PFAS concentrations from repeated measures modelsc. 
 

  

 
TSH 

N = 154, 122 

Total T4 

N = 144, 144 

eGFR 

N = 476, 192 

BMI 

N = 477, 192 

PFAS % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p 

PFOA 
-0.48 (-9.68, 

9.65) 
0.92 

-1.18 (-5.12, 

2.92) 
0.57 -0.83 (-2.44, 0.77) 0.31 -0.96 (-2.67, 0.79) 0.28 

PFOS 9.75 (1.72, 18.4) 0.02 -0.51 (-4.00, 3.1) 0.78 -0.68 (-1.90, 0.54) 0.27 0.21 (-0.96, 1.39) 0.73 

PFOSA 
-0.14 (-15.4, 

17.8) 
0.99 

-1.29 (-5.80, 

3.44) 
0.59 0.04 (-1.71, 1.80) 0.96 -0.31 (-1.95, 1.36) 0.72 

PFNA 3.41 (-6.42, 14.3) 0.52 3.06 (-0.85, 7.13) 0.13 -1.61 (-3.00, -0.22) 0.02 0.65 (-0.73, 2.04) 0.36 

PFHxS 1.97 (-7.73, 12.7) 0.71 1.74 (-1.73, 5.33) 0.33 -2.06 (-3.53, -0.59) 0.01 0.45 (-1.29, 2.23) 0.61 

PFDeA 11.0 (-4.45, 28.8) 0.18 2.51 (-2.94, 8.25) 0.38 -2.20 (-4.25, -0.14) 0.04 0.67 (-1.33, 2.71) 0.51 

Me-PFOSA 
-5.38 (-13.8, 

3.82) 
0.25 0.12 (-4.27, 4.71) 0.96 1.53 (0.34, 2.73) 0.01 -0.52 (-1.64, 0.61) 0.36 

Et-PFOSA 3.06 (-7.17, 14.4) 0.58 1.29 (-2.35, 5.05) 0.49 1.23 (-0.07, 2.53) 0.06 -0.15 (-1.23, 0.95) 0.79 

N= Observations, subjects 
a Covariates for adjusted models included age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital status. Models of TSH, Total T4, and eGFR 
additionally include BMI as a covariate 
b IQR values of eGFR are interpreted as percent change in eGFR relative to the population median in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations (median eGFR = 102.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2) 
c Total T4 beta estimates were determined using a linear model without repeated measures 
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Table 2-5. Adjusteda percent change (95% confidence interval)b in chronic disease indicators in association with an 

interquartile range difference in serum PFAS concentrations from latent modelsc. 

 

 
TSH 

N = 730, 161 

Total T4 

N = 224, 224 

eGFR 

N = 1223, 192 

BMI 

N = 1227, 192 

PFAS % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p 

PFOA 
-2.29 (-11.5, 

7.87) 0.65 0.12 (-2.82, 3.14) 0.94 -0.74 (-2.45, 0.96) 0.39 0.74 (-2.69, 4.29) 0.28 

PFOS 
1.83 (-6.87, 11.3) 0.69 0.33 (-2.35, 3.08) 0.81 -1.72 (-3.29, -0.15) 0.03 1.67 (-1.49, 4.93) 0.73 

PFOSA 
-1.45 (-12.0, 

10.4) 0.80 

-0.81 (-4.24, 

2.74) 0.65 -1.67 (-3.51, 0.18) 0.08 -3.06 (-6.71, 0.73) 0.72 

PFNA 
-5.37 (-13.9, 

4.05) 0.26 3.02 (0.05, 6.07) 0.05 -1.17 (-2.75, 0.41) 0.15 1.55 (-1.73, 4.93) 0.36 

PFHxS 
0.75 (-8.1, 10.45) 0.87 1.21 (-1.51, 4.01) 0.39 -1.16 (-2.66, 0.35) 0.13 2.04 (-1.06, 5.23) 0.61 

PFDeA 
-4.53 (-17.1, 

9.90) 0.52 1.19 (-3.08, 5.65) 0.59 -0.8 (-3.15, 1.54) 0.50 -0.61 (-5.33, 4.35) 0.51 

Me-PFOSA 
-5.40 (-14.4, 

4.54) 0.28 1.15 (-1.89, 4.29) 0.46 -0.39 (-2.01, 1.24) 0.64 -0.26 (-3.79, 3.40) 0.36 

Et-PFOSA 
0.14 (-8.41, 9.50) 0.97 1.52 (-1.13, 4.23) 0.27 -0.67 (-2.19, 0.86) 0.39 0.59 (-2.27, 3.54) 0.79 

N= Observations, subjects 
a Covariates for adjusted models included age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital status. Models of TSH, Total T4, and eGFR 
additionally include BMI as a covariate 
b IQR values of eGFR are interpreted as percent change in eGFR relative to the population median in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations (median eGFR = 102.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2). 
c Total T4 beta estimates were determined using a linear model without repeated measures 
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Figure 2-1. Heatmap illustrating the Spearman correlation coefficients of PFAS at first 

measurement. Correlations with significance are colored (P<0.05) and only positive correlations 

were detected. Statistically non-significant correlations are uncolored. 
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Figure 2-2. Geometric means (GM) for serum concentrations of perfluoroalkyl substances 

measured in the Fernald Community Cohort compared to national averages obtained from 

the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). NHANES data were 

available for the 1999-2000 (N= 1019), 2003-2004 (N= 1454), 2005-2006 (N= 1480), 2007-2008 

(N=1743), and 2009-2010 (N= 1869) cycles for (A) PFOA, (B) PFOS, (C) PFNA, (D) PFHxS, 

(F) PFOSA, (G) Et-PFOSA, and (H) Me-PFOSA. NHANES data were available for (E) PFDeA 

for all cycles except 1999-2000. Note: NHANES did not report GM for years when too great a 

proportion of measurements fell below the limit of detection (2003-2004: PFOSA, PFDeA, Et-

PFOA, and Me-PFOSA; 2005-06, 2007-08, & 2009-10: PFOSA, Et-PFOSA). Error bars 

represent GM ± 95% confidence intervals for FCC (N = 9-86) and NHANES (N = 1019-1869).
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CHAPTER 3: EVALUATION OF MATERNAL, EMBRYO, AND PLACENTAL 

EFFECTS IN CD-1 MICE FOLLOWING GESTATIONAL EXPOSURE TO 

PERFLUOROOCTANOIC ACID (PFOA) OR HEXAFLUOROPROPYLENE OXIDE 

DIMER ACID (HFPO-DA OR GENX) 1 

3.1 Introduction 

Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) is a fully fluorinated, eight-carbon synthetic chemical 

belonging to the class of compounds known as poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS). 

PFAS are used in a wide range of industrial processes and consumer products and are globally 

ubiquitous, persistent, and detectable in nearly all humans living in industrialized nations 

(ATSDR 2019; Kato et al. 2011). Although humans are exposed to PFAS through multiple 

routes, drinking water is one of the most well understood sources of exposure (Hu et al. 2016).    

Within the general U.S. population, serum levels of PFOA have declined from a 

geometric mean of 5.2 ng/mL in 1999-2000 (Centers for Disease and Prevention 2009) to 1.56 

ng/mL in 2015-2016 (CDC 2019). This shift is likely the result of efforts by the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency to reduce environmental emissions and to phase out U.S. 

production and use of PFOA by 2015 (Agency 2006). Similarly, in 2017 the European Union 

placed restrictions on the production and use of PFOA (EU 2017). Despite such efforts, exposure 

to PFOA remains a concern due to its long human half-life (~3.5 years; (Olsen et al. 2007)), 

environmental persistence (Lindstrom et al. 2011), and the fact that longer chain/precursor PFAS 

 
1 This chapter was adapted from a previously published manuscript in Environmental Pollution. The original citation 

is as follows: Blake, B.E., Cope H.A., Hall S.M., Keys R.D., Mahler B.W., McCord J.M., Scott B., Stapleton H.M., 

Strynar M.J., Elmore S.A., Fenton S.E. (2020). Evaluation of maternal, embryo, and placental effects in CD-1 mice 

following gestational exposure to perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) or hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (HFPO-

DA or GenX), 13:128. 
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chemicals can degrade and form PFOA. In response to restrictions on PFOA, manufacturers have 

increased production on replacement compounds with alternative chemistries aimed at making 

the compounds less bioaccumulative and with shorter serum half-lives, however toxicity data for 

these alternative PFAS are limited (Bao et al. 2018).  

Hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (HFPO-DA), referred to herein as GenX, is a 

PFOA replacement compound. GenX, or HFPO-DA, has received intense public scrutiny in 

North Carolina (U.S.A.) since its discovery in and contamination of the Cape Fear River basin 

following release from a manufacturing facility (Strynar et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2016a). GenX (or 

HFPO-DA) has also been measured in the environment in other regions of the U.S. including the 

Ohio River (Hopkins et al. 2018), as well as in other countries including the Xiaoquing River in 

China (Brandsma et al. 2018), and the Rhine River in Europe (Heydebreck et al. 2015).  

PFAS are detectable in the serum of pregnant women and in cord blood, and the ratio of 

the concentration of PFOA in maternal serum to cord serum is typically ~1:1 (Kim et al. 2011; 

Monroy et al. 2008). Maternal exposure to PFOA has been associated with multiple adverse 

health outcomes, including increased gestational weight gain (Ashley-Martin et al. 2016), 

pregnancy-induced hypertension (Darrow et al. 2013), preeclampsia (Savitz et al. 2012; Stein et 

al. 2009), and reduced birth weight (Apelberg et al. 2007; Fei et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2014; 

Kobayashi et al. 2017; J. Lam et al. 2014; Rijs and Bogers 2017). Based on a systematic review 

of the literature and meta-analysis, the shift in birth weight associated with PFOA exposure has 

been estimated to be -18.9 g birthweight per 1 ng/mL increase in serum PFOA (95% CI: -29.8, -

7.9; Johnson et al. 2014).  

In mice, the reproductive and developmental effects of gestational exposure to PFOA are 

well documented. Previous studies have shown gestational exposure to PFOA in mice results in 
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maternal liver damage (Lau et al. 2006), maternal hypolipidemia (Yahia et al. 2010), and reduced 

embryo weight (Koustas et al. 2014). It has been estimated from a meta-analysis of data from 8 

mouse studies that the shift in mice is -0.023 g pup birthweight per 1 mg/kg body weight/day 

increase in PFOA dose to pregnant dams (95% CI: -0.29, -0.016; Koustas et al. 2014). In 

contrast, there is a paucity of data regarding the reproductive and developmental effects of 

GenX. A previous reproductive and developmental toxicity study of GenX in CD-1 mice 

determined the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) for reproductive toxicity and maternal 

systemic toxicity (microscopic changes in maternal liver) was 5 mg/kg/day HFPO-DA (GenX; 

DuPont-18405-1037). A recent study in rats showed limited gestational exposure to HFPO-DA 

(GenX) resulted in a lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) for disrupted maternal 

thyroid hormone (LOAEL: 30 mg/kg/day) and lipids (LOAEL: 125 mg/kg/day), upregulated 

gene expression in PPAR signaling pathways in both maternal and embryo liver (LOAEL: 1 

mg/kg/day), and lower body weights in gestationally exposed female offspring (LOAEL: 125 

mg/kg/day; Conley et al. 2019). Additional studies examining the reproductive and 

developmental effects of GenX are needed.  

The biological mechanism through which PFOA exerts adverse effects on embryo growth 

is not known, but the placenta is a suspected target tissue. The placenta is critical for embryo 

growth and development, and disruptions in placental development or function can lead to 

adverse outcomes for both maternal and embryo health. Previous animal studies have examined 

the effect of gestational exposure to PFOA on maternal mammary gland development and 

embryo growth (Macon et al. 2011; White et al. 2007), but effects on the placenta have yet to be 

evaluated. The aims of this study were to compare the effects of gestational exposure to PFOA 
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and a replacement, GenX, on gestational weight gain, embryo growth, liver pathology, and 

placental development/morphology.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Animals 

Naïve female CD-1 mice between 7.5 – 15.5 weeks of age from the NIEHS colony were 

bred in-house on a single night and copulatory plug positive females were identified on 

embryonic day (E) 0.5. Pregnant dams were singly housed in ventilated polypropylene cages and 

received nesting materials, NIH-31 diet (Zeigler Bros., Inc., Gardners, PA, USA), and reverse-

osmosis deionized water ad libitum. Animals were housed in humidity-and-temperature 

controlled rooms, 25°C and 45–60% average humidity, with standard 12 h light cycles. All 

animal procedures were approved by the NIEHS Animal Care and Use Committee (ASP #2017-

0022).  

3.2.2 Dosing Solutions 

PFOA (Perfluorooctanoic acid ammonium salt, CAS# 3825-26-1) was purchased from 

Millipore Sigma (Darmstadt, Germany) and GenX (HFPO-DA; Ammonium 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoro-

2-(heptafluoropropoxy)propanoate, CAS# 62037-80-3) was purchased from SynQuest 

Laboratories (Alachua, FL, USA). PFOA and GenX dosing solutions were prepared in RODI 

water and administered to mice once daily via oral gavage. Daily doses were administered 

between 0700 and 0800 and adjusted to the body weight of the mouse based on the previous 

day’s weight at a volume of 0.01 mL per gram body weight (bw). PFOA doses of 5 mg/kg 

bw/day (high dose) and 1 mg/kg bw/day (low dose) were selected based on previous work that 

demonstrated a reduction in neonatal weight gain (Lau et al. 2006; White et al. 2007). The dose 

of 1 mg/kg bw/day PFOA, used in the mouse developmental toxicity study of Lau et al. 2006, 

provided a lowest effect dose which was used to set the reference dose within the EPA’s drinking 
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water lifetime health advisory level (HAL) of 70 ppt PFOA (822-R-16-005 2016). Given that the 

state of North Carolina has a provisional health goal of 140 ppt GenX (double the PFOA HAL), 

we selected doses of GenX (10 mg/kg bw/day, high dose; 2 mg/kg bw/day, low dose) to mirror 

doses of PFOA previously used in HAL decision making.  

3.2.3 Study Design 

This experiment was conducted over two blocks (Block 1 and Block 2) to achieve a total 

of N = 11-13 litters per treatment group and euthanasia timepoint (E11.5 and E17.5). The 

experimental design of the second block was identical to the first block of the study and 

experimental methods were similar but expanded upon to include more rigorous and detailed 

measurements. Copulatory plug positive mice (E0.5) were weighed to obtain a baseline 

bodyweight and placed into one of five groups. Once all mice were assigned to groups, mean 

body weights were calculated and a few animals were reassigned so that mean body weights in 

each group were similar. This was done to avoid confounding effects of baseline bodyweight. 

Treatment groups were then randomly assigned a color by using a random sequence generator. 

Experimenters and dosing technicians were blinded to the treatment group to which the color 

groups corresponded throughout the duration of the study, including at necropsy.  Randomly 

assigned treatment groups included in each block: vehicle control (deionized water only), 1 

mg/kg bw/day PFOA, 5 mg/kg bw/day PFOA, 2 mg/kg bw/day GenX, and 10 mg/kg bw/day 

GenX. Pregnant dams were dosed via oral gavage from E1.5 to E11.5 or from E1.5 to E17.5. The 

euthanasia timepoints were selected a priori to examine effects of gestational PFOA or GenX 

exposure on embryo and placental growth prior to placental maturation (E11.5) as well as after 

full placental maturation (E17.5; (Watson and Cross 2005)). The E11.5 early gestation timepoint 

was selected as it overlaps a critical period of placental development in the mouse where the 

placenta undergoes vascularization with the uterine wall and chorioallantoic branching of vessels 
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begins (Watson and Cross 2005). The E17.5 late gestation timepoint was selected so that embryo 

weight changes that may be related to treatment would be evident. 

3.2.4 Necropsy 

On the day of necropsy, dams received daily oral gavage between 0700 and 0800, were 

weighed, and then euthanized humanely by swift decapitation and serum was collected. In Block 

1, necropsies were completed from 0800 to 1600 and in Block 2 necropsies were completed from 

0800 to 1200. Sera from dams euthanized in Block 1 were snap frozen for internal dosimetry 

analyses. Sera from Block 2 dams were reserved for clinical chemistry analyses. In both blocks, 

the uterus was removed, and total implantation sites were counted based on gross observation of 

an implantation nodule along the uterine horn. Viable embryos, nonviable embryos, and sites of 

resorption were counted based on gross observation. Embryos were considered viable if they 

were properly formed, were not pale in color, and were of similar size to neighboring embryos. 

Embryos that were poorly formed and pale in color (without heartbeat) were considered 

nonviable. Sites of resorption were defined as a dark red-appearing clot-like nodule apparent on 

gross observation.  

From each uterus, first viable embryos and their matched placentas were collected in 

succession within a horn and immediately snap frozen (N = 2-5 per litter) and subsequent 

embryos were collected for growth measurements (N = 2-11 per litter). Additional placentas 

were collected and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for histological analysis (Block 2 

only). Amniotic fluid was collected by needle aspiration from litters euthanized at E11.5 and 

snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Embryo livers were collected from litters euthanized at E17.5 and 

snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Dam livers were weighed and a portion of the left lateral lobe was 

placed in 4% PFA for histology and another portion of the same lobe was snap frozen in liquid 

nitrogen. A third liver section was obtained from Block 2 dams and fixed in McDowell and 
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Trump’s fixative for electron microscopy (EM; McDowell and Trump 1976). Gross lesions were 

collected when observed and placed in 4% PFA for histology. Dam kidneys were removed, and a 

cross section was prepared from the right kidney and a longitudinal section was prepared from 

the left kidney, and both sections were fixed in 4% PFA for histological analysis.    

3.2.5 Tissue Preparation/histology/clinical Measures 

Dam livers, kidneys, and placentas were trimmed and embedded by the NIEHS Mouse 

Embryo Phenotyping Core. Tissues collected at necropsy were fixed in 4% PFA for 72 hours, 

paraffin embedded, and 5 µm sections were prepared and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 

(H&E). Pathology was evaluated and a pathology review conducted by Susan A. Elmore 

(DACVP). Pathology reviews were conducted as an informed approach analysis (e.g. “non-

blinded” analysis; see Sills et al. 2019). Select tissue slides were scanned using the Aperio AT2 

Scanner.  Images were then captured for publication using the Aperio ImageScope software. 

Serum and urine obtained from dams in Block 2 were analyzed using the AU480 clinical 

chemistry analyzer (Beckman Coulter Inc., Brea, CA, USA). Reagents and calibration standards 

used to measure alkaline phosphatase (ALP), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate 

aminotransferase (AST), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), serum creatinine (Cre), urine creatinine 

(Ucrea), glucose (Glu), total protein (TP), triglyceride (Trig), high density lipoprotein (HDL), 

cholesterol (Chol), and albumin (ALB) were purchased from Beckman Coulter Inc. (Melville, 

NY, USA). Reagents for sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH), total bile acid (TBA), and micro total 

protein were purchased from Sekisui Diagnostics (Framingham, MA, USA). The reagent used to 

measure low density lipoprotein (LDL) was purchased form Diazyme Laboratories (Poway, CA, 

USA).  
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3.2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Block 2 dam liver portions stored in McDowell and Trump’s fixative (McDowell and 

Trump 1976) were processed using a Leica EM TP processor. Briefly, samples were rinsed with 

buffer, post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1M phosphate buffer, rinsed in distilled water, 

dehydrated, and embedded in Ply/Bed 812 epoxide resin. Blocks were trimmed and semithin 

sections (~0.5 um) were stained with 1% toluidine blue O in 1% sodium borate to ascertain areas 

of interest. Ultrathin sections (90-110 nM) were cut from areas of interest and placed on 200 

mesh copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and digital images were captured 

using a Gatan Orius SC 1000 side mount camera attached to a FEI Company Techani T12 

transmission electron microscope (TEM). In general, peroxisomes were smaller than 

mitochondria, round with a dark, electron-dense, granular matrix and surrounded by a single 

membrane. Mitochondria were round to elongated, had a matrix that was less electron-dense than 

peroxisomes and contained crista, and were surrounded by an inner and outer membrane. 

Samples were analyzed by Robert D. Keys, PhD. 

3.2.7 Placental Thyroid Hormone Quantification 

Thyroid hormones (TH; triiodothyronine, T3; thyroxine, T4; reverse triiodothyronine, 

rT3) in placenta were analyzed according to the methods described in (Leonetti et al. 2016). 

Briefly, ~300 mg (207-526 mg) of 2-3 pooled placental tissues of same-sex embryos was 

homogenized and digested 16h overnight in Pronase Protease, (Streptomyces griseus) solution 

(EMD Millipore Corp, Billerica, MA, USA). Each pooled sample of 2-3 placentas was 

considered as one biological replicate and included placentas from the same litter, when possible. 

Three biological replicates were used for each treatment group and each sex. Samples were 

spiked with an antioxidant solution (containing 37.5 mg/mL each of citric acid, ascorbic acid, 

and dithiothreitol) and 13C isotopically labeled internal standards (T4, T3 and rT3), and cold 
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acetone was added to stop the digestion reaction. Samples were vortex mixed and centrifuged 

three times for 2 min at 10,000 rcf, and the supernatants were collected and combined. Sample 

pH was adjusted with 6 M hydrochloric acid to pH<2. A liquid-liquid extraction with 

cyclopentane was performed, and the cyclopentane layer discarded. Briefly, 1 mL of 

cyclopentane was added to the supernatant and vortexed before the sample was centrifuged for 3 

min at 3,000 rcf and the cyclopentane layer discarded, and this was repeated three times. A 

liquid-liquid extraction with ethyl acetate was performed. Briefly, 3 mL of ethyl acetate was 

added to the extract and vortexed before being shaken on a plate shaker for 30 minutes, 

centrifuged for 3 min at 3,000 rcf, and the ethyl acetate layer collected, and this was repeated 

three times. Ethyl acetate extracts were dried down to 50 µL under a gentle nitrogen stream and 

resuspended in 1 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid in 10% methanol. Samples were purified by 

solid phase extraction using SampliQ OPT cartridges (3 mL, 50 mg; Agilent Technologies, Santa 

Clara, CA, USA). Final extracts in 400 µL of 1:1 methanol:water were filtered using Whatman 

Mini-UniPrep Syringeless Filters (PTFE, 0.2 µm;  GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, 

USA). Extracts were analyzed on an Agilent HPLC Model 1260 with a Phenomenex (Torrance, 

CA, USA) Synergi 50 mm x 2 mm Polar-RP column (2.5 µm) coupled to an Agilent Model 6460 

tandem mass spectrometer with electrospray ionization (HPLC-MS/MS-ESI).  Mobile phases 

consisted of 10 mM formic acid in methanol and 10 mM formic acid in water. Laboratory 

processing blanks were extracted alongside the placental tissues to monitor background levels. 

No THs were detected in the blank ssamples. Method detection limits (MDLs) were 

calculated using a signal to noise value of three for each analyte (T3, T4, and rT3). Values were 

normalized to the wet weight of placenta extracted for a final value of ng hormone / g placenta. 

Values below the MDL (T4: 0.84 ng/g, T3: 0.42 ng/g, rT3: 0.67 ng/g) were imputed using the 
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calculation MDL*0.5, and values lacking a quantifiable peak on mass spectrometry were 

excluded from the analysis. 

3.2.8 Internal Dosimetry 

Maternal serum, maternal liver, amniotic fluid, and whole embryos were analyzed for 

PFOA and GenX concentrations using methods similar to those previously reported (Conley et 

al. 2019; McCord et al. 2018; Reiner et al. 2009; Rushing et al. 2017). Solid tissues were 

homogenized in RODI water at a ratio of approximately 1:3 tissue mass (mg) to liquid volume 

(µL). Maternal serum, amniotic fluid, and tissue homogenates (25 µL) were spiked with internal 

standard suspended in 0.1 M formic acid in a denaturation step, followed by a subsequent protein 

crash using ice cold acetonitrile. Samples were vortex mixed after addition of formic acid and 

acetonitrile then centrifuged at 10,000xg for 5 min. Extract supernatants were separated using a 

Waters ACQUITY UPLC (Waters Corporation) fitted with a Waters ACQUITY UPLC BEH 

C18 Column (130Å; 1.7 µm; 2.1 mm X 50 mm). Detection was performed using a Waters 

Quattro Premier XE tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer in negative ionization mode. Stable 

isotopes of PFOA (13C3, MPFOA, Wellington Laboratories) or GenX (13C3, M3HFPO-DA, 

Wellington Laboratories) were used as internal standards for quantification of vehicle control 

samples (run against a nine-point calibration curve of 0 – 100 ng/mL) and experimental samples 

(run against a nine-point calibration curve of 200 – 20,000 ng/mL). Vehicle control and dosed 

animal samples were quantified for both PFOA and GenX using respective isotope labeled 

chemicals and calibration curves.  

3.2.9 Embryo/placental Growth Metrics 

Gross observations were recorded at necropsy. Embryo sex was determined by PCR 

amplification of the Sry gene (F: 5’ GCTTCAGTAATCTCAGCACCTAGAA 3’, R: 3’ 

CACATTGGCATGATAGCTCCAAATT 5’) using a snipped portion of tissue (TransnetYX, Inc). 
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Embryos and their placentas were weighed separately as wet tissue. Images of embryos were 

obtained on a Leica Z16 APO imaging scope and embryo length was measured as snout-to-rump 

distance using FIJI (Schindelin et al. 2012) and Zen 2 Blue (Zeiss, Germany).  

3.2.10 Statistical Analysis 

Data were analyzed in R (version 1.1.456). Sample sizes for each endpoint are reported in 

the accompanying figure legends or tables. A threshold of P < 0.05 was used for determining 

statistical significance unless otherwise noted. Analyses combining data from both experimental 

blocks were performed after verifying the absence of experimental block effects. Single 

observation dam outcomes (e.g. liver weight, relative liver weight, implantation sites, 

resorptions, viable embryos, and internal dose metrics) were analyzed by analysis of variance 

using the lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) and lmerTest packages (Kuznetsova et al. 2017). Simultaneous 

tests for general linear hypotheses were corrected for multiple comparisons of means using 

Tukey contrasts in the package multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2009).  

For all statistical tests adjusting for litter size as a fixed effect in the model, litter size was 

defined as the number of viable embryos. Gestational weight gain on the day of sacrifice was 

adjusted for litter size using a general linear model. To compare gestational weight gain growth 

curves, gestational weight gain was measured as the percent change in body weight compared to 

E0.5 and analyzed using mixed effects models controlling for litter size and accounting for 

repeated measures of dams over time.  

Embryo and placental metrics were analyzed using mixed effect models and included a 

priori fixed effects of treatment group and litter size and a random effects term for the dam using 

the lme4 package. Embryo and placental metrics included: embryo weight, embryo length, 

placental weight, and embryo:placenta weight ratios, a meaningful predictor of fetal birth 

outcomes in humans (Hayward et al. 2016). To account for potential introduction of random 
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effects, the study block (Block 1 or Block 2) and experimenter handling of embryo/placental 

tissues (Experimenter A or Experimenter B) were included as additional random effects. Models 

were fit in a stepwise procedure for random effects and final models included treatment group 

and litter size as fixed effects using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. 2017). All final 

models included dam as a random effect but were allowed to vary in inclusion of experimenter 

and experimental block random effects based on likelihood ratio test results. Point estimates and 

95% confidence intervals were determined from the final model using the Wald method. The 

number of individual observations for each outcome (embryo weight, placenta weight, 

embryo:placental weight ratio) and the number of litters evaluated in the mixed effect models is 

shown in Table A2-1.  

To document the effects of PFOA and GenX on the placenta, placentas were assessed for 

histopathological lesions in 5-6 litters per treatment group for both timepoints, with an average 

of 7 individual placentas evaluated per litter. Analyses of histopathological data included 

placentas collected from viable embryos and excluded fused placentas and placentas collected 

from sites of resorption, which did not occur more frequently than at expected background levels 

in this strain. Histopathological lesions of evaluated placenta were evaluated using two statistical 

approaches. The first approach assumed the absence of litter effects and considered each placenta 

evaluated within a treatment group to be a totally independent observation, regardless of its litter 

of origin. These data were analyzed as counts using a generalized linear model with a Poisson 

regression using the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014). The second approach considered the litter 

as the biological unit and compared the relative incidence of placental lesions (e.g. % within 

normal limits) to adjust for differences in the total number of observations across litters within 

and between treatment groups. These data were analyzed using a linear model. Both approaches 
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were subjected to simultaneous tests for general linear hypotheses to correct for multiple 

comparisons using Tukey contrasts in the package multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2009). 

Thyroid hormone concentrations in the placenta were quantified and the ratios of T3:T4 

and rT3:T4 in E17.5 placentas were assessed to evaluate potential disruption of peripheral 

thyroid hormone control (e.g. impacts on thyroid deiodinase activity). Each endpoint was 

analyzed for sex*treatment interaction or for an overall effect of sex. Placenta thyroid hormones 

were analyzed by analysis of variance using lme4 (Bates et al. 2014). Simultaneous tests for 

general linear hypotheses were corrected for multiple comparisons of means using Tukey 

contrasts in the package multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2009). Placental thyroid hormones and their 

ratios were initially analyzed with embryo sex as an interaction term in the model, with dose 

group as the predictor variable. Inclusion of a sex interaction or sex covariate in the final model 

was examined in a stepwise fashion. Internal dosimetry data were analyzed by analysis of 

variance. Simultaneous tests for general linear hypotheses were corrected for multiple 

comparisons of means using Tukey contrasts in the package multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2009).  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Internal Dosimetry 

Maternal serum, maternal liver, amniotic fluid (E11.5 only), and whole embryo 

dosimetry varied based on compound, dose, and timepoint. Urine collection was attempted at 

necropsy of pregnant dams exposed to GenX but was unable to be consistently collected in 

sufficient volume for dosimetry analysis. Concentrations of GenX in the serum of dams exposed 

daily to 10 mg/kg of GenX was equivalent to the concentration of PFOA in serum of dams 

exposed to 5 mg/kg/day of PFOA at E11.5 (118.1 ± 10.4 µg GenX/mL serum and 117.3 ± 20.6 

µg PFOA/mL serum, respectively; Figure 3-1A & B, Table A2-2). In contrast, GenX 

accumulation in the serum of dams exposed to 2 mg/kg/day GenX was 32% higher than the 
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accumulation of PFOA in serum of dams exposed to 1 mg/kg/day PFOA (33.5 ± 15.7 µg 

GenX/mL serum and 25.4 ± 3.7 µg PFOA/mL serum, respectively; Figure 3-1A & B, Table A2-

2). Serum levels of either dose of PFOA or GenX measured at E17.5 were lower from those 

measured at E11.5 (Figure 3-1A & B, Tables A2-2 & A2-3). This could be explained by a 

dilution effect caused by blood volume expansion over the course of gestation or may be due to 

increased transfer to embryos over time.   

 Accumulation of PFOA in the maternal liver was greater than accumulation of GenX, 

regardless of dose level or collection timepoint (Figure 3-1C & D, Tables A2-2 & A2-3). While 

maternal serum levels of PFOA or GenX were surprisingly roughly equivalent at E11.5 in dams 

exposed to PFOA or GenX, respectively, the accumulation of PFOA in the maternal liver was 

markedly higher in mice exposed to PFOA than the accumulation of GenX in liver of mice 

exposed to GenX (Figure 3-1C & D, Tables A2-2 & A2-3). It appeared that bioaccumulation of 

PFOA in the liver had reached a maximum of approximately 160 - 180 µg PFOA/g liver by 

E17.5 regardless of PFOA dose group (Figure 3-1C & Table A2-3). When comparing across low 

(1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 2 mg/kg/day/GenX) and high (5 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 10 mg/kg/day 

GenX) dose groups at each time point, the fold-change comparing GenX accumulation in the 

liver to the PFOA accumulation in the liver was: 7.6-fold lower (2 mg/kg GenX vs 1 mg/kg 

PFOA, E11.5),  8.9-fold lower (10 mg/kg GenX vs 5 mg/kg PFOA, E17.5),  11.2-fold lower (10 

mg/kg GenX vs 5 mg/kg PFOA, E17.5), and 39.7-fold lower (2 mg/kg GenX vs 1 mg/kg PFOA, 

E17.5; Figure 3-1C & D, Tables A2-2 & A2-3). Unlike PFOA, GenX did not significantly 

bioaccumulate further in dam livers between E11.5 and E17.5 (Figure 3-1D, Tables A2-2 & A2-

3).  
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Amniotic fluid concentrations of PFOA and GenX were roughly equivalent when 

comparing the accumulation in dams exposed at the high (5 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 10 mg/kg/day 

GenX) and low doses (1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 2 mg/kg/day GenX; Figure 3-2A & C, Table A2-

2). Comparing across PFOA and GenX dose groups, embryo accumulation at E11.5 was greatest 

in mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX (3.21 ± 0.5 µg/g), followed by mice exposed to 5 

mg/kg/day PFOA (2.34 ± 0.3 µg/g), 2 mg/kg/day GenX (0.91 ± 0.2 µg/g), and 1 mg/kg/day 

PFOA (0.80 ± 0.10 µg/g; Figure 3-2B & 3-2D, Table A2-2). At E17.5, embryo accumulation 

was not different between sexes for either compound at the doses tested (Figure 3-2B & 3-2D, 

Table A2-3). Concentrations of PFOA or GenX in embryos was greater when measured at E17.5 

than at E11.5, suggesting accumulation of both compounds over time in the embryo regardless of 

the shorter half-life of GenX (Figure 3-2B & 3-2D, Tables A2-2 & A2-3).  

3.3.2 Maternal Outcomes 

Gross anomalies were visually evident in some dams upon necropsy; excess abdominal 

fluid, edematous tissues, clotted placentas, and two fetuses attached to a single placenta were 

noted. However, these findings were unexpected a priori, thus were not looked for in each 

animal, were not reported by dose group, and require further investigation in future studies.   

Mean dam body weights at E0.5 were similar across all treatment groups, including 

PFOA and GenX, for either sacrifice timepoint and did not differ from vehicle controls (Table 3-

1). The relative change in dam body weight from E0.5 to the time of collection (% change in 

weight; gestational weight gain [GWG]) was significantly greater after exposure to 10 mg/kg/day 

GenX at E11.5 (7.4% greater body weight gain at E11.5 relative to vehicle controls, P < 0.05; 

Table 3-1). The number of implantation sites, viable embryos, nonviable embryos, and 

resorptions did not significantly differ among treatment groups, including PFOA and GenX, at 

either timepoint relative to the vehicle controls, although 10 mg/kg/day GenX treated dams had 
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fewer implantation sites and viable embryos at E17.5 (Table A2-4). When controlling for litter 

size, relative GWG was significantly greater than controls in 10 mg/kg/day GenX treated mice 

(E11.5: 7.1% greater compared to controls; E17.5: 19.1% greater compared to controls) and 5 

mg/kg/day PFOA treated mice (E17.5: 14.5% greater compared to controls; Table A2-5). Effect 

estimates from mixed effect models adjusting for repeated measures of relative GWG (dataset 

shown in Figure 3-3C), litter size, and gestational/embryonic day showed significantly higher 

relative GWG in mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX (E11.5 and E17.5, Figure 3-3A & B), 2 

mg/kg/day GenX (E17.5, Figure 3-3B), and 5 mg/kg/day PFOA (E17.5, Figure 3-3B).  

Dam liver weights were significantly higher in all treated groups compared to vehicle 

controls at E11.5 (Table 3-1). At E17.5, absolute liver weights of dams were significantly higher 

in the 5 mg/kg/day PFOA, 2 mg/kg/day GenX, and 10 mg/kg/day GenX treatment groups 

compared to vehicle controls (Table 3-1). Dam relative liver weight (as a percent of body 

weight) was significantly higher in both PFOA and GenX treatment groups relative to vehicle 

controls at E11.5 and E17.5 (Table 3-1). At E11.5, vehicle control livers exhibited either normal 

hepatocellular features with uniform hepatocellular size and cytoplasmic glycogen or minimal 

centrilobular hepatocellular hypertrophy with decreased glycogen, consistent with pregnancy at 

this stage of gestation. At E17.5, vehicle control livers exhibited hepatocellular changes 

consistent with pregnancy at this stage of gestation (minimal to mild centrilobular hepatocellular 

hypertrophy with karyomegaly, increased mitotic figures, decreased glycogen, and increased 

basophilic granular cytoplasm (Figure 3-4A & 3-5A). Compared with their respective controls, 

all livers (100% incidence) from both PFOA and GenX treated dams at E11.5 and E17.5 showed 

a  variety of adverse outcomes (Figure A2-1), including some degree of cytoplasmic alteration, 

characterized by varying degrees of hepatocellular hypertrophy with decreased glycogen and 
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intensely eosinophilic granular cytoplasm (Figures 3-4C & 3-4E, 3-5C & 3-5E; Table A2-6 & 

A2-7). As the severity increased, there was extension of the cytoplasmic alteration into the 

midzonal and periportal regions. As the cytoplasmic alteration increased in severity, there was an 

observed decrease in mitoses and increase in apoptotic cell death (Figures 3-4E & 3-5E). A few 

livers from exposed animals contained focal regions of classic necrosis. Incidence of liver lesions 

and vacuolation are reported in Tables A2-6 & A2-7.  

Histopathological liver findings from a subset of E17.5 dams, including all dose groups 

for PFOA, GenX, and vehicle controls for comparison, were further evaluated using transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). All vehicle control livers exhibited normal ultrastructure for this 

stage of gestation. In the centrilobular regions with hepatocellular hypertrophy there was 

abundant glycogen, prominent rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) with abundant ribosomes, 

numerous lysosomes, and minimal vacuolation with vacuoles often containing remnant 

membrane material as myelin figures (Figures 3-4B and 3-5B). Livers from mice exposed to 1 

mg/kg/day PFOA exhibited enlarged hepatocytes with increased cytoplasmic organelles 

consistent with mitochondria and peroxisomes, evenly dispersed glycogen and small vacuoles in 

the centrilobular regions (Figure 3-4D) compared to vehicle controls. Livers from mice exposed 

to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA exhibited abnormal ultrastructure with abundant organelles consistent 

with mitochondria and peroxisomes, highly prevalent cytoplasmic vacuolation, reduced RER 

with fewer ribosomes, and less abundant glycogen (Figure 3-4F). Livers from mice exposed to 2 

mg/kg/day GenX exhibited abnormal ultrastructure with enlarged hepatocytes containing more 

abundant cytoplasmic organelles consistent with mitochondria and peroxisomes, and vacuolation 

(Figure 3-5D). Livers from mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX exhibited abnormal 

ultrastructure with enlarged hepatocytes containing abundant organelles consistent with 
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mitochondria and peroxisomes, and prevalent vacuolation often with remnant membrane 

material as myelin figures, abundant RER with few ribosomes present, and unevenly dispersed 

glycogen appearing as clustered clumps (Figure 3-5F). At the level of TEM, PFOA and GenX 

generally caused a variety of cellular alterations: increased vacuolation, increased numbers of 

cytoplasmic organelles consistent with mitochondria and peroxisomes, reduced glycogen stores 

and reduction of RER ribosomes (Figure A2-2). Marked clumping of glycogen was a unique 

observation in livers of mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX, likely a secondary effect due to 

abundant mitochondria, peroxisomes, and RER.  

Kidney weights and relative kidney weights of dams exposed to either dose of PFOA or 

GenX did not differ from vehicle controls at E11.5 (Table 3-1). At E17.5, 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

exposed mice exhibited higher kidney weight relative to vehicle controls (both absolute kidney 

weight and relative kidney weight; Table 3-1). Kidney cross sections and longitudinal sections 

were histopathologically evaluated at E11.5 and E17.5 timepoints, and diagnoses were made 

with no threshold: cortical glomeruli; cortical and medullary tubules; papillary collecting ducts; 

parenchyma; and vascular tree including renal artery, interlobar artery, interlobular artery, 

arcuate artery, and renal veins. Kidneys from vehicle control and treated animals were 

histologically within normal limits. 

3.3.3 Clinical Chemistry 

Dam serum triglyceride levels were significantly lowered at E11.5 across all treatment 

groups compared to controls in a dose-response manner (5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day 

GenX lowered triglycerides by 58% and 61%, respectively; 1 mg/kg/day PFOA and 2 mg/kg/day 

GenX lowered triglycerides by 37% and 43%, respectively; Table 3-2). At E17.5, dam serum 

triglycerides were significantly lower in 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX treated 

mice (66% lower and 74% lower, respectively; Table 3-3).  
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At E11.5, serum glucose levels in dams exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day 

GenX were lower relative to controls (20% and 18% lower, respectively), but this shift did not 

reach statistical significance (Table 3-2; P = 0.06 and P = 0.20, respectively). By E17.5, serum 

glucose remained lower in 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX exposed mice, but this 

shift was also not statistically significant (Table 3-3; P = 0.41 and P = 0.42, respectively). 

At E11.5, dams exposed to 2 mg/kg/day GenX exhibited higher cholesterol and high 

density lipoprotein (HDL) compared with controls (66% and 56% higher, respectively; Table 3-

2). E11.5 dams exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX similarly exhibited 

higher cholesterol and HDL levels relative to controls, but this shift did not reach statistical 

significance (P = 0.42 and P = 0.42, respectively; Table 3-3). By E17.5, treatment related effects 

on cholesterol and HDL appeared to be generally attenuated (Table 3-3). At E17.5, mice exposed 

to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX exhibited lower LDL (50% lower and 31% 

lower, respectively), but only the shift in PFOA-exposed mice was significant (Table 3-3). 

Dams exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX exhibited higher alanine 

aminotransferase (ALT) relative to controls (a 172% increase and a 200% increase, respectively), 

but these shifts were not statistically significant with post hoc corrections (Table 3-2). By E17.5, 

treatment group related effects on ALT were attenuated. At E17.5, dams exposed to 5 mg/kg/day 

PFOA exhibited lower serum albumin, increased aspartate aminotransferase (AST), increased 

sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH), and lower total serum protein relative to controls (Table 3-3). 

Similar shifts occurred in mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX with respect to AST, SDH, and 

total protein, but were not statistically significant (Table 3-3). Overall, GenX and PFOA liver 

pathology was consistent across dose groups and time points (100% incidence of cytoplasmic 
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alteration, Table A2-6 & S7) while changes in ALT, AST, and SDH measurements were not 

statistically significant across all GenX or PFOA dose groups or time points.  

3.3.4 Embryo and Placenta Outcomes 

Although the number of implantation sites, viable embryos, nonviable embryos, or 

resorptions did not significantly differ across treatment groups at E11.5 or E17.5 (Table A2-4), 

we evaluated embryos and their placentas for differences in weight. At E11.5, there were no 

significant differences in viable embryo weight, placental weight, or embryo:placental weight 

ratios across treatment groups relative to vehicle controls (Table A2-8). At E17.5, significantly 

lower viable embryo weight was observed in 5 mg/kg/day PFOA treated mice (5 mg/kg/day 

PFOA embryos were 129 mg lower in body weight than vehicle control embryos based on mixed 

effect model estimates; Figure 3-6A & Table A2-8). At E17.5, placental weight was significantly 

higher in 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX treated mice relative to vehicle controls 

(an estimated 21 mg and 15.5 mg increase in placental weight relative to controls, respectively; 

Figure 3-6B & Table A2-8). Embryo:placental weight ratios (mg:mg) were significantly reduced 

relative to controls in 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX treated mice at E17.5 (Figure 

3-6C & Table A2-8).  

At E11.5, placental lesions were relatively sparse and mostly included labyrinth atrophy, 

labyrinth necrosis, or early fibrin clot formation. At E11.5, there were no differences in the 

incidence of placentas within normal limits (WNL) across treatment groups (Table A2-9). At 

E17.5, placental abnormalities were observed in all treatment groups and tended to occur as 

litter-specific effects (e.g. most or all placenta within one litter were affected), and the most 

common lesions included labyrinth congestion (Figure 3-7B), labyrinth atrophy (Figure 3-7C), 

early fibrin clots (Figure A2-3A), labyrinth necrosis (Figure 3-7D), and placental nodules (Figure 

A2-3B). Placental nodules were most likely resorption of an adjacent twin. Placentas of mice 
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exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA exhibited labyrinth congestion as the most common lesion 

whereas placentas of mice exposed to either 2 mg/kg/day or 10 mg/kg/day GenX primarily 

exhibited atrophy of the labyrinth (Figure 3-8 & Table A2-10). Early fibrin clots were most 

common in placentas of mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX (Figure 3-8 & Table A2-10). At 

E17.5, placentas WNL were significantly lower in mice exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA or 10 

mg/kg/day GenX when all evaluated placentas were considered as independent observations 

(regardless of litter of origin; Table A2-10). Placental lesions were also evaluated to account for 

litter effects by using the proportion of placenta within a litter that were WNL (% WNL). 

Comparing placenta using this method showed a reduction in placenta WNL in mice exposed to 

5 mg/kg/day PFOA, 2 mg/kg/day GenX, and 10 mg/kg/day GenX (Table A2-10).  

3.3.5 Placental Thyroid Hormones 

For all placental thyroid hormone endpoints, sex*treatment interaction and sex as a 

covariate did not significantly influence model fit and were not incorporated in the final linear 

model (Table A2-11). Placentas exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX had significantly higher T4 

relative to controls (60% increase; Table 3-4). This effect occurred in both male and female 

placentas, but statistical significance was attenuated post hoc in sex-stratified models likely due 

to low sample sizes. There was a trend towards a significant effect of higher T4 in placentas 

exposed to 2 mg/kg/day GenX (38% increase, Table 3-4), but this effect was attenuated after 

applying post hoc corrections for multiple tests. Similarly, a trend towards lower T3:T4 ratio was 

observed in placentas exposed to 10 mg/kg/day GenX, but this effect was attenuated after 

applying post hoc corrections. There were no other significant effects of sex or treatment on 

placental rT3, T3, T3:T4 ratio, or rT3:T4 ratio.      
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3.4 Discussion 

Our prior work in mice has consistently shown reduced birthweight resulting from 

gestational exposure to PFOA (Macon et al. 2011; White et al. 2007), but we did not examine 

effects on the placenta, a critical organ that facilitates embryo growth, nor did we examine the 

effects of replacement PFAS congeners. Here we present evidence consistent with previous 

reports of PFOA-reduced embryo growth and provide novel evidence indicating that the 

pregnant dam liver and placenta are sensitive targets of both PFOA and a replacement PFAS, 

GenX. Adverse placental and maternal effects were most prominent in late gestation (E17.5) in 

mice gestationally exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX, but 2 mg/kg/day 

GenX also exhibited significant effects on maternal liver and placenta. Future studies should 

investigate adverse effects at doses lower than 2 mg/kg/day GenX to determine more precise 

percent responses at different lower dose levels using a benchmark dose approach. 

It is well documented in humans and animal models that PFAS readily pass from 

maternal serum to the developing embryo via the placenta (Chen et al. 2017b; Yang et al. 2016a; 

Yang et al. 2016b) and that PFOA transplacentally transfers to the mouse offspring (Fenton et al. 

2009). Here we report transplacental transfer of both PFOA and GenX, higher placenta weight, 

higher incidence of placental lesions, and lower embryo-placenta weight ratios in mice exposed 

to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA or 10 mg/kg/day GenX. 

In humans, placental weight and placental-to-fetal (also reported as feto-placental) weight 

ratios are clinically relevant endpoints that have been associated with adverse pregnancy 

outcomes (Hutcheon et al. 2012; Risnes et al. 2009; Thornburg et al. 2010). The placenta is a 

critical organ that mediates the transport of nutrients, oxygen, waste, and xenobiotics between 

mother and embryo, and it is rarely evaluated in reproductive toxicity studies. We chose the 

placenta as a focal endpoint due to its importance in studies of human pregnancy outcomes 
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(Hutcheon et al. 2012; Risnes et al. 2009), its role as a programming agent of latent health 

outcomes in both the mother and child (Thornburg et al. 2010), and our own hypothesis that it is 

a key target tissue of PFAS.  

Placental insufficiency (PI) occurs when functional capacity of the placenta is limited or 

deteriorates, resulting in reduced transplacental transfer of oxygen and nutrients to the fetus 

(Gagnon 2003). Reduction or impairment of placental blood flow (Chaddha et al. 2004), aberrant 

fibrin depositions or other thrombo-occlusive damage in the placenta (Chaddha et al. 2004), and 

disruption of maternal-placental thyroid hormones (Belet et al. 2003) are all believed to 

contribute to PI pathogenesis in women. We provide evidence illustrating pathological and 

physiological features that are concordant with PI in our experimental mouse model. Here we 

show maternal exposure to PFOA or GenX induced atrophy, necrosis, and congestion of the 

murine placental labyrinth (suggestive of impaired transplacental transfer of nutrients and/or 

oxygen), aberrant formation of early fibrin clots, and disruption of placental thyroid hormones 

(GenX only). These data are suggestive of a PI phenotype induced by maternal exposure to 

PFAS in mice that deserves further investigation. 

In epidemiological studies, disproportionately large placentas increase risk for adverse 

health outcomes in neonates (Hutcheon et al. 2012) and adult offspring (Risnes et al. 2009). The 

placenta influences cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk in the offspring (Risnes et al. 2009), and 

the functional capacity of the placenta is likely the driver of fetal heart fitness (Thornburg et al. 

2010). Placentas that are disproportionately large relative to fetal size tend to exhibit reduced 

functional capacity with respect to optimal blood flow and vascular resistance (Risnes et al. 

2009; Salafia et al. 2006), which could lead to both adverse perinatal (Hutcheon et al. 2012) and 

adult CVD outcomes (Thornburg et al. 2010). Here we show higher placenta weights that were 
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disproportionate to embryo weights in mice exposed to PFOA and GenX. Whether the increased 

placental weight is due to pathological changes or is a compensatory mechanism to protect the 

developing fetus is not known. The extent to which gestational exposure to these environmental 

contaminants could adversely impact perinatal and adult offspring health outcomes, especially 

cardiovascular outcomes, should be the focus of future studies. 

A previous report has shown dose-dependent necrotic changes in placenta of mice 

exposed to 10 mg/kg/day and 25 mg/kg/day PFOA, and pup mortality and gestational weight 

loss were evident (Suh et al. 2011). Here, placental lesions in mice exposed to 2 mg/kg/day 

GenX, 10 mg/kg/day GenX, and 5 mg/kg/day PFOA at E17.5 occurred at a significantly higher 

incidence compared to controls, and the labyrinth was the specific target. This is significant 

because maternal-embryo exchange of oxygen, nutrients, and waste occurs in the placental 

labyrinth. Adverse placental effects of 5 mg/kg/day PFOA and 10 mg/kg/day GenX occurred at 

both the litter level as well as across all placenta evaluated, regardless of litter, and adverse 

placental effects of 2 mg/kg/day GenX were significant when considered at the level of the litter 

as a unit. The lowest doses tested in this study resulting in adverse placental pathology were 2 

mg/kg/day GenX and 5 mg/kg/day PFOA. Given that maternal serum accumulation and embryo 

deposition of PFOA and GenX were similar at the high (5 mg/kg PFOA vs 10 mg/kg GenX) and 

low doses (1 mg/kg PFOA vs 2 mg/kg GenX), and that the placenta is at the interface between 

these two compartments, the disparate patterns in adverse placenta histopathology suggest that 

the placenta may be more sensitive to the effects of GenX vs. PFOA. The mechanisms of toxicity 

towards the placenta may also differ between the two PFAS and will be pursued in on-going 

studies.  
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Thyroid hormones (TH) play a critical role in neurodevelopment (de Escobar et al 2004; 

Porterfield et al 1993). PFAS are hypothesized thyroid disrupters in humans (Coperchini et al. 

2017; Webster et al. 2016), including in pregnant women (Ballesteros et al. 2017; Berg et al. 

2015; Wang et al. 2014; GM Webster et al. 2014). Generally, maternal PFAS levels during 

pregnancy are associated with shifts in TH levels consistent with hypothyroidism (e.g. elevated 

TSH), which is associated with increased risk for low birth weight (Alexander et al. 2017). It is 

possible that PFAS chemicals exert some adverse effects on embryo growth via TH disruption 

across the maternal-placental-embryo unit. Indeed, Conley et al. (2019) reported maternal serum 

total triiodothyronine (T3) and thyroxine (T4) were reduced in rats exposed to 125 – 500 

mg/kg/day HFPO-DA (GenX) during gestational days 14-18. Maternal serum THs could not be 

measured due to volume constraints in our study. As the placenta regulates the degree to which 

maternal THs pass to the developing fetus, and it maintains the optimal balance of the thyroid 

hormones throughout embryo development (Chan et al. 2009), the relationship between PFAS-

induced maternal TH changes and placental function requires additional study, especially given 

the role of TH in fetal neurodevelopment. 

In a systematic review and meta-analysis of nonhuman evidence for effects of PFOA on 

birthweight, it was estimated that a 1-unit (1 mg/kg body weight/day) increase in PFOA is 

associated with a -0.023 g (95% CI: -0.029, -0.016) shift in pup birth weight (Koustas et al. 

2014). Here we report a -0.028 g (95% CI: -0.114, 0.586) shift in embryo weight on E17.5 in 

mice exposed to 1 mg/kg/day PFOA and a -0.129 g (95% CI: -0.215, -0.043) shift in mice 

exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA. Effects on embryo weight at E17.5 in this study can be 

summarized as most severe to least severe: 5 mg/kg/day PFOA (-0.129 g), 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

(-0.042 g), 1 mg/kg/day PFOA (-0.023 g), and 2 mg/kg/day GenX (-0.009 g). An industry study 
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of CD-1 mice exposed to 5 mg/kg/day HFPO-DA (GenX) from preconception through weaning 

showed reduced pup weight at PND 1 that persisted through PND 21 with effects more severe in 

male offspring (DuPont-18405-1037). In rats, mean embryo weights were decreased in rats 

exposed to 100 mg/kg/day HFPO-DA (GenX) for 15 days of gestation (Edwards 2010a) and in a 

different study female birth weights were reduced after 5 days of gestational exposure at 125 

mg/kg (Justin M Conley et al. 2019). To our knowledge, there are no human data showing 

associations between maternal GenX exposure and birth weight outcomes. 

Several human cohort studies have shown that higher levels of prenatal or early life 

PFOA exposure is associated with increased adiposity in childhood (Braun et al. 2016; Fleisch 

Abby et al. 2017) and metabolic disruption in young adulthood (Domazet et al. 2016). 

Additionally, it is known that low birth weight is associated with adult diseases, including 

metabolic syndrome in both humans and animals (Barker 2004). Due to the environmental 

ubiquity of a mixture of PFAS chemicals, it is difficult to unravel the relative contributions of 

prenatal and postnatal (e.g. chronic, lifelong) exposure and adverse health outcomes. Animal 

studies allow for discrete measurement of health outcomes associated with specific critical 

periods of exposure, and future work should investigate metabolic disruption in offspring 

exposed in utero, to provide key insights on the metabolic programming capacity of PFAS. 

In the present study, PFOA (5 mg/kg/day) and GenX (2 mg/kg/day or 10 mg/kg/day) 

exposures resulted in significantly higher gestational weight gain (GWG) in mice, with 

significant effects emerging at an earlier point in gestation in mice exposed to GenX and 

occurring at a lower dose than PFOA (2 mg/kg/day GenX vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA). In contrast, a 

decrease in mean maternal weight gain was reported in a recent study of gestational exposure to 

HFPO-DA (GenX) in rats exposed to 250 or 500 mg/kg/day (Conley et al. 2019). Although these 
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findings are not consistent with the higher gestational weight gain reported here, it is possible 

that statistical methods (absolute change in maternal weight vs relative change in weight 

analyzed using repeated measures models), differing windows of exposure (five days during mid 

to late gestation vs exposure throughout gestation), and interspecies differences in preliminary 

PFAS elimination rates (GenX elimination half-life in rats ~5h vs ~20h in mice, (Gannon et al. 

2016)) could explain these disparate results. Additionally, different elimination rates of the 

compound make comparison of equivalent or similar external doses a challenge. In fact, dam 

serum concentrations of rats exposed to 500 mg/kg/day from GD 14-18 reported in Conley et al. 

(2019) were of similar magnitude to those observed in mice exposed to 10 mg/kg/day throughout 

gestation in the present study (~100 µg/mL). Similarly, serum concentrations from pregnant mice 

in the current study exposed to 2 mg/kg/day GenX (HFPO-DA) were roughly equivalent (~33 

µg/mL) to serum concentrations obtained from rat dams exposed to 62.5 mg/kg/day HFPO-DA 

(GenX) in the study by Conley et al. (2019).  

Higher GWG observed in our PFOA-exposed mice is consistent with findings reported in 

humans; interquartile increases in GWG were associated with elevated cord blood levels of 

PFOA (OR = 1.33; 95% CI: 1.13 – 1.56; (Ashley-Martin et al. 2016)). Similarly, other legacy 

PFAS compounds such as perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) are positively associated with GWG 

(Jaacks et al. 2016). However, our data describing the relationship between maternal exposure to 

GenX and increased GWG in a mouse model are novel. Importantly, higher GWG is associated 

with adverse outcomes for both mother and infant in humans, including increased risk for 

pregnancy-associated hypertension (with or without smaller birth weights), gestational diabetes 

(GD), postpartum weight retention, increased risk for unsuccessful breastfeeding, and increased 

risk for stillbirth, infant mortality, and preterm birth (Council 2010). These disorders share many 
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risk factors, but it is not fully understood to what extent their etiologies are interrelated and/or 

interdependent (Villar et al. 2006), or what mechanisms may be driving them. Our data suggest a 

need for additional study of the adverse maternal and offspring health outcomes associated with 

GenX exposure. 

Liver toxicity is a consistent finding in animal studies of PFOA (Li et al. 2017) and other 

PFAS, but studies examining GenX are limited. Here we report similar histopathological 

findings in livers of exposed pregnant dams to those previously described by our group (and 

others) in offspring prenatally exposed to PFOA, including increased extent of hepatocellular 

hypertrophy, cytoplasmic alteration, and increased mitochondria (Filgo et al. 2015; Lau et al. 

2006). We hypothesize that the consistent and persistent hepatic cytoplasmic alterations seen 

following PFAS exposures leads to increased incidence and/or distribution of cell death, which is 

consistent with the decrease in mitotic figures compared to control liver sections. This 

constellation of lesions is considered adverse and is incompatible with long-term normal liver 

function. The maternal liver responds to estrogen produced by the placenta and produces thyroid 

binding globulin, which in turn regulates the level of maternal circulating thyroid hormones 

(Nader et al. 2009). Altered maternal liver function due to PFOA or GenX exposure could play 

an important role in mediating placental and embryo outcomes. 

In addition to consistently observed histopathological changes in the liver induced by 

either PFOA or GenX, maternal clinical chemistry indicated shifts in liver enzymes, including 

higher ALT (10 mg/kg/day GenX, E11.5), higher ALP (10 mg/kg/day GenX, E17.5), higher 

AST (5 mg/kg/day PFOA, E17.5), and higher SDH (5 mg/kg/day PFOA, E17.5). Our TEM 

findings build upon a growing body of evidence demonstrating potential mechanisms of PFAS-
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induced hepatic toxicity other than peroxisome proliferating receptor (PPAR) and demonstrate 

this for the first time with GenX.  

 In a previous reproductive and developmental toxicity study of HFPO-DA (GenX) in 

CD-1 mice, 5 mg/kg/day was determined to be the NOAEL for reproductive toxicity and 

maternal systemic toxicity (based on microscopic changes in maternal liver; DuPont-18405-

1037; (Edwards 2010b)). Here we are not able to report a NOAEL as significant adverse effects 

occurred in the lowest GenX dose group evaluated in this study (2 mg/kg/day). We demonstrate 

adverse systemic toxicity of dams exposed to 2 mg/kg/day GenX including microscopic 

alterations in the liver, higher GWG, and higher incidence of placental lesions. Dam serum 

GenX concentrations obtained at E17.5 in the present study were comparable to dam plasma 

concentrations reported by DuPont-18405-1037: 22.9 µg/mL (present study, 2 mg/kg/day on 

E17.5), 36.4 µg /mL (DuPont-18405-1037, 5 mg/kg/day on lactation day 21), and 58.5 µg/mL 

(present study, 10 mg/kg/day on E17.5; compared in Figure A2-4). However, it should be noted 

that in the present study at all tested doses of both PFOA and GenX, maternal serum 

concentrations were higher at E11.5 than E17.5. This could be explained by maternal off-loading 

of body burden to developing embryos and other maternal tissues (i.e. liver) and rapid expansion 

of maternal blood volume throughout the course of pregnancy. 

 There are several limitations to this study regarding experimental design, sample sizes, 

and interspecies differences. Due to performing the experiment over two experimental blocks, 

some endpoints were only evaluated from one of the two blocks, limiting statistical power. Some 

effects may have reached statistical significance with a larger number of observations. The two-

block design did not impair the strength of the effect when significant effects were present in 

endpoints evaluated at both time points, which was verified by statistical analysis. It is possible 
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that variance in half-life, amount of exposure to these chemicals, and other interspecies 

differences may limit the human relevance of the findings reported here. Although the mouse 

and human both have discoid hemochorial placenta, the maternal-placental-embryo unit in mice 

differs from that in humans in other ways, including the labyrinthine vs villous structure, the 

number of offspring carried during each pregnancy (~14 vs ~1), and gestation length (~20 days 

vs ~280 days). Although there are distinct interspecies differences between humans and mice, 

the outbred CD-1 mouse was selected in the current study due to its genetic diversity. While the 

CD-1 mouse is sensitive to PFOA, compared to other inbred mouse strains (Tucker et al. 2015), 

significant treatment-related effects were still detectable despite its greater biologic variability in 

response. It is not known whether there are strain differences in sensitivity to GenX, which 

should be investigated in future studies.   

3.5 Conclusion 

In a comparative reproductive and developmental study in mice of PFOA and a 

replacement, GenX, we report adverse effects of both compounds against the maternal-embryo-

placental unit. Both PFOA and GenX induced elevated GWG, higher maternal liver weights, 

adverse microscopic pathological changes in the maternal liver, and abnormal histopathological 

lesions in mature placenta. Importantly, we provide evidence that illustrates GenX (as low as 2 

mg/kg/day) significantly affects the maternal-embryo-placental unit differently than its 

predecessor PFOA, and that this alternative compound may have a unique mechanism(s) of 

reproductive toxicity in this model system. Lastly, we build a case for the importance of 

evaluating the placenta as a critical tissue in studies of developmental and reproductive toxicity 

through utilizing clinically relevant, translational endpoints to illustrate the unique susceptibility 

of this organ to the adverse effects of GenX
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Table 3-1. Maternal indices at embryonic day 11.5 and 17.5 (Mean ± SD, N = 11-13). 

Embryonic 
day 

Maternal index 
Vehicle 
Control 

1 mg/kg bw/day 
PFOA 

5 mg/kg bw/day 
PFOA 

2 mg/kg bw/day 

GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg bw/day 

GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

11.5 E0.5 weight (g) 30.6 ± 5.5 31.2 ± 3 31.1 ± 3.2 29.7 ± 2.2 30.7 ± 2.5 

11.5 Weight at necropsy 
(g) 

37.9 ± 4.3 38.8 ± 2.4 40.2 ± 3.5 38.3 ± 3.2 40.0 ± 2.5 

11.5 Weight at necropsy 

(% change from 

E0.5) 

24.9 ± 9.2 24.7 ± 6.3 29.6 ± 6.3 28.9 ± 5.4 32.3 ± 9.6* 

11.5 Liver weight (g) 2.2 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.2* 4.5 ± 0.5* 3.1 ± 0.2* 4.2 ± 0.5* 

11.5 Relative liver weight 

(% body weight) 
5.9 ± 0.7 7.4 ± 0.5* 11.0 ± 0.9* 8.1 ± 0.5* 10.2 ± 0.7* 

11.5 Kidney weight (g) 0.20 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.06 

11.5 Relative kidney 

weight (% body 
weight) 

0.53 ± 0.01 0.51 ± 0.04 0.51 ± 0.05 0.54 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.11 

17.5 E0.5 weight (g) 30.5 ± 3.3 28.5 ± 3.8 29.1 ± 3.4 28.2 ± 3.5 28.7 ± 3.6 

17.5 Weight at necropsy 

(g) 
56.3 ± 5.6 54.6 ± 5.3 57.4 ± 6.0 55.4 ± 6.5 56.7 ± 5.5 

17.5 Weight at necropsy 

(% change from 
E0.5) 

86.0 ± 22.8 92.6 ± 17.1 98.7 ± 20.2 97.3 ± 15.2 98.5 ± 15.7 

17.5 Liver weight (g) 2.7 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.5* 3.5 ± 0.5* 4.6 ± 0.4* 

17.5 Relative liver weight 

(% body weight) 
4.8 ± 0.3 5.6 ± 0.5* 9.3 ± 0.7* 6.3 ± 1.0* 8.1 ± 0.5* 

17.5 Kidney weight (g) 0.21 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.02* 

17.5 Relative kidney 
weight (% body 

weight) 

0.37 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.03* 

Note: N = 6-8 for kidney weight and relative kidney weight 

* P < 0.05 relative to vehicle control (ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts) 
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Table 3-2. Clinical chemistry panel of dam serum at embryonic day 11.5. 

 Vehicle control 1 mg/kg/day PFOA 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 2 mg/kg/day GenX 
10 mg/kg/day 

GenX 

Measurement Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N 

ALB (g/dl) 2.48 ± 0.18, 5 2.42 ± 0.22, 5 2.36 ± 0.21, 5 2.75 ± 0.33, 4 2.8 ± 0.17, 3 

ALP (U/L) 68.8 ± 13.0, 5 54.6 ± 4.4, 5 56.6 ± 35.6, 5 58.4 ± 9.0, 5 83.0 ± 25.8, 5 

ALT (U/L) 26.0 ± 5.6, 5 28.8 ± 11.5, 5 70.8 ± 16.2, 5 24.2 ± 13.7, 5 78.2 ± 62.0, 5 

AST (U/L) 63.6 ± 9.9, 5 144.6 ± 167.6, 5 92.6 ± 20.3, 5 69.0 ± 22.0, 5 136.8 ± 138.9, 4 

BUN (mg/dl) 16.0 ± 2.1, 5 15.0 ± 2.7, 5 15.8 ± 1.3, 5 18.3 ± 4.6, 4 13.7 ± 1.5, 3 

Chol (mg/dl) 56.4 ± 4.6, 5 68.8 ± 18.0, 5 69.4 ± 9.9, 5 93.4 ± 27.8*, 5 77.0 ± 16.4, 4 

Cre (mg/dl) 0.21 ± 0.02, 5 0.2 ± 0.05, 5 0.18 ± 0.03, 5 0.2 ± 0.04, 4 0.18 ± 0.02, 3 

Glu (mg/dl) 275.2 ± 39.5, 5 278.4 ± 27.8, 5 220.4 ± 22.1, 5 249.3 ± 25.8, 4 226.7 ± 28.9, 3 

HDL (mg/dl) 32.2 ± 1.5, 5 34.8 ± 10.9, 5 42.6 ± 4.0, 5 50.2 ± 15.7*, 5 43.3 ± 6.1, 4 

LDL (mg/dl) 10.8 ± 1.3, 5 12.2 ± 1.9, 5 10.6 ± 1.5, 5 15 ± 4.8, 4 12.5 ± 1.9, 4 

SDH (U/L) 9.4 ± 7.5, 5 8.4 ± 7.8, 5 12.4 ± 8.3, 5 7.0 ± 6.5, 4 8.0 ± 3.65, 4 

TBA (µM/L) 2.0 ± 0.71, 5 1.5 ± 0.58, 4 2.0 ± 0.0, 5 1.4 ± 0.55, 5 35.3 ± 67.8, 4 

TP (g/dl) 4.22 ± 0.18, 5 4.04 ± 0.3, 5 3.78 ± 0.22, 5 4.5 ± 0.48, 4 4.37 ± 0.29, 3 

Trig (mg/dl) 205.6 ± 56.0, 5 130.4 ± 16.2*, 5 86.4 ± 15.8*, 5 117.6 ± 33.9*, 5 80.3 ± 14.4*, 4 

Ucrea (mg/dl) 54.4 ± NA, 1 92.0 ± 13.1, 4 50.1 ± 33.8, 4 53.2 ± 14.0, 3 82.9 ± 33.2, 5 

Abbr: ALB = Albumin; ALP = Alkaline phosphatase; ALT = Alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; BUN = Blood urea 

nitrogen; Chol = Cholesterol; Cre = Creatinine; Glu = Glucose; HDL = High density lipoprotein; LDL = Low density lipoprotein; SDH = 

Sorbitol dehydrogenase; TBA = Total bile acids; TP = Total protein; Trig = Triglycerides; Ucrea = Urinary creatinine 

* P < 0.05 relative to vehicle control (ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts) 
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Table 3-3. Clinical chemistry panel of dam serum at embryonic day 17.5. 

 Vehicle control 1 mg/kg/day PFOA 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 2 mg/kg/day GenX 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

Measurement Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N Mean ± SD, N 

ALB (g/dl) 2.23 ± 0.21, 4 2.04 ± 0.09, 5 1.53 ± 0.27*, 6 2.32 ± 0.26, 5 2.26 ± 0.3, 5 

ALP (U/L) 58.0 ± 7.8, 4 50.2 ± 4.2, 5 74.8 ± 23.8, 6 55.4 ± 11.8, 5 88.8 ± 13.0*, 5 

ALT (U/L) 13.0 ± 7.5, 4 7.0 ± 4.3, 5 16.8 ± 7.7, 6 4.4 ± 3.9, 5 9.6 ± 2.1, 5 

AST (U/L) 81.0 ± 6.5, 4 73.0 ± 14.0, 5 172.2 ± 63.1*, 6 65.6 ± 12.1, 5 113.2 ± 36.6, 5 

BUN (mg/dl) 16.0 ± 2.9, 4 16.4 ± 1.7, 5 18.7 ± 5.3, 6 13.6 ± 1.1, 5 15.2 ± 1.8, 5 

Chol (mg/dl) 75.5 ± 11.6, 4 83.8 ± 20.0, 5 68.5 ± 16.4, 6 86.6 ± 17.1, 5 97.4 ± 8.4, 5 

Cre (mg/dl) 0.18 ± 0.04, 4 0.2 ± 0.01, 5 0.16 ± 0.06, 6 0.17 ± 0.03, 5 0.15 ± 0.06, 5 

Glu (mg/dl) 129.3 ± 11.7, 4 121.0 ± 17.3, 5 112.0 ± 15.8, 6 123.2 ± 13.1, 5 111.6 ± 15.5, 5 

HDL (mg/dl) 34.0 ± 10.2, 4 37.2 ± 6.2, 5 38.8 ± 11.2, 6 39.4 ± 8.5, 5 50.0 ± 8.9, 5 

LDL (mg/dl) 22.0 ± 0.8, 4 24.0 ± 10.7, 5 11.0 ± 3.0, 5 20.0 ± 3.9, 5 15.2 ± 2.9, 5 

SDH (U/L) 5.5 ± 7.9, 4 3.4 ± 6.1, 5 24.3 ± 11.2*, 6 1.2 ± 2.2, 5 11.4 ± 6.8, 5 

TBA (µM/L) 3.8 ± 0.96, 4 3.0 ± 1.2, 5 8.0 ± 7.9, 6 4.8 ± 3.0, 5 6.2 ± 4.2, 5 

TP (g/dl) 4.2 ± 0.37, 4 3.9 ± 0.11, 5 2.8 ± 0.39*, 6 4.1 ± 0.36, 5 3.9 ± 0.52, 5 

Trig (mg/dl) 472.5 ± 78.9, 4 364.0 ± 272.9, 5 159.0 ± 65.5*, 6 257.0 ± 120.3, 5 120.6 ± 31.7*, 5 

Ucrea (mg/dl) 25.8 ± 15.8, 2 24.7 ± 23.1, 2 11.5 ± 5.9, 3 18.6 ± 5.1, 4 20.2 ± 15.7, 4 

Abbr: ALB = Albumin; ALP = Alkaline phosphatase; ALT = Alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; BUN = Blood urea 
nitrogen; Chol = Cholesterol; Cre = Creatinine; Glu = Glucose; HDL = High density lipoprotein; LDL = Low density lipoprotein; SDH = 

Sorbitol dehydrogenase; TBA = Total bile acids; TP = Total protein; Trig = Triglycerides; Ucrea = Urinary creatinine 

* P < 0.05 relative to vehicle control (ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts) 
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Table 3-4. Placental thyroid hormone measurements at embryonic day 17.5. 

 
Vehicle 

control 

1 mg/kg/day 

PFOA 

5 mg/kg/day 

PFOA 

2 mg/kg/day 

GenX 

10 mg/kg/day 

GenX 

Hormone 
Mean ± SD, 

N (a,b) 
Mean ± SD, 

N (a,b) 
Mean ± SD, 

N (a,b) 
Mean ± SD, 

N (a,b) 
Mean ± SD, 

N (a,b) 

rT3 (ng/g) 
1.2 ± 0.7, 5 

(4, 1) 

0.7 ± 0.4, 6 

(3, 3) 

1.4 ± 0.7, 5 

(5, 0) 

1.7 ± 0.8, 6 

(6, 0) 

1.6 ± 0.3, 6 

(6, 0) 

T3 (ng/g) 
0.3 ± 0.2, 6 

(1, 5) 
0.2 ± 0, 6 (0, 

6) 
0.2 ± 0, 4 (0, 

4) 
0.3 ± 0.2, 5 

(0, 5) 
0.2 ± 0, 6 (0, 

6) 

T4 (ng/g) 
3.8 ± 0.6, 6 

(6, 0) 

2.5 ± 1.0, 6 

(6, 0) 

2.8 ± 1.3, 6 

(6, 0) 

5.3 ± 1.7, 6 

(6, 0) 

6.1 ± 1.1*, 6 

(6, 0) 

T3:T4 ratio 0.07 ± 0.04, 6 0.09 ± 0.03, 6 0.07 ± 0.02, 4 0.05 ± 0.01, 5 0.03 ± 0.01, 6 

rT3:T4 ratio 0.33 ± 0.19, 5 0.30 ± 0.21, 6 0.45 ± 0.05, 5 0.32 ± 0.12, 6 0.27 ± 0.08, 6 

Abbr: rT3 = reverse triiodothyronine, T3 = triiodothyronine, T4 = thyroxine, MDL = method 

detection limit 
* P < 0.05 relative to vehicle control (ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction 

using Tukey contrasts) 

Note: Sample sizes are expressed as the total number of samples (N) as well as the number of 

samples above the MDL (a) and below the MDL (b). Non-quantifiable samples below the 
MDL were imputed using the calculation MDL*0.5. MDL values were: T4: 0.84 ng/g, T3: 0.42 

ng/g, rT3: 0.67 ng/g. 
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Figure 3-1. Internal dosimetry of PFOA and GenX (also HFPO-DA) in maternal serum and 

liver at embryonic day (E) 11.5 and E17.5. (A) Maternal serum concentration (µg PFOA/ mL 

serum) at E11.5 and E17.5, (B) maternal serum concentration (µg GenX/ mL serum) at E11.5 

and E17.5, (C) maternal liver concentration (µg PFOA/ g liver) at E11.5 and E17.5, and (D) 

maternal liver concentration (µg GenX/ g liver) at E11.5 and E17.5 were determined by high 

performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. Treatment group mean values 

are denoted with an “X” flanked above and below by error bars showing standard deviation and 

individual data points are shown as grey circles (N = 6-8). Vehicle control (VC) samples were 

quantified for PFOA and GenX; all VC means were below the LOD of 10 ng/mL for both PFOA 

and GenX except for maternal serum (0.211 ± 0.55 µg/mL). Statistical comparisons of internal 

dosimetry across all treatment groups are shown in Tables A2-2 and A2-3. 
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Figure 3-2. Internal dosimetry of PFOA and GenX (also HFPO-DA) in amniotic fluid and 

whole embryos. (A) Amniotic fluid concentration (µg PFOA/ mL amniotic fluid) at embryonic 

day (E) 11.5, (B) whole embryo concentration (µg PFOA/ g embryo) at E11.5 and E17.5, (C) 

amniotic fluid concentration (µg GenX/ mL amniotic fluid) at E11.5, and (D) whole embryo 

concentration (µg GenX/ g embryo) at E11.5 and E17.5 were determined by high performance 

liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. Treatment group mean values are denoted 

with an “X” flanked above and below by error bars showing standard deviation, and individual 

data points are shown as grey squares, circles, or triangles (N = 6-8). Triangles = E17.5 male 

embryos, circles = E17.5 female embryos, and squares = pooled E11.5 embryos (B and D). 

Vehicle control (VC) samples were quantified for PFOA and GenX; all VC means were below 

the LOD of 10 ng/mL for both PFOA and GenX. Statistical comparisons of internal dosimetry 

across all treatment groups are shown in Tables A2-2 and A2-3. 
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Figure 3-3. Gestational weight gain (GWG) repeated measure mixed effect model estimates 

for pregnant dams exposed to PFOA or GenX (also HFPO-DA). Effect estimates for 

pregnant dams exposed through embryonic day 11.5 (A) or 17.5 (B) are centered around the 

vehicle control group (y = 0) and show the point estimate of the relative change in dam weight 

(% change from E0.5) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). (C) Boxplots of relative weight gain 

over time, with the upper and lower hinges corresponding to the first and third quartiles (25th and 

75th percentiles), the middle hinge corresponding to the median, and the upper whisker extending 

to the highest value that is within 1.5 times the distance between the first and third quartiles 

(inter-quartile range, IQR) of the hinge and the lower whisker extending to the lowest value 

within 1.5 times the IQR of the hinge. N = 11-13 dams per treatment group. *P < 0.05, **P < 

0.01, ***P <0.001; Beta estimate 95% confidence intervals do not overlap zero (Repeated 

measures mixed effect model adjusting a priori for litter size and gestational (embryonic) day as 

fixed effects and the dam as a random effect, vehicle control as reference group).  
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Figure 3-4. Light and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of liver from vehicle control 

(VC) and PFOA-exposed pregnant dams at embryonic day (E) 17.5. Light microscopic 

image (A) at 40X magnification of liver from a VC pregnant dam (control) showing centrilobular 

hepatocellular hypertrophy with karyomegaly, increased basophilic granular cytoplasm and 

decreased glycogen. Corresponding (B) TEM magnification shows prominent rough 

endoplasmic reticulum (arrows) with abundant ribosomes and evenly dispersed, abundant 

glycogen (asterisk) (see Figure A2-3A). Light microscopic image (C) at 40X magnification of 

liver from a pregnant dam at E17.5 and treated with 1 mg/kg/day PFOA. Although this liver 

appears to be within normal limits when viewed with light microscopy, TEM (D) reveals an 

increase in scattered vacuoles (see Figure A2-3B), decreased, evenly dispersed glycogen 

(asterisks), as well as abundant mitochondria (arrows) and peroxisomes (arrowheads). Light 

microscopic image (E) at 40X magnification of liver from a pregnant dam at E17.5 and treated 

with 5 mg/kg/day PFOA. Increased cytoplasmic vacuoles are evident at this light microscopic 

level. TEM (F) reveals abundant cytoplasmic organelles consistent with mitochondria (M) and 

peroxisomes (P), extensive vacuoles (V), less prominent rough endoplasmic reticulum (arrows) 

with fewer ribosomes and less abundant glycogen (see A2-3C and A2-3D) TEM = transmission 

electron microscopy, NU = nucleolus, N = nucleus.   
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Figure 3-5. Light and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of liver from vehicle control 

(VC) and GenX-exposed pregnant dams at embryonic day (E) 17.5. Light microscopic image 

(A) at 40X magnification of liver from a VC pregnant dam showing centrilobular hepatocellular 

hypertrophy with karyomegaly, increased basophilic granular cytoplasm and decreased 

glycogen. Corresponding medium (B) TEM magnification shows prominent rough endoplasmic 

reticulum (arrows) with abundant ribosomes and evenly dispersed, abundant glycogen (asterisk) 

(see Figure A2-3A). Light microscopy at 40X magnification (C) and transmission electron 

microscopy (D) of liver from a pregnant dam at E17.5 treated with 2 mg/kg/day GenX (also 

HFPO-DA) or 10 mg/kg/day GenX (E and F). Marked cytoplasmic alteration is evident in (C) 

and (E). TEM (D and F, see Figures A2-3E and A2-3F, respectively) reveals an abundance of 

cytoplasmic organelles, consistent with mitochondria (M) and peroxisomes (P), that increase 

with increasing dose (D compared to F). Note also the decreased glycogen (asterisks) as well as 

the vacuole (V) and rough endoplasmic reticulum (arrows) and N = nucleus. 
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Figure 3-6. Mixed effect model estimates for (A) embryo weight (mg), (B) placental weight 

(mg), and (C) embryo:placental weight ratios (mg:mg) after exposure in utero to PFOA or 

GenX (also HFPO-DA) at embryonic day (E) 17.5. Effect estimates are centered around the 

vehicle control group (y = 0) and show the point estimate of the relative change in weight (mg; A 

& B) or weight ratio (mg:mg; C) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, 

***P <0.001; Beta estimate 95% confidence intervals do not overlap zero (Mixed effect model 

adjusting a priori for litter size as a fixed effect and the dam as a random effect, vehicle control 

as reference group). Adjusted estimates and 95% CI are shown in Table A2-8. 
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Figure 3-7. Representative examples of histopathological placenta findings observed in 

dams at embryonic day (E) 11.5 and E17.5, treated with PFOA or GenX (also HFPO-DA).  

(A) Normal labyrinth from a vehicle control dam at E17.5. (B) Labyrinth congestion in a dam at 

E17.5 that was treated with 10 mg/kg/day GenX  (C) Moderate labyrinth atrophy of the 

trilaminar trophoblast layer at E17.5 in a dam treated with 10 mg/kg/day GenX. (D) Labryrinth 

necrosis (arrows) in a E17.5 dam that was treated with 10 mg/kg/day GenX. All images at 20X 

magnification.  
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Figure 3-8. Incidence of placenta lesions across treatment groups at embryonic day 17.5.  N 

= 5-6 litters with 31-41 placentas evaluated per treatment group (an average of 6-8 placentas per 

litter). Incidence values <4% are not numerically indicated, but all values and statistical 

comparisons of placenta lesion incidences across treatment groups at E17.5 are shown in Table 

A2-10.   
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CHAPTER 4: IN VITRO CHARACTERIZATION OF PLACENTAL TOXICITY FOR 42 

PERFLUOROALKYL SUBSTANCES 

4.1 Introduction 

 Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) comprise a class of over 5,000 unique 

chemicals that have become ubiquitous in the environment (Kaboré et al. 2018; Pan et al. 2018), 

detectable in biological matrices across humans and wildlife around the globe (Houde et al. 

2006), and problematic contaminants in air, food, and drinking water (Sunderland et al. 2019). 

Pregnant women and their developing offspring are thought to be particularly vulnerable to the 

PFAS due to associations between maternal PFAS exposure and adverse pregnancy outcomes, 

such as low birth weight (Chen et al. 2012; Fei et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2014), increased 

gestational weight gain (Ashley-Martin et al. 2016), preeclampsia (Huang et al. 2019; Wikström 

et al. 2019b), gestational hypertension (Holtcamp 2012; Huang et al. 2019), and gestational 

diabetes (Matilla-Santander et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018). The placenta is involved in the 

etiology of these pregnancy conditions (Pijnenborg et al. 1991) and PFAS pass from the maternal 

to fetal compartments through the placenta (Chen et al. 2017a; Wang et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 

2017). While it is not well understood how maternal exposure to PFAS may contribute to 

adverse pregnancy outcomes, the effect of PFAS on the placental function is likely critical. 

The placenta is essential for the establishment and maintenance of pregnancy and 

disruptions in its development or function, such as placental insufficiency, are detrimental to 

maternal-fetal health (Chaddha et al. 2004). Placental insufficiency broadly describes pregnancy 

complications of placental origin that occur when the placenta is unable to deliver an adequate 
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supply of nutrients and oxygen to the fetus (Chaddha et al. 2004). Environmental pollutants have 

been previously shown to increase risk for placenta-mediated pregnancy complications (NTP 

2016; Laine et al. 2015), including maternal exposure to certain PFAS, such as perfluorooctanoic 

acid (PFOA) (Stein et al. 2009) and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) (Wikström et al. 2019b). 

However, the placental toxicity of even well-studied PFAS like PFOA and PFOS is not 

understood. Additionally, there is an immense knowledge gap regarding the placental toxicity of 

the other ~5,000 PFAS compounds in use worldwide. Furthermore, there is an urgent need for 

data on emerging and alternative chemistry PFAS, such as GenX, which have recently impacted 

highly-exposed communities (Sun et al. 2016b). Blake et al. (2020) demonstrated the toxicity of 

GenX and its predecessor towards the placenta in mice at administered doses relevant to risk 

assessment and reported different histopathological phenotypes, suggesting unique mechanisms 

of action for the two compounds. However, the rapidly expanding universe of PFAS compounds 

as well as the critical need for data on emerging contaminants precludes the feasibility of animal 

studies as the exclusive source of data to be used in risk assessment.  

In vitro experimental systems are an affordable and efficient way to approach 

complicated multi-compound toxicity screening efforts. Human-derived JEG-3 placental 

trophoblasts have been previously implemented in toxicity studies of environmental exposures 

representing a model system of the placenta. The JEG-3 cell line is particularly relevant as it is 

composed of multinucleated syncytiotrophoblasts, which facilitate the exchange of nutrients, 

waste, and gases between the maternal and fetal compartments in human placenta. The 

mechanism(s) through which PFAS alter fetal growth via disruption of placental function is not 

well understood but may occur due to alterations in placental gene expression pathways involved 

in nutrient or xenobiotic transport, oxidative stress, endocrine function, and metabolism. There 
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are limited data on the ability of PFAS to induce gene expression changes in the placenta, but 

previous work has shown JEG-3 exposure to PFOA or PFOS inhibits aromatase activity in vitro 

(Gorrochategui et al. 2014) and PFOA exposure during gestation in vivo decreases expression of 

placental prolactin-family genes in mice (Suh et al. 2011).  

 This study leveraged JEG-3 placental trophoblast cells in the linear proliferation phase to 

execute a multiplexed high-throughput toxicity screen to evaluate a panel of 42 PFAS. The aim 

was to generate robust dose-response data corresponding to cell viability, cellular proliferation, 

and mitochondrial membrane potential, and extract relevant model parameters (e.g. EC50 values) 

to further characterize and categorize PFAS compounds by bioactivity and chemical features. 

Two compounds of high public health interest were selected for gene expression analysis in JEG-

3 cells to investigate effects on expression of 46 genes involved in placental function.   

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Cell Culture 

JEG-3 human choriocarcinoma trophoblastic cells (American Type Culture Collection, 

VA, USA) were maintained in sterile-filtered Minimum Essential Media (MEM) supplemented 

with L-glutamine and phenol red (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), 10% (v/v) heat-

inactivated BenchMark Fetal Bovine Serum (Gemini Bio, CA, USA), 1% (v/v) sodium pyruvate 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), and 1% (v/v) penicillin streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich, 

MO, USA). Cells were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2. JEG-3 cells 

were cultured in 10 cm tissue culture plates and cell passage numbers were recorded.  

4.2.2 Experimental Design 

A total of 42 perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) were evaluated (Table A3-1). PFAS stock 

solutions were maintained in 100% methanol as previous work has shown certain PFAS degrade 

when stored in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Gaballah et al. 2020). Each PFAS was tested across 
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a 10-point linear concentration curve ranging from 50 – 500 µM (50 µM steps), except for 

perfluoroheptanesulfonic acid (CAS# 375-92-8; concentration curve of 23.25 – 232.5 µM [23.25 

µM steps]) and 6:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester (CAS# 57677-95-9; concentration curve of 

37.5 – 375 µM [37.5 µM steps]). The vehicle control condition consisted of 97.5% media + 2.5% 

methanol to match the concentration of methanol in the media at the highest PFAS concentration 

tested (500 µM). Menadione (50 – 500 µM) was used as a positive control for cell viability. 

PFAS were de-identified and assigned random numbers to eliminate bias. Chemical exposure 

plate maps were designed so that all experimental conditions were tested in at least technical 

duplicates per plate. The outer edges of each plate received media alone and were excluded from 

all analyses to avoid edge effects. Each plate map included 14 technical replicates of the vehicle 

control condition and 14 technical replicates of media only. Biological replicates were defined as 

384 well plates tested on separate days using different cell passages. The experimental workflow 

is depicted in Figure 4-1.  

JEG-3 cells were counted using a Z2 Coulter Particle Counter (Beckman Coulter, CA, 

USA) and seeded at a density of 2,500 cells per well in black-walled, clear bottom 384 well 

plates and allowed to adhere overnight. Approximately 24 hours later, 384 well plates (Sigma 

Aldrich, MO, USA) were imaged using an IncuCyte Zoom live cell imager (Essen BioScience 

Inc, MI, USA) to obtain cellular confluence measurements prior to chemical dosing (0 hours). 

Media was then removed from wells and replaced with fresh media containing chemical 

treatments (exposure media) using a Viaflo liquid handling device (Integra Biosciences, NH, 

USA). Within 30 minutes of exposure media application, plates were again imaged for cellular 

confluence using the IncuCyte Zoom. Plates were incubated with exposure media for 24 hours 

and then imaged again using the IncuCyte Zoom (24 hours).  
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4.2.3 Proliferation 

Plate well bottom images obtained with the IncuCyte Zoom were evaluated using 

automated cell masking. The automated cell masking program was developed by B.E.B. 

following the manufacturer’s instructions and using IncuCyte Zoom base software. Cell masking 

parameters were defined using a training set of JEG-3 cell images with low, medium, and high 

confluence. Cell proliferation was calculated as the difference in cellular confluence at 24 hours 

and 0 hours. 

4.2.4 Mitochondrial Membrane Potential (MMP) 

The JC-10 assay was used to evaluate mitochondrial membrane potential (Enzo Life 

Sciences, NY, USA). In cells with polarized mitochondrial membranes, the JC-10 dye localizes 

to the mitochondrial matrix and forms red fluorescent aggregates (540/590 nm). In cells with 

depolarized mitochondrial membranes, the JC-10 dye localizes in the cytoplasm and converts to 

a green fluorescent monomer (490/525 nm). In healthy cells, the JC-10 dye concentrates in the 

mitochondrial matrix and fluoresces red and in apoptotic or necrotic cells, the JC-10 dye diffuses 

out of mitochondria and fluoresces green. Mitochondrial membrane potential is calculated as the 

ratio of the green and red fluorescence intensities within a well.  

At the end of the 24 hour exposure period, exposure media was removed from the plate. 

The plate wells were washed with 1x phosphate buffered saline (1xPBS). After washing, the JC-

10 reagent was suspended in fresh 1xPBS and 20 µL was added to each well at a final 

concentration of 20 μM (Enzo Life Sciences, NY, USA). The plate was then incubated for 1 hour 

at 37°C. After 1 hour, the fluorescence intensities at excitation/emission wavelengths of 

490/525 nm and 540/590 nm, respectively, were measured using a Clariostar (BMG Labtech, 

Offenburg, Germany) plate reader.  
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4.2.5 Viability 

After the plate was evaluated using the JC-10 assay, cell viability was measured using the 

CellTiter-Glo (CTG) Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Promega, WI, USA). CTG reagent was 

added to each well at a volume of 20 µL. The plate was left at room temperature to incubate for 5 

minutes and then 20 µL from each well was transferred to a low-volume, round-bottom, white 

384 well plate (Sigma Aldrich, MO, USA). The CTG reagent lyses cellular and mitochondrial 

membranes and binds to adenosine triphosphate (ATP) released by cells, which produces a 

luminescence signal that can be monitored via an appropriate plate reader. The intensity of the 

luminescence was considered a proxy measure for the number of live cells in a well. The 

luminescence intensities were measured using a Clariostar plate reader. 

4.2.6 Cell Morphology 

 Images obtained using the IncuCyte were visually examined at the highest exposure 

levels (450-500 µM) and compared to baseline, pre-exposure images as well as media only and 

vehicle control images. Overt cell death, irregular cell borders, atypical cell shape, atypical 

appearing nuclei (e.g. enlarged or diminished in size), and unusual extracellular artifacts were 

noted. 

4.2.7 Gene Expression 

 JEG-3 cells were seeded at a density of 80,000 cells per well in 6 well plates and allowed 

to adhere overnight (24 hours). The following day, JEG-3 media was removed and replaced with 

exposure media, then returned to the incubator for 24 hours. The test compounds included PFOA 

(CAS# 335-67-1; 0, 1, and 100 µM) and perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoic acid (CAS# 13252-

13-6, also referred to as GenX; 0, 3, 300 µM). These test compounds were selected a priori due 

to their high public health relevance. Each 6 well plate contained the three doses for either PFOA 

or GenX, with each condition in technical duplicate. Replicates containing PFOA or GenX 
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exposure were completed with three separate plates (N = 3). After 24h, exposure media was 

aspirated and cells were washed in ice cold 1xPBS, which was then aspirated. Each well received 

500 µL of TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) and cells were harvested into 

the TRIzol using a cell scraper. Technical duplicate wells within a plate were combined to 

generate a single sample of ~1000 µL. RNA was isolated from the resulting samples using 

RNeasy Mini Kits (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Isolated RNA was validated for purity using a 

NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). 100 ng of mRNA from each sample was 

then analyzed using a custom gene expression code set (NanoString, Seattle, WA, USA). The 

custom code set included 46 genes selected for their downstream involvement in placental 

development (e.g. WNT4), endocrine signaling (e.g. CYP19A1), fetal growth/nutrient sensing 

(e.g. IGF2), inflammation (e.g. IL6), oxidative stress (e.g. SOD1, GPX1), and xenobiotic 

transport/metabolism (e.g. ABCG2, MRP3; see Table A3-4 for full gene list). Gene expression of 

the custom code set was examined using the NanoString platform (www.nanostring.com). 

Samples were analyzed per NanoString specifications. Briefly, 100 ng of each prepared RNA 

samples was used. RNA expression was quantified on the nCounter Digital Analyzer and raw 

and adjusted counts were generated with nSolver (v4.0) software.    

4.2.8 Data Processing and Statistical Analysis 

Proliferation, MMP, and cell viability data were analyzed using a custom data analysis 

script in R v 1.2.5019 (R Core Team 2019). Briefly, raw data points corresponding to the 

confluence measurements at 0 hours and 24 hours (proliferation), the fluorescence intensities 

corresponding to MMP, and the relative luminescence units (RLU) corresponding to cell 

viability were imported directly from Microsoft Excel into the R programming environment, 

RStudio. Separate plates run on separate days using different JEG-3 passages were considered as 

biologic replicates. Technical replicates within a plate for proliferation, MMP, and cell viability 
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endpoints were first evaluated as pseudoreplicates, but this precluded robust dose-response 

model fits thus technical replicates of experimental values within a plate were considered as 

independent data points. After excluding plate edges, all remaining data points were 

preprocessed by eliminating wells with confluence values <20% and >80% at 0h. Cellular 

proliferation was calculated by subtracting the cellular confluence at 0h from the cellular 

confluence at 24h to yield Δ confluence. MMP was calculated as the ratio of red:green 

fluorescence intensities. 

Prior to evaluating experimental data, data obtained from control wells (wells exposed to 

media only and wells exposed to 2.5% (v/v) methanol) were evaluated for quality control. 

Control wells were examined for variability in response within and between plates. Average 

confluence at 0h was compared across control conditions and plates. Plates that passed quality 

control were included in subsequent data analyses and plates that failed to pass quality control 

were rejected.  

Preprocessed raw data points were then transformed to relative values based on the mean 

of control wells within in a plate using the following formula: [experimental value / average(all 

control values)]*100. These relative values were then used to perform dose-response modeling 

using the bmd package (Ritz 2010). All endpoints were fit to four parameter dose-response 

curves without constraints. Models were fit to each endpoint (proliferation, MMP, and viability) 

for each PFAS tested. Model estimates were reviewed manually and model fits were accepted if 

the following criteria were met: (1) estimated EC50 was within the range of the tested dose-

response curve (50 – 500 µM), (2) standard deviations no larger than a doubling of the EC50 

estimate itself, and (3) the dose-response model did not fail to converge (e.g. no “NaN” or “NA” 

values in R output). EC50 values that met these criteria were extracted and used in subsequent 
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data categorizations and visualizations. Raw model output values including those that did not 

meet inclusion criteria are shown in Table A3-2. 

Data were also analyzed using predetermined statistical cutoffs (e.g. rough binning) in 

order to further categorize individual compounds by activity. For all endpoints, vehicle control 

normalized values corresponding to each dose tested for each congener were averaged within 

and between biological replicates to produce a single value for each dose tested per individual 

compound (e.g. 10 experimental doses resulted in a total of 10 data points per congener per 

endpoint). The values were then categorized based on deviance from the range of normalized 

vehicle control values (e.g. normalized test value > normalized vehicle control mean + 

2*normalized vehicle control standard deviation or normalized test value < normalized vehicle 

control mean - 2*normalized vehicle control standard deviation). This method allowed for the 

identification of compounds that may perturb endpoints above or below the expected range of 

normal depending on dose, allowing for identification of potential nonmonotonic dose-response 

relationships precluded by 4-parameter dose-response modeling. 

Gene expression data were processed using the nCounter Digital Analyzer (NanoString, 

Seattle, WA, USA). Raw and adjusted counts were generated with nSolver (v4.0) software 

(NanoString, Seattle, WA, USA). Data were adjusted utilizing the manufacturer’s positive and 

negative experimental control probes, as well as housekeeping genes (ACTA2, ACTB, B2M, 

LDHA, RNA18S5, and ROLYR2L). All samples passed nSolver’s initial QA/QC controls and 

replicates were very well correlated with R2 values greater than 0.99. Adjusted data were then 

imported into Partek v7.0 (St. Louis, MO, USA), log2 transformed and quantile normalized for 

further QA/QC and statistical analyses. To identify significant differences in gene expression, 

genes with mRNA counts below the threshold of detection of 20 were removed (N = 2 genes for 
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GenX; GH2 and IGFBP5). Fold change values were analyzed by ANOVA with post hoc false 

discovery rate adjustment (FDR) of p < 0.1. Normalized gene expression values were visualized 

using pheatmap with Euclidean clustering of genes and dose groups (Kolde and Kolde 2015).  

4.3 Results 

 Overall, dose-response modeling of PFAS effects against JEG-3 cell viability, 

proliferation, and MMP resulted in quantification of an EC50 value that met inclusion criteria for 

at least one of the three evaluated endpoints for 33 of 42 compounds (79%; Table 4-1). EC50 

values were obtained for all three endpoints for 13 PFAS (31%), for two of three endpoints for 

15 PFAS (36%), for one of three endpoints for 3 PFAS (7%), and zero of three endpoints for 9 

PFAS (21%; Table 4-1). Cells exposed to vehicle control (methanol 2.5% v/v in media) did not 

differ from cells exposed to media only in either cellular morphology or viability after 24h 

(Figure A3-1). The positive control for cell death, menadione, reliably induced cell death which 

was apparent upon visual inspection of the plate wells (Figure A3-2) at an EC50 of 205.5 ± 47.1 

µM (Table 4-1).  

4.3.1 Viability 

Dose-response curve modeling provided viability EC50 estimates for 27 of 42 PFAS 

(66%) that met EC50 criteria (Table 4-1 & Figure 4-2). Cell viability EC50 values ranged from 

35.7 µM (CAS# 678-39-7) to 486.7 µM (CAS# 375-85-9; Table 4-1). Among PFAS from which 

a viability EC50 estimate was calculated, the five compounds with the lowest EC50 ± SE were: 

8:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol (CAS# 678-39-7; 36 ± 37 µM), 8:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 

(CAS# 39108-34-4; 160 ± 46 µM), perfluorooctane sulfonamide (CAS# 754-91-6; 176 ± 5 µM), 

perfluorodecanoic acid (CAS# 335-76-2; 181 ± 26 µM), 6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 

(CAS# 57678-01-0; 183 ± 22 µM; Table 4-1 & Figure A3-3). Examples of structures and live 

cell images are shown in Figure 4-3.   
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Rough binning of test compounds resulted in 10 PFAS (24%) that reduced cell viability 

relative to vehicle control treatment after 24h in at least one dose: Perfluoro-3,6-dioxadecanoic 

acid (CAS# 137780-69-9), perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (CAS# 1763-23-1), perfluoro-3,6,9-

trioxatridecanoic acid (CAS# 151772-59-7), perfluoroundecanoic acid (CAS# 2058-94-8), 

perfluorodecanoic acid (CAS# 335-76-2), perfluorononanoic acid, 2-(N-

ethylperflurooctanesulfonamido) acetic acid (CAS# 2991-50-6), 8:2 fluorotelomer phosphate 

diester (CAS# 678-41-1), ammonium perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoate (CAS# 62037-80-3), 

and sodium perfluoropentanesulfonate (CAS# 630402-22-1; Table A3-3). Menadione also 

reduced cell viability relative to vehicle control treatment using rough binning. 

 A total of 13 PFAS (31%) increased cell viability in at least one dose relative to vehicle 

control: Perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic acid (CAS# 151772-58-6), perfluorododecanoic acid 

(CAS# 307-55-1), perfluorohexanoic acid (CAS# 307-24-4), perfluoropentanoic acid (CAS# 

2706-90-3), 1H,1H-nonafluoropentyl p-toluenesulfonate (CAS# 883499-79-4), 7H-

perfluoroheptanoic acid (CAS# 1546-95-8), perfluorobutanesulfonic acid (CAS# 375-73-5), 

perfluorobutanoic acid (CAS# 375-22-4), perfluorodecanoic acid (CAS# 335-76-2), 

perfluorohexanesulfonic acid (CAS# 355-46-4), 6:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester (CAS# 678-

41-1), perfluorotridecanoic acid (CAS# 72629-94-8), and 2H,2H,3H,3H-perfluorooctanoic acid 

(CAS# 883499-79-4; Table A3-3).   

4.3.2 Proliferation 

 Dose-response curve modeling provided proliferation EC50 estimates for 28 of 42 PFAS 

(68%) that met EC50 criteria (Table 4-1 & Figure 4-2). Cell proliferation EC50 values ranged 

from 114.0 µM (perfluorooctanamide, CAS# 423-54-1) to 441.3 µM (8-H-perfluorooctanoic 

acid, CAS# 13973-14-3; Table 4-1). Of PFAS from which a proliferation EC50 estimate was 

calculated, the five compounds with the lowest EC50 ± SE were: Perfluorooctanamide (CAS# 
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423-54-1; 114.0 ± 35.6 µM), 6:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester (CAS# 57677-95-9; 141.6 ± 

39.4 µM), perfluorooctane sulfonamide (CAS# 754-91-6; 159.8 ± 90.0 µM), 6:2 Fluorotelomer 

phosphate monoester (CAS# 57678-01-0; 193 ± 4 µM), and 2-(N-

Ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido)acetic acid (CAS# 2991-50-6; 204 ± 18 µM; Table 4-1 & 

Figure A3-4). Examples of structures and live cell images are shown in Figure 4-4. 

Rough binning of test compounds resulted in 19 PFAS (45%) that reduced cellular 

proliferation relative to vehicle control treatment in at least one dose: Perfluoro-3,6-

dioxadecanoic acid (CAS# 137780-69-9), perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic acid (CAS# 151772-58-

6), perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxadecanoic acid (CAS# 151772-59-7), perfluorooctanesulfonic acid 

(CAS# 1763-23-1), perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxatridecanoic acid (CAS# 330562-41-9), 

perfluorohexanoic acid (CAS# 307-24-4), perfluoroundecanoic acid (CAS# 2058-94-8), 1H,1H-

nonafluoropentyl p-toluenesulfonate (CAS# 883499-79-4), 7H-perfluoroheptanoic acid (CAS# 

1546-95-8), perfluorodecanoic acid (CAS# 335-76-2), perfluorooctanoic acid (CAS# 335-67-1), 

perfluoroheptanoic acid (CAS# 375-85-9), perfluorohexanesulfonic acid (CAS# 355-46-4), 

perfluorononanoic acid, 2-(N-ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido) acetic acid (CAS# 2991-50-6), 

6:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester (CAS# 678-41-1), 8:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester 

(CAS# 678-41-1), perfluoroheptanesulfonic acid (CAS# 375-92-8), and perfluorotridecanoic 

acid (CAS# 72629-94-8; Table A3-3). Menadione also reduced proliferation relative to vehicle 

control treatment using rough binning. 

 Rough binning of test compounds resulted in 10 PFAS (24%) that increased cellular 

proliferation relative to vehicle control treatment in at least one dose: Perfluoro-2-methyl-3-

oxahexanoic acid (CAS# 13252-13-6), 2-(N-ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido) acetic acid 

(CAS# 13252-13-6), 2,2-difluoro-2-(trifluoromethoxy)acetate sodium salt (CAS# 21837-98-9), 
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2H,2H,3H,3H-perfluorooctanoic acid (CAS# 914637-49-3), 6:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester 

(CAS# 678-41-1), 6:2 fluorotelomer sulfonic acid (CAS# 27619-97-2), ammonium perfluoro-2-

methyl-3-oxahexanoate (CAS# 62037-80-3), perfluoroheptanesulfonic acid (CAS# 375-92-8), 

perfluorotridecanoic acid (CAS# 72629-94-8), and sodium perfluoropentanesulfonate (CAS# 

630402-22-1; Table A3-3).  

4.3.3 Mitochondrial Membrane Potential 

 Dose-response curve modeling provided MMP EC50 estimates for 19 of 42 PFAS (45%) 

that met EC50 criteria (Table 4-1). MMP EC50 values ranged from 86.2 µM 

(perfluorohexanesulfonic acid; CAS# 355-46-4) to 368.0 µM (perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic 

acid; CAS# 151772-58-6). Of PFAS from which a MMP EC50 estimate was calculated, the five 

compounds with the lowest EC50 ± SE were: Perfluorohexanesulfonic acid (CAS# 355-46-4; 

86.2 ± 72.3 µM), 6:2 fluorotelomer alcohol (CAS# 678-39-7; 95.1 ± 15.3 µM), 

perfluorohexanoic acid (CAS# 307-24-4; 140.9 ± 11.1 µM), 8-H-perfluorooctanoic acid (CAS# 

13973-14-3; 147.3 ± 27.1 µM), and 2H,2H,3H,3H-perfluorooctanoic acid (CAS# 883499-79-4; 

158.6 ± 17.7 µM; Table 4-1 & Figure A3-5). Examples of structures and live cell images are 

shown in Figure 4-5. 

Rough binning of compounds by reduced MMP relative to vehicle control treatment after 

24h in at least one dose resulted in 15 PFAS (35%): Perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoic acid 

(CAS# 13252-13-6), perfluoro-3,6-dioxadecanoic acid (CAS# 137780-69-9), perfluoro-3,6-

dioxaheptanoic acid (CAS# 151772-58-6), perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxadecanoic acid (CAS# 151772-

59-7), perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (CAS# 1762-23-1), perfluro-3,6,9-trioxatridecanoic acid 

(CAS# 330562-41-9), perfluorohexanoic acid (CAS# 307-24-4), perfluoroundecanoic acid 

(CAS# 2058-94-8), perfluorobutanesulfonic acid (CAS# 375-73-5), perfluorobutanoic acid 

(CAS# 375-22-4), perfluorooctanoic acid (CAS# 335-67-1), perfluorodecanoic acid (CAS# 335-
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76-2), perfluorononanoic acid (CAS# 375-95-1), 2-(N-ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido) acetic 

acid (CAS# 2991-50-6), and 8:2 fluorotelomer phosphate diester (CAS# 678-41-1; Table A3-3). 

Menadione also reduced MMP relative to vehicle control treatment after 24h using rough 

binning. Rough binning of compounds by increased MMP relative to vehicle control treatment 

after 24h in at least one dose resulted in 0 PFAS (0%). 

4.3.4 Differential Gene Expression Analysis 

 After 24 hours of exposure to PFOA at 1 or 100 µM or GenX at 3 or 300 µM, 21 genes 

with significantly altered gene expression were identified (FDR p < 0.1; Figure 4-3 & Table A3-

4). Gene expression was most affected after exposure to 300 µM GenX (N = 15 genes; Figure 4-

3 & Table A3-4). Gene expression was significantly altered after exposure to 1 µM PFOA 

(AHRR & CYP2E1), 100 µM PFOA (17BHSD1, ABCG2, IGFR2, & WNT4), or 3 µM GenX 

(ABCG2 & GPX1; Figure 4-6 & Table A3-4).  

4.4 Discussion 

 We evaluated the effect of 42 unique PFAS on cell viability, proliferation, and 

mitochondrial membrane potential after a 24 hour exposure in human-derived placental JEG-3 

trophoblasts. Implementation of this multiplexed high throughput toxicity screen resulted in a 

robust dataset from which dose-response model estimates could be extracted for at least one 

endpoint in roughly 80% of evaluated PFAS. This experimental platform provides a rapid 

method for simultaneous evaluation of multiple PFAS compounds across three biologically 

relevant endpoints. To our knowledge, 34 of the 42 PFAS evaluated here have never been 

investigated for effects on JEG-3 cell viability, proliferation, or mitochondrial membrane 

potential. Thus, this work provides novel and critical toxicity data for multiple PFAS. 

Furthermore, we investigated the effect of sub-cytotoxic exposure to two PFAS of high public 
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health relevance, PFOA and GenX, on expression of 46 genes in JEG-3 cells and report shifts in 

gene expression consistent with those reported in preeclampsia.  

 Unlike previously reported data in other cell lines (Buhrke et al. 2013), we did not 

observe a consistent relationship between carbon chain length and cell viability. Additionally, 

EC50 estimates for cell viability reported in our study for PFOA, PFOS, PFNA, and PFDoA 

were not consistent with those reported by Gorrochategui et al (2014). However, these 

differences could be explained in part by differences in experimental methods, such as the 

utilization of different cell viability assays and different dose-response curves (linear vs 

logarithmic) (Gorrochategui et al. 2014).  

During placental development, careful coordination between trophoblast proliferation and 

apoptosis is critical for a healthy and fully functioning placenta (Huppertz and Herrler 2005a; 

Pollheimer and Knöfler 2005). Disruption of the balance between trophoblast proliferation and 

apoptosis has been shown in preeclampsia and intrauterine growth restriction (Huppertz and 

Herrler 2005). Our data demonstrate the potential for a variety of PFAS to disrupt the normal 

proliferative behavior of placental trophoblasts. Further studies are required to determine the 

extent to which the observed reductions in cell viability were due to mechanisms specific to 

cytotoxicity and/or disruptions in apoptotic pathways.  

Placental mitochondria play a critical role in maintaining a healthy pregnancy, and 

placental mitochondrial dysfunction occurs in pregnancy conditions such as preeclampsia and 

gestational diabetes (Fisher et al. 2020). It has been hypothesized that mitochondrial-based 

signaling (via reactive oxygen species generation) may be the driver of placental adaptations to 

mitigate damage, thus causing adverse placental outcomes when mitochondria are no longer able 

to maintain the appropriate reactive oxygen species/anti-oxidant balance (Fisher et al. 2020). 
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Here we provide evidence suggesting PFAS have the potential to harm the placenta via 

disruption of trophoblast mitochondrial function. Future investigations should further interrogate 

the effects of PFAS on trophoblast mitochondrial respiration and reactive oxygen species 

generation.  

Optimal placental and fetal growth is carefully balance between complex and overlapping 

systems across the maternal-placental-fetal interface, including the management of 

inflammation, oxidative stress, endocrine signaling, and the metabolism and transport of 

nutrients and xenobiotics. After exposure to PFOA or GenX, JEG-3 cells exhibited shifts in gene 

expression suggesting potential dysregulation of key genes involved in maintaining these 

processes. ATP Binding Cassette subfamily G Member 2, ABCG2 (also known as breast cancer 

resistance protein, or BCRP), is localized to the apical membrane of placental 

syncytiotrophoblasts and functions as an efflux transporter (Mao 2008). ABCG2 protects the 

fetus by limiting the transplacental transfer of xenobiotics through transport back into maternal 

circulation (Mao 2008). Here we show upregulation of ABCG2 expression in JEG-3 cells after 

exposure to GenX (3 or 300 µM) or PFOA (100 µM) for 24 hours. Previous work has shown 

ABCG2 expression is regulated in placental cells in vitro by progesterone and 17β-estradiol 

(Wang et al. 2006). It is possible that PFOA and GenX influence ABCG2 expression via 

noncanonical progesterone receptor signaling pathways (Wang et al. 2006), or that ABCG2 

upregulation is a compensatory response to increase placental efflux of PFOA and GenX, 

thereby limiting fetal exposure.  

17β-Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 1 (17β-HSD1) serves a dual function in estrogen 

activation and androgen inactivation and plays a critical role in establishing estradiol (E2) 

concentration. 17β-HSD1 primarily catalyzes the reduction of estrone (E1) into E2, which is 
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more active. E2-mediated signaling in trophoblasts is hypothesized to play a role in ABCG2 

expression and function (Ellinger et al. 2018). Previous work has implicated dysregulation of 

17β-HSD1 expression in preeclampsia (Ishibashi et al. 2012). However, Ishibashi et al. (2012) 

showed decreased expression of 17β-HSD1. Here we show a significant increase in 17β-HSD1 

expression after 24 hours of exposure to 100 µM PFOA or 300 µM GenX. These divergent 

findings may be explained by the post-translational targeting of 17β-HSD1 transcripts by 

miRNAs upregulated in preeclamptic placentas. It is possible that the post-translational miRNAs 

involved in regulation of 17β-HSD1 transcripts and downstream protein expression are not fully 

conserved in JEG-3 cells. Indeed, miRNA expression profiles differ between JEG-3 cells and 

primary human placental trophoblasts (Morales-Prieto et al. 2012).  

Placental oxidative stress is strongly associated with the pathogenesis of preeclampsia 

(Bilodeau 2014; Burton and Jauniaux 2004). Glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX1) protects cells 

against oxidative damage through catalyzing the reduction of organic hydroperoxides and 

hydrogen peroxide by glutathione. Furthermore, decreased expression of GPX1 has been 

reported in preeclamptic placentas (Mistry et al. 2010; Roland-Zejly et al. 2011; Vanderlelie et 

al. 2005). Here we show a significant reduction in GPX1 expression in JEG-3 cells after 24 hours 

of exposure to 3 µM or 300 µM GenX, with a similar non-significant trend of decreased 

expression after exposure to 100 µM PFOA. In JEG-3 cells exposed to 300 µM GenX, 

expression of G Protein-Coupled Estrogen Receptor 1 (GPER1) and superoxide dismutase 1 

(SOD1) was disrupted. Previous work has implicated a role for GPER1 in the modulation of 

oxidative damage in the placenta via inhibition of aldehyde oxidase 1 (AOX1), resulting in 

oxidative damage and impaired function (Maiti et al. 2017). In rats, increased SOD1 expression 

has been shown to indicate placental response to oxidative stress, suggesting the increase in 
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SOD1 expression observed in this study may indicate a compensatory mechanism towards the 

effects of GenX exposure. Taken together, these data suggest PFAS such as GenX may induce 

gene expression patterns consistent with excess oxidative stress, which is associated with adverse 

pregnancy outcomes like preeclampsia.  

Despite the changes in JEG-3 gene expression induced after exposure to low 

concentrations of GenX, high concentrations of GenX tested in the screen did not induce 

consistent effects that could be modeled using dose-response analyses. This is important and may 

be due to low internal accumulation of GenX in JEG-3 cells in culture, recently shown by 

Bangma et al. (2020, in review). These findings also contradict those reported by Blake et al. 

(2020), which showed GenX exposure during pregnancy in an in vivo model resulted in lesions 

in the placental labyrinth at a lower administered dose than PFOA. These disparate findings may 

be due to limitations of the biological translatability of the in vitro JEG-3 monolayer system used 

in the present study and/or interspecies differences between human and mouse placental 

sensitivity towards PFAS.  

There are several important caveats to this study. Primarily, the dose-response modeling 

estimates should not be overinterpreted. This efficient, high-throughput toxicity screen was 

designed to provide dose-response model estimates that could then be used as a general guide to 

help inform dose selection in future experiments and potentially prioritize the most toxic PFAS 

for future studies. The tradeoff between robustness and efficiency (in terms of both time and 

cost) is applicable to these data and should be taken into consideration. One caveat to 

implementing a multiplexed screen is that dose-response model estimates for endpoints could 

potentially occur as an artifact of cytotoxicity. We examined this relationship and found 

proliferation and cell viability were significantly but inconsistently correlated (R2 = 0.18, 
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p<0.05). Thus, careful attention should be paid to interpreting proliferation and MMP estimates 

generated in this study, as there is a possibility these parameters were driven by overt 

cytotoxicity for certain PFAS. While the quality control and data processing implemented in this 

study attempted to avoid cytotoxicity-driven artifacts, the current experimental workflow 

precludes the ability to completely prevent such artifacts. Additionally, while the JEG-3 cell line 

is a useful model of human placental trophoblasts, it is likely that toxicity profiles and gene 

expression changes may not translate to human biology specifically because in vivo the placenta 

is a dynamic tissue that develops over time, as opposed to relatively static cell culture conditions. 

These findings would be significantly strengthened by follow up studies utilizing primary 

trophoblasts or ex vivo tissue to confirm the findings reported here.  

Lastly, external dose (e.g. the concentration of PFAS in the cell culture media) might not 

correspond to the bioavailable dose or the internal dose in JEG-3 cells or other in vitro systems. 

Previous work has shown that PFAS have varying binding affinity towards serum proteins 

(Beesoon et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2003). Given that serum proteins are a necessary and common 

component of cell culture media, it is possible that the bioavailability of PFAS to the JEG-3 cells 

is lower than the initial concentration in the media. Therefore, the EC50 estimates reported here 

may underestimate the effects of PFAS towards cell viability, proliferation, and MMP. A recent 

report showed the intracellular concentration (e.g. internal dose) of PFOA and PFOS was higher 

after exposure in serum-free media compared to serum-containing media in JEG-3 cells (Bangma 

et al. 2020, in review). Interestingly, Bangma et al. (2020) similarly report shifts in placental 

trophoblast gene expression in JEG-3 cells with very low levels of intracellular GenX 

accumulation, suggesting placental trophoblast sensitivity towards PFAS like GenX is nuanced 

and may require different readouts than the endpoints included in the present study.  
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In this study we set out to develop a high-throughput toxicity screen to evaluate the effect 

of 42 unique PFAS on placental trophoblast viability and function as well as examine gene 

expression changes elicited by exposure to two PFAS selected due to their high public health 

relevance. Our data provide critical and novel basic PFAS toxicity data in JEG-3 placental 

trophoblasts and highlight the potential of these compounds to disrupt critical aspects of 

trophoblast biology, such as cellular proliferation and mitochondrial function. We also 

demonstrate the ability of PFOA and GenX to induce significant shifts in gene expression after 

24 hours of exposure at concentrations as low as 1 µM and 3 µM, respectively. Taken together, 

these data suggest the placental trophoblasts as a target of PFAS and further study to determine 

mechanisms of toxicity are needed.    
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Table 4-1. Dose-response curve EC50 estimates for JEG03 cell viability, proliferation, and mitochondrial membrane potential 

(MMP) after exposure to PFAS. 

NAME CASRN 
Viability 

EC50 ± SD (µM) 
Proliferation EC50 ± SD (µM) 

MMP 

EC50 ± SD (µM) 

Perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoic acid 13252-13-6 nc nc nc 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxadecanoic acid 137780-69-9 nc 282.8 ± 25.7 350.1 ± 16.1 

8-H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 13973-14-3 317.5 ± 182.9 441.3 ± 18.1 147.3 ± 27.1 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic acid 151772-58-6 326.5 ± 85.7 351.3 ± 11.8 368.1 ± 22.6 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxadecanoic acid 151772-59-7 267.2 ± 26.8 302.9 ± 30.1 nc 

7H-Perfluoroheptanoic acid 1546-95-8 222.8 ± 60.2 294.4 ± 48.2 nc 

Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid 1763-23-1 291.2 ± 9.1 294.2 ± 5.8 352.9 ± 6.7 

Perfluoroundecanoic acid 2058-94-8 266.1 ± 12.4 229.5 ± 13.3 200.1 ± 4.0 

2,2-Difluoro-2-(trifluoromethoxy)acetate sodium salt 21837-98-9 nc nc nc 

Perfluoropentanoic acid 2706-90-3 nc nc 174.7 ± 68.4 

6:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 27619-97-2 nc nc nc 

2-(N-Ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido) acetic acid 2991-50-6 202.7 ± 44.7 203.6 ± 17.7 nc 

Perfluorobutylsulfonamide 30334-69-1 nc nc nc 

Perfluorohexanoic acid 307-24-4 nc nc 142.4 ± 12.6 

Perfluorododecanoic acid 307-55-1 361.1 ± 30.8 317.8 ± 24.5 nc 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxatridecanoic acid 330562-41-9 194.9 ± 54.6 332.4 ± 34.1 nc 

Perfluorooctanoic acid 335-67-1 357.7 ± 16.9 344.1 ± 12.2 360.2 ± 18.0 

Perfluorodecanoic acid 335-76-2 180.7 ± 25.6 234.0 ± 22.8 235.8 ± 159.6 

Perfluorohexane sulfonic acid 355-46-4 288.7 ± 29.6 251.6 ± 21.7 86.6 ± 71.5 

Perfluorobutanoic acid 375-22-4 226.0 ± 115.7 209.2 ± 359.8 nc 

Perfluorobutane sulfonic acid 375-73-5 330.4 ± 35.0 223.2 ± 76.7 nc 

Perfluoroheptanoic acid 375-85-9 486.7 ± 408.6 277.4 ± 81.6 nc 

Perfluoroheptane sulfonic acid 375-92-8 nc 296.2 ± 201.3 nc 

Perfluorononanoic acid 375-95-1 332.6 ± 10.3 326.1 ± 5.5 304.6 ± 13.6 

5H-Octafluoropentanoic acid 376-72-7 353.7 ± 28.6 333.7 ± 56.5 nc 

Perfluoro-3-methoxypropanoic acid 377-73-1 303.7 ± 28.2 204.1 ± 110.9 93.1 ± 131.6 

8:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 39108-34-4 159.5 ± 45.7 321.3 ± 171.2 331.1 ± 5.7 

Perfluorooctanamide 423-54-1 nc 114.0 ± 35.6 294.6 ± 66.1 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 57677-95-9 nc 141.8 ± 39.2 nc 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-01-0 182.7 ± 21.7 193.3 ± 3.8 248.0 ± 62.1 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-03-2 359.8 ± 30.3 250.7 ± 37.6 312.5 ± 29.8 
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Menadione 58-27-5 205.5 ± 47.1 157 ± 21.4 nc 

Ammonium perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoate 62037-80-3 nc nc nc 

Sodium perfluoropentane sulfonate 630402-22-1 nc nc nc 

6:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 647-42-7 415.4 ± 70.6 nc 332.4 ± 44.1 

8:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 678-39-7 35.7 ± 36.5 nc 95.1 ± 15.3 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 678-41-1 nc nc nc 

Perfluorotridecanoic acid 72629-94-8 nc 388.1 ± 124.9 nc 

Perfluorooctane sulfonamide 754-91-6 175.9 ± 4.9 160.0 ± 87.8 227.4 ± 369.9 

9-H-Perfluorononanoic acid 76-21-1 349.9 ± 43.1 nc 186.9 ± 27.6 

Perfluoro(4-methoxybutanoic) acid 863090-89-5 nc nc nc 

2H,2H,3H,3H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 883499-79-4 nc 306.1 ± 47.9 158.6 ± 17.7 

1H,1H-Nonafluoropentyl p-toluene sulfonate 914637-49-3 nc nc nc 

Abbr: nc = an EC50 was not calculable based on poor dose-response model fit 
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Figure 4-1. Experimental workflow to conduct efficient high-throughput toxicity screening 

of PFAS using JEG-3 cells. (A) JEG-3 cells were seeded in 384 well plates and exposed to test 

chemicals using a liquid handling device. Test chemicals were randomized and experimenters 

were blinded to their identity during the exposure period. (B) Cell growth was monitored over 

the 24 hour exposure period using a live cell imager. (C) Mitochondrial membrane potential and 

cell viability assays were multiplexed and read by fluorescence and luminescence intensities, 

respectively. (D) Raw data were imported into R and run through a custom script. (E) Four 

parameter dose-response curves were fit to the data and model estimates were extracted.  
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Figure 4-2. Dose-response modeling results obtained from JEG-3 cells exposed to 42 different PFAS congeners for 24 hours 

corresponding to (A) viability, (B) proliferation, and (C) mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP). Data were fit to a four-

parameter dose-response model with no constraints and EC50 estimates were extracted. N = 3 biological replicates.  
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Figure 4-3. Examples of chemical structures and corresponding live cell images obtained from JEG-3 cells after 24 hours exposure to 

PFAS with most pronounced effects on cellular viability. A) Structure of  8:2 fluorotelomer sulfonic acid (CAS# 39108-34-4; viability EC50 ± 

SE: 160 ± 46 µM); B) Image of cells exposed to 300 µM CAS# 39108-34-4; C) Image of dead cells exposed to 500 µM CAS# 39108-34-4; D) 

Structure of perfluorooctane sulfonamide (CAS# 754-91-6; EC50 ±SE: 176 ± 5 µM); E) Image of cells exposed to 150 µM CAS# 754-91-6; F) 

Image of cells exposed to 300 µM CAS# 754-91-6; G)Structure of perfluorodecanoic acid (CAS# 335-76-2; EC50 ± SE: 181 ± 26 µM); H) 

Image of cells exposed to 250 µM CAS# 335-76-2; I) Image of cells exposed to 350 µM 335-76-2. Mild to moderate cell stress is apparent in B, 

E, and H marked by darkened, condensed nuclei and increased fibroblastic projections. Moderate to severe cell stress and death is apparent in C, F, 
and I.  
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Figure 4-4. Examples of chemical structures and corresponding live cell images obtained 

from JEG-3 cells after 24 hours exposure to PFAS with most pronounced effects on cellular 

proliferation. A) Structure of perfluorooctanamide (CAS# 423-54-1; EC50 ± SE: 114.0 ± 35.6 

µM); B) Live cell image of cells exposed to 150 µM CAS# 423-54-1; C) Structure of 6:2 

fluorotelomer phosphate diester (CAS# 57677-95-9; EC50 ± SE: 141.6 ± 39.4 µM); D) Image of 

cells exposed to 150 µM CAS# 57677-95-9; E) Structure of perfluorooctane sulfonamide (CAS# 

754-91-6; EC50 ± SE: 159.8 ± 90.0 µM); F) Image of cells exposed to 150 µM CAS# 754-91-6. 

No overt cell death is apparent in B, D, or F.  
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Figure 4-5. Examples of chemical structures and corresponding live cell images obtained 

from JEG-3 cells after 24 hours exposure to PFAS with most pronounced effects on 

mitochondrial membrane potential. A) Structure of perfluorohexanesulfonic acid (CAS# 355-

46-4; EC50 ± SE: 86.2 ± 72.3 µM); B) Live cell image of cells exposed to 150 µM CAS# 355-

46-4; C) Structure of 6:2 fluorotelomer alcohol (CAS# 678-39-7 EC50 ± SE: 95.4 ± 17.1 µM); 

D) Image of cells exposed to 50 µM CAS#  678-39-7; E) Structure of perfluorohexanoic acid 

(CAS# 307-24-4; EC50 ± SE: 140.9 ± 11.10 µM); F) Image of cells exposed to 150 µM CAS# 

307-24-4. No overt cell death is apparent in B, D, or F.  
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Figure 4-6. Heatmap illustrating gene expression changes in a set of 46 genes evaluated in 

JEG-3 cells after exposure to PFOA or GenX for 24 hours. Fold-change is indicated by the 

scale bar and colors on the heatmap. Experimental group fold-change values were compared to 

corresponding vehicle controls by ANOVA. Asterisks indicate significant shifts in gene 

expression at a false discovery rate of p<0.1 (N = 3). GH2 and IGFBP5 gene expression counts 

were below the threshold of detectivity in cells exposed to 3 or 300 µM GenX and are shown in 

grey. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

5.1 Summary 

This dissertation summarizes a transdisciplinary scientific approach to evaluate the 

adverse health effects of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, with a special focus on the 

placenta as a critical target tissue. Human epidemiologic, animal model, and cell culture 

methodologies used in this body of work have provided critical insight on the human health 

consequences of PFAS exposure. Through examining an 18-year longitudinal, repeated measures 

dataset derived from a human biomonitoring study, the association between serum PFAS levels 

and two key adverse health outcomes, thyroid disruption and reduced kidney function, were 

demonstrated (Blake et al. 2018). A comparative developmental and reproductive toxicity study 

in CD-1 mice demonstrated that a replacement compound for PFOA, GenX, may pose a greater 

threat to the maternal-placental-embryo unit than previously estimated, and that both PFOA and 

GenX disrupt placental physiology and function (Blake et al. 2020). Transcriptome-wide gene 

expression analysis of CD-1 mouse placentas exposed developmentally to PFOA or GenX 

revealed disruptions in cholesterol and fatty acid transport, metabolism, and biosynthesis 

pathways. A high-throughput toxicity screen using human-derived placental trophoblasts 

determined toxicity profiles for 42 unique PFAS and found significant shifts in trophoblast gene 

expression following sub-cytotoxic exposures to GenX or PFOA that were consistent with those 

observed in preeclampsia. Taken together, these data collectively illustrate several key 

overarching findings: 1) the extent to which any one PFAS can induce a particular health 

outcome is congener-specific, 2) replacement or alternative chemistry PFAS may not be as safe 
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as initially advertised, and 3) the developing maternal-placental-embryo unit is uniquely 

sensitive and the placenta itself is a target of PFAS.  

5.2 Impact of Findings 

 In Chapter 2, longitudinal human biomonitoring data spanning 18 years were leveraged 

to retrospectively examine the association between serum PFAS levels and biomarkers of 

chronic health conditions, including thyroid and kidney disease. Most human epidemiologic 

studies of PFAS-related health effects have utilized cross-sectional data, such as the NHANES 

dataset. Here, the use of robust statistical models to evaluate repeated measures of both serum 

PFAS levels and biomarkers of chronic disease over time significantly strengthens the ability to 

draw causal inferences from epidemiologic data. The variability of within- and between-

individual serum PFAS repeated measurements was also determined as intraclass correlation 

coefficients (ICCs), which had only been reported in one other study (Papadopoulou et al. 2015) 

at the time of publication and provide critical insight to the temporal trends in PFAS exposure in 

this study population. This study significantly strengthened the existing body of literature by 

providing longitudinal evidence to support previous cross-sectional reports of kidney and thyroid 

disruption by PFAS exposure. 

The most impactful findings from Chapter 2 were that serum levels of three different 

PFAS (PFNA, PFHxS, and PFDeA) were significantly negatively associated with kidney 

function and serum levels of PFOS were significantly positively associated with TSH levels (e.g. 

hypothyroidism). Notably, serum levels of PFOS measured in this study population were similar 

to those measured in the general US population, which suggests that many US citizens could be 

at increased risk for thyroid disruption by exposure to PFAS like PFOS.  

Although the biomarkers measured in Chapter 2 were collected from adults, it is possible, 

and in fact very likely, that this population had been exposed to PFAS through drinking water for 
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their entire lifetime. The point sources of PFAS pollution are the DuPont facilities several 

hundred miles upstream of the Ohio River, in Parkersburg, West Virginia, which began using 

PFAS at the industrial scale (roughly >900 tons per year) by 1948 (Funderburg 2010). The study 

population was an average age of 38 years at enrollment into the biomonitoring program, which 

began in 1990. This means the average study participant was in utero between 1951-1952, 

several years after DuPont had initiated pollution of PFAS into tributaries feeding into the Ohio 

River aquifer. If we assume that study participants were lifelong residents of this small rural 

region of the Mid-Ohio valley, we can similarly assume these individuals were exposed to PFAS 

throughout in utero development, early childhood, adolescence, and into adulthood. Thus, some 

of the chronic health conditions identified in this adult population could have been significantly 

influenced by early life exposures.  

In Chapter 3, a known developmental and reproductive toxicant, PFOA, was compared to 

an alternative chemistry PFAS congener brought to market to replace it, commonly known as 

GenX. This study was designed using CD-1 mice to directly compare PFOA and GenX doses 

relevant to regulatory decision making and included endpoints relating to maternal, embryo, and 

placental health. Here it was demonstrated that while externally administered doses of GenX 

were double those of PFOA, internal dosimetry for PFOA and GenX were similar in maternal 

serum, amniotic fluid, and whole embryos. This observation was unexpected as the elimination 

rate of GenX by CD-1 mice was previously estimated to be much more rapid than PFOA [GenX 

half-life: ~20 hours (Gannon et al. 2016); PFOA half-life: 17-19 days (Lau 2012; Lou et al. 

2009)]. Given these substantially different elimination rates, greater internal accumulation of 

PFOA was expected in this study design (one dose every 24 hours). It is possible that these 

unexpected internal dosimetry results could be due to fluid retention caused by hypertension in 
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the pregnant mice. This study was not designed to collect the data needed to confirm this 

hypothesis, but gross observations during necropsy procedures (such as excess abdominal fluid 

in the pregnant dams and restricted urination at the time of euthanasia) suggest this could have 

been occurring. The serendipitous observation of this hypertension-like phenotype has resulted in 

the genesis of a new area of research within our group, which is focused on developing the 

scientific tools and methods needed to study hypertensive disorders of pregnancy in mice.   

Interestingly, maternal liver accumulation of GenX was ~20-fold lower in mice exposed 

to GenX relative to PFOA accumulation in mice exposed to PFOA. Despite this, 2 mg/kg and 10 

mg/kg GenX induced adverse liver pathology to a similar extent as 1 mg/kg PFOA and 5 mg/kg 

PFOA, respectively. Given the 20-fold lower liver accumulation of GenX, the implication is that 

GenX is a more potent liver toxicant than PFOA. This is in direct contradiction to previously 

reported toxicokinetic data provided by industry-funded studies.  

The lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) for GenX in this study was 2 mg/kg 

GenX, which induced placental lesions and cytoplasmic alterations in maternal liver, and 

significantly increased gestational weight gain. If the same risk assessment calculations applied 

to developmental and reproductive studies of 1 mg/kg PFOA to determine the US EPA lifetime 

health advisory level of 70 ppt (822-R-16-005 2016) were applied to this study, the resulting 

lifetime health advisory level for GenX would be 37 ppt. This is substantially lower than the 

current North Carolina state health goal of 140 ppt GenX in drinking water. It is critical to note 

that the US EPA risk assessment method uses maternal internal serum dosimetry rather than the 

orally administered dose. In my opinion, using administered oral doses in rodent toxicity studies 

of PFAS ultimately results in proposed regulatory levels that are not adequately protective. Due 

to the well reported interspecies differences in elimination rates, with rodents much more 
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efficiently excreting PFAS than humans, it is counterproductive to ignore results from studies 

based on “biologically irrelevant” oral doses. This is unique from other classes of environmental 

contaminants where human and rodent metabolism and excretion is similar.  

In Chapter 3, a novel adverse PFAS-related phenotype in mouse placenta is described. In 

utero exposure to either PFOA or GenX resulted in elevated placental weights, reduced placental 

efficiency, and lesions affecting trophoblasts in the placental labyrinth. Importantly, lesions were 

apparent after exposure to 2 mg/kg GenX (but not 1 mg/kg PFOA) without alterations in 

placental weight or fetal:placental weight ratios. The different patterns in lesion subtype 

incidence between PFOA and GenX, with labyrinth congestion more common after exposure to 

PFOA and labyrinth atrophy more common after exposure to GenX, led me to hypothesize that 

PFOA and GenX were affecting the placenta through unique molecular mechanisms of action. 

However, results presented in Appendix 4 from transcriptome-wide gene expression analyses 

suggest the opposite. Evaluation of canonical pathways with significantly altered gene 

expression patterns in placentas showed that liver X receptor/retinoid X receptor (LXR/RXR) 

activation was significantly altered across all treatment groups and timepoints, relative to 

respective controls. Notably, significant shifts in gene expression and pathways occurred in 

E11.5 placentas, which did not exhibit shifts in tissue weight or adverse histopathology. 

Similarly, significant alterations in gene expression pathways were detected in E11.5 placentas 

exposed to 1 mg/kg PFOA, which also did not exhibit significant shifts in tissue weight or 

histopathology. Such alterations in placental gene expression likely influence function, and may 

contribute to developmental programming of latent cardiometabolic health conditions. This work 

would be significantly strengthened by transcriptome-wide gene expression analysis of maternal 

livers. It is possible that disruptions in placental sterol transport pathways are not due to a direct 
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effect of PFAS exposure but rather indirect sequelae of effects on maternal liver cholesterol and 

bile acid biosynthesis.  

This work builds a case for the importance of evaluating the placenta as a critical tissue in 

studies of developmental and reproductive toxicity through utilizing clinically relevant, 

translational endpoints to illustrate the unique susceptibility of this organ to the adverse effects of 

two PFAS: PFOA and its replacement GenX. We hypothesized the placenta as a target tissue for 

PFAS and our data are the first to demonstrate congener-specific effects of PFAS on placental 

physiology. Given the similarities in enriched pathways when comparing gene expression 

profiles across GenX and PFOA treatment groups, it is possible that congener-specific effects on 

placenta lesion incidence could be an artifact of sample size. Placenta lesions tended to affect all 

placenta in a litter or none. Given the relatively small sample size at the level of the litter (N = 5-

6 per group), it is possible that a more robust sample size would provide a more consistent 

incidence of labyrinth atrophy, congestion, and necrosis across PFOA and GenX dose groups. 

However, placental sensitivity and compensatory mechanisms in response to environmental 

insults are likely nuanced, so it is possible that the reported differences in lesion profiles are 

honest signals of subtle differences in gene expression patterns when comparing PFOA and 

GenX. This may require a different gene expression platform with greater read depth, such as 

RNA-seq, to identify candidate genes. 

The novel hypertensive-like maternal phenotype and novel adverse placental phenotypes 

described in Chapter 3 have led to a robust follow-up study in CD-1 mice. The aims of this 

follow-up study are to further evaluate the cardiometabolic programming effects of in utero 

exposure to PFOA (0, 0.1, or 1 mg/kg/day) or GenX (0, 0.2, 1, or 2 mg/kg/day) through using 

lower doses during gestational exposure. Males and females will both be evaluated for latent 
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cardiometabolic effects, such as disruptions in serum lipids, altered body mass composition, and 

body weight gain over time. Based on the findings in Chapter 3, I would expect offspring 

exposed to 2 mg/kg GenX during development to be most likely to exhibit disrupted 

cardiometabolic homeostasis in adulthood.  

 In Chapter 4, a panel of 42 different PFAS were evaluated using human-derived placental 

trophoblasts (JEG-3 cells) in an in vitro high-throughput toxicity screen (HTTS). The goal of this 

chapter was to develop an in vitro screening tool to help categorize PFAS by their placental 

bioactivity in order to prioritize compounds for further study. While HTTS provides potential for 

rapid data generation, it is unclear how well this model system translates to whole organism 

biology. For example, in Chapter 3 both GenX and PFOA induced adverse pathology in mouse 

placenta at equivalent internal doses, but GenX did not induce an equivalent or more toxic 

response than PFOA in JEG-3 cells. In fact, GenX was not cytotoxic at any of the doses tested in 

the JEG-3 HTTS. However, these conclusions are drawn based on the external doses of PFOA 

and GenX in the HTTS (e.g. the concentration of the chemical in the cell culture media) and 

binding of PFAS to serum proteins in the cell culture medium may affect bioavailability. This 

experimental design would be significantly strengthened by using ex vivo human placental 

explants, primary placental cell lines, or placental cell spheroids. While these approaches may 

offer greater biologic relevance, they come at the cost of reduced efficiency and increased cost. 

Interestingly, exposure to sub-cytotoxic concentrations of PFOA or GenX induced gene 

expression changes in JEG-3 cells, including genes involved with nutrient transport, endocrine 

signaling, oxidative stress, and inflammation. Several genes identified in this experiment are 

common with genes altered in preeclamptic placentas, such as decreased expression of GPX1. 

However, these data are derived from a small pilot gene expression experiment and would be 
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significantly strengthened by follow up experiments, including validation by qPCR and protein 

expression quantitation by Western blot. 

 Collectively, this dissertation has substantially contributed to the existing knowledge on 

PFAS toxicity, specifically in the area of developmental and reproductive toxicity. This 

dissertation has served to both bolster existing associations between exposure to PFAS and 

adverse health outcomes, as well as provide greatly needed data to fill critical knowledge gaps. 

Novel findings have led to multiple new projects that will continue to explore how exposure to 

PFAS affects our health. Additionally, data presented in Chapter 3 will likely influence 

regulatory decisions on GenX drinking water standards at the federal level by the US EPA and 

the state level by the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality. 

5.3 Future Studies 

 There are several critical gaps in knowledge that have yet to be addressed. First, the 

novel hypertensive-like phenotype in pregnant mice exposed to PFOA or GenX discovered 

in Chapter 3 should be further studied and characterized. This would be accomplished 

through repeating the experimental design described in Chapter 3 regarding the dosing schedule 

but including lower doses for both chemicals. Pregnant CD-1 mice exposed daily to PFOA or 

GenX would be evaluated for clinically relevant endpoints pertinent to human hypertensive 

disorders of pregnancy, including high blood pressure (BP), uterine and placental blood flow, 

proteinuria, hematologic changes, and elevated liver enzymes. Elevated BP, proteinuria, elevated 

liver enzymes, and hematologic changes are all clinically relevant diagnostic criteria for pregnant 

women with hypertension (Mammaro et al. 2009). This study would provide the opportunity to 

include toxicokinetic measurements of compound elimination rates in pregnant mice, an 

important and unanswered question in the literature. Previous work has demonstrated the half-

life of both PFOA and GenX in CD-1 mice, however it remains unclear whether the elimination 
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kinetics are altered by pregnancy, especially given the evidence that these compounds may in 

fact disrupt fluid retention via the novel hypertensive-like phenotype described in Chapter 3. 

Therefore, it is possible that the half-life of either PFOA or GenX is significantly altered by 

exposure-related changes in kidney function and fluid retention. This may be especially relevant 

for GenX, as maternal internal dosimetry data shown in Chapter 3 highlight the unexpected 

extent to which GenX accumulated in maternal serum, amniotic fluid, and whole embryos. 

Separate cohorts of pregnant mice would be evaluated for elimination toxicokinetics and 

hypertension measurements. Mice assigned to the elimination toxicokinetics group would be 

orally gavaged on E0.5 with their respective treatment and serum, urine, and feces would be 

collected at 2, 4, 8, 12, 24 hours post-exposure (24hr collection immediately prior the subsequent 

dose). Urine, feces, and serum collection at the 2 to 24 hours post-exposure timepoints would 

occur daily post-exposure from E0.5 to E17.5. Treatment groups would include 0, 0.1, 1, and 5 

mg/kg/day PFOA and 0, 0.1, 1, 2, and 10 mg/kg GenX. Each treatment group would consist of 

pregnant and nonpregnant female mice (N = 3 pregnant and N = 3 non-pregnant mice per group). 

Urine, serum, and feces samples would be measured for PFOA or GenX to determine elimination 

kinetics over the course of daily exposure during pregnancy. Serum and urine samples would be 

analyzed using high performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC MS-

MS). This could then be directly compared to the data collected at the same timepoints from non-

pregnant females exposed to the same dose levels to evaluate whether elimination kinetics of 

PFOA or GenX are altered in pregnant mice.  

Pregnant mice assigned to the hypertension measurements cohort would include the same 

dose groups as in the toxicokinetics group (N = 3 per group) and would be housed in metabolic 
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cages. Mice allocated to this group would be housed in the metabolic caging for two weeks prior 

to breeding in order to desensitize the mice to this type of housing. 

BP could be monitored in mice using radiotelemetry methods described by Butz and 

Davisson (2001). This method would require telemetry probe implantation surgery prior to 

mouse breeding but would allow for continual BP monitoring. If this approach were not feasible 

due to cost or technical limitations, the CODA noninvasive tail-cuff BP system (Kent Scientific 

Corporation, CT, USA) could be used for obtaining BP measurements.  

BP monitoring and placental blood flow would be evaluated at three points during 

gestation: prior to full vascularization of the uterine wall (E9.5), after full vascularization of the 

uterine wall (E12.5), and once the placenta has fully matured (E15.5). Ultrasound of placental 

blood flow would be evaluated using a transcutaneous micro-ultrasound (Model 770 with a 30-

MHz transducer; VisualSonics, Toronto, Canada) of the uterine arteries to quantify uterine artery 

hemodynamics (e.g. blood velocity, following methods described by Qu et al. 2014) as well as 

placental oxygenation (following methods described by Kulandavelu et al. 2012). Serum would 

be collected via the tail vein and assessed for hematologic changes (e.g. thrombocytopenia 

indicated by low platelet count and hemolysis indicated by elevated hemoglobin) and elevated 

liver enzymes (e.g. aspartate aminotransferase, AST; alanine aminotransferase, ALT; alkaline 

phosphatase, ALP; lactate dehydrogenase, LDH), which would be determined through clinical 

chemistry analyses, as described in Chapter 3. 

Urine would be collected daily throughout pregnancy from the collection reservoir in the 

metabolic caging. Total urinary volume would be measured at the end of each daily collection 

period, as it is possible that fluid retention would occur in PFOA or GenX-exposed pregnant 

mice. Reduced total urinary volume in treated mice would suggest increased fluid retention, 
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while increased levels of protein in the urine would suggest hypertension. It is possible that urine 

collection may not be possible due to restricted/limited urination or that pregnant mice may not 

tolerate long-term housing in metabolic caging despite pre-pregnancy desensitization training. If 

this were the case, body composition could be evaluated using a Bruker Minispec Whole Body 

Composition Analyzer (MA, USA). This method would allow for noninvasive determination of 

body mass of pregnant mice, including the proportion of lean tissue, fat, and fluid.  

This set of experiments would provide critical insight into the novel hypertensive-like 

phenotype discovered in mice exposed to PFOA or GenX during gestation through (1) 

determining the elimination kinetics of PFOA and GenX in pregnant mice compared to 

nonpregnant females to evaluate whether pregnancy (or treatment-related hypertensive effects 

during pregnancy) influences elimination rate and (2) evaluating clinically relevant endpoints 

related to human hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, such as elevated blood pressure, 

proteinuria, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelets.  

Given the results reported in Chapter 3, I would expect elimination kinetics of GenX and 

PFOA to be altered in pregnant mice. I would expect a slower urinary elimination rate for both 

compounds, which would be slower in a dose-responsive manner (e.g. slower elimination with 

increasing doses). This would be caused by increased fluid retention possibly via an increased 

severity of hypertension across the dose-response curve. Because the half-life of PFOA in mice 

is ~14 days, altered elimination in pregnant mice might be difficult to quantitate given the daily 

dosing schedule. However, I would predict altered elimination kinetics for GenX to be more 

easily quantified given its ~20 hour half-life in mice.  

I would also anticipate increased blood pressure, proteinuria, and elevated liver enzymes 

in mice exposed to PFOA or GenX during pregnancy, with greater increases across the dose-
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response curve. Additionally, I would expect impaired uterine blood flow (e.g. disrupted blood 

velocity) and reduced placental oxygenation in pregnant mice exposed to PFOA or GenX.  

Second, predictive frameworks should be constructed for identifying thyroid 

disrupting potential of unstudied PFAS. Disruptions in thyroid hormones may be a critical 

driver of other PFAS-related adverse health outcomes. Although disruptions in thyroid hormones 

are not consistently reported across the human epidemiologic literature, this could be due to the 

compensatory nature of endocrine feedback loops, different levels of PFAS exposure across 

human populations, and inconsistent methods for evaluating disrupted thyroid hormones (e.g. 

measuring TSH only or T4 only). Multiple studies of pregnant women have implicated thyroid 

disruption as a consequence of maternal PFAS exposure (Berg et al. 2015; Webster et al. 2014; 

Yang et al. 2016, and others). Predicting the potential for unstudied PFAS to disrupt thyroid 

hormones is necessary in order to develop regulatory frameworks designed to be protective of 

this highly sensitive subpopulation. 

Thyroid hormones maintain metabolic homeostasis in liver, kidney, and placenta. 

Specifically, thyroid hormones regulate lipogenesis gene expression, including indirect 

regulation of hepatic lipogenesis transcription via effects on expression and activity of required 

transcription factors, such as liver X receptors. Given the role of thyroid hormones in hepatic 

fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis/metabolism, the alterations in maternal hepatocytes (e.g. 

increased mitochondria and peroxisomes) in mice exposed to PFOA and GenX, the gene 

expression pathway data implicating cholesterol and lipid transport disruption in PFOA and 

GenX-exposed placentas, and disrupted thyroid hormone (T4) in GenX-exposed placenta 

described in Chapter 3, it is possible that disruptions in maternal thyroid hormones initiate a 
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cascade of adverse effects that impact the function of multiple organ systems, including liver and 

placenta.  

PFAS exposure is generally associated with hypothyroidism. Many of the adverse 

outcomes associated with PFAS exposure can also occur as a consequence of hypothyroidism. 

Hypothyroidism is associated with increased serum triglycerides and cholesterol as well as non-

alcoholic fatty liver disease (Sinha et al. 2018), increased systemic vascular resistance, decreased 

cardiac output, decreased renal blood flow, and reduced glomerular filtration rate (van Hoek and 

Daminet, 2009).  

One hypothesized mechanism through which PFAS disrupt thyroid hormones is via 

competitive binding to thyroid hormone transport proteins (Weiss et al 2009). Given the 

observation in Chapter 3 that GenX disrupted placental thyroid hormone levels in mice and that 

multiple human studies have shown associations between maternal PFAS exposure and disrupted 

thyroid hormones during pregnancy, determining the thyroid disrupting potential of emerging 

alternative PFAS is a critical step to identify compounds posing the greatest risk to the health of 

pregnant women and their developing offspring. Although machine learning has recently been 

leveraged to classify the bioactivity of ~3,000 PFAS, this effort was unable to include thyroid 

hormone binding protein bioactivity due to insufficient data in the existing body of literature 

(Cheng and Ng, 2019). However, Cheng and Ng (2019) identified the importance of 

characterizing binding affinities of PFAS to thyroid hormone transport proteins in the context of 

human health. In this same vein, a recent review by Hall and Peng (2020) identified protein-

chemical interactions as both the current bottleneck as well as the critical knowledge gap in 

adverse outcome pathway (AOP), HTTS, and computational toxicology methodologies.  
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Thus, characterizing the binding affinities of replacement PFAS to thyroid hormone 

transport proteins is sorely needed. GenX is just one of many “alternative chemistry” PFAS, 

several of which have also contaminated the Cape Fear River (CFR) in North Carolina. 

Characterizing the transthyretin, thyroid binding globulin, and albumin binding affinities of these 

replacement/alternative PFAS would provide important, human health relevant data. McCord 

and Strynar (2019) identified non-legacy PFAS in the CFR, 22 of which have associated 

CASRNs and could be curated for thyroid hormone transport protein binding affinity assays. 

A combination of traditional and computational toxicology methods would be employed 

to evaluate the thyroid hormone transport protein-PFAS interactions. First, competitive binding 

assays would be conducted for the 22 novel PFAS identified as pollutants in the CFR. 

Competitive binding affinities for transthyretin, thyroid binding globulin, and albumin against 

thyroxine (T4) would be determined via direct fluorescent binding assays and radioligand 

binding assays using methods described by Ren et al. (2016) and Weiss et al. (2009). Data 

obtained from these experiments would be used in a combination of classification-based and 

regression-based quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models (based on methods 

described by Kar et al. 2017). These results would be compared to molecular docking 

simulations of the PFAS in the binding pockets of transthyretin, thyroid binding globulin, and 

albumin using methods described by Ng and Hungerbuehler (2015). If QSAR and molecular 

docking data were consistent with experimental data, these computational models may provide a 

framework for predicting thyroid disruption by PFAS. 

Third, the challenges posed by interspecies extrapolation of PFAS toxicity data 

could be ameliorated by a transgenic mouse model expressing human OAT4 in kidney and 

placenta. One of the major limitations of mouse-to-human toxicity data extrapolation for PFAS 
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is the massive difference in elimination rate. This is likely due to the lack of a rodent homolog 

for the OAT4 gene. In humans, OAT4 is expressed in kidney tubular cells and placenta 

trophoblasts. In human kidney, OAT4 is situated on the apical membrane and is thought to 

contribute to renal reabsorption of PFAS, thus causing localized damage to the renal tubules, 

ultimately damaging the kidney and reducing glomerular filtration rate. In human placental 

trophoblasts, OAT4 is located on the basolateral side facing the fetal blood supply and is thought 

to play a role in transporting PFAS out of fetal circulation, through the placenta, and back into 

the maternal blood supply for subsequent elimination.  

Reduced kidney function is well reported in human studies in association with PFAS 

exposure but altered kidney function and/or kidney pathology are not observed in rodent models. 

In Chapter 3, no adverse histopathological changes were observed in mice exposed to PFOA or 

GenX throughout gestation; only a slight yet statistically significant increase in relative kidney 

weight was noted. The lack of a rodent OAT4 homolog may explain the lack of kidney effects in 

rodent studies of PFAS exposure and the much faster elimination rate. This rapid elimination rate 

requires exposing mice and rats to high oral doses that are not human-relevant in order to 

recapitulate other human-relevant PFAS-related endpoints. Therefore, a mouse line humanized 

for the OAT4 gene should be generated. This novel transgenic mouse model would require 

validation prior to PFAS exposure studies, assuming knocking in OAT4 would not result in 

embryonic lethality. OAT4 gene and protein expression would need to be validated by qPCR and 

Western blot, respectively.  

Once validated, toxicokinetic studies on the humanized OAT4 mice would be performed 

in adult mice to first determine whether elimination rates are indeed slower. Then the next step 

would be to conduct a chronic 90-day low-dose exposure study and determine whether the dose-
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response curve is left-shifted as would be expected if elimination rates were slower. Kidney 

function could be specifically evaluated following methods described by Stevens & Oltean 

(2018) alongside parameters previously evaluated to determine whether effects on other tissues 

are modulated by the presence of humanized OAT4 in the kidneys (for example, cytoplastic 

alteration of hepatocytes, increased liver weight, immune function).  

If the data obtained from this transgenic mouse model demonstrated the predicted slower 

elimination kinetics, reduced kidney function, and kidney damage, it would be prudent to repeat 

the gestational exposure experiments with PFOA and GenX at human relevant exposure levels. 

Using the humanized OAT4 mice in a gestational exposure experiment would enhance the 

mouse-to-human extrapolation of adverse PFAS-induced maternal, placental, and embryo 

outcomes as the human placenta also expresses OAT4. 

Fourth, the potential for epigenetic mechanisms of placental effects due to PFAS 

exposure. There is increasing evidence for the role of placental epigenetics in hypertensive 

disorders of pregnancy like preeclampsia (Choudhury and Friedman, 2012). In a study by von 

Straten et al. (2010), a specific pattern of CpG nucleotide hypermethylation in fetal liver LXRα 

gene promoter was observed at E19.5 in offspring of protein-restricted dams. It has yet to be 

determined whether the gene expression pathway enrichment patterns described in Appendix 4 

(such as LXR/RXR activation) are influenced by altered methylation in associated gene 

promoters. This question could be explored using mouse placentas from the study described in 

Chapter 3. Placenta DNA methylation would be assessed using a CpG island microarray 

following manufacturer’s protocols (Agilent, CA, USA). Based on the similarities between 

differential methylation of the LXRα gene promoter in fetal livers exposed to protein-restriction 

identified in von Straten et al. (2010) and the enrichment of the gene expression in the 
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LXR/RXR activation pathway in rat placentas exposed to protein-restriction identified by 

(Daniel et al. 2016) to the data presented here in Appendix 4, I would expect the LXRα gene 

promoter to similarly exhibit hypermethylation in placentas exposed to PFOA or GenX in utero.   

5.4 Final Thoughts 

The relationship between PFAS exposure and adverse health effects in humans is 

complex and an exceptionally difficult area of study. As such, the ability to synthesize 

translational and transdisciplinary scientific research methods will be required if the field is to 

continue moving forward.  
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APPENDIX 1: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2 

Table A1-1. Thyroid hormone reference ranges and methods of measurement. 

Endpoint Years 
Reference 

range 
Laboratory Method 

T4, total 1990-1996 4.5-11.5 µg/dL UCMC 

 

Reference method: Immunoassay 

Definitive Method: Isotope dilution 
mass spectrometry 

Primary Standard: L-Thyroxine 

Sodium Salt 
Secondary Standard: T4 in human 

serum matrix 

 

TSH 

1990-1996 
0.40-5.00 
uIU/mL 

UCMC 
Reference method: Isometric assay 

Definitive Method: Cytochemical 

bioassay 
Primary Standards: WHO second 

IRB International Reference 

Preparation 

Second Standard: TSH in human 
serum matrix 

1990-1996 
0.47-6.90 

uIU/mL 
AL 

1997-2000 
0.36-5.80 

uIU/mL 
CCHMC 

2001-2002 
0.49-4.67 

uIU/mL 
CCHMC 

2003-2004 
0.34-4.82 

uIU/mL 
CCHMC 

Abbr: TSH= thyroid stimulating hormone; WHO= World Health Organization: IRB= International Review 

Board; UCMC= University of Cincinnati Medical Center, Dept. of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine; AL= 

Health Alliance Laboratory, Cincinnati OH; CCHMC= Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center 
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Table A1-2. The CKD-EPI equation for estimating GFR on the natural scale*. 

Sex Ethnicity Serum Creatinine (mg/dL) Equation for eGFR 

Female          White ≤ 0.7 144 × (Scr /0.7)-0.329 × 0.993Age 

                      Other > 0.7 144 × (Scr /0.7)-1.209 × 0.993Age 

Male              White ≤ 0.9 141 × (Scr /0.7)-0.411 × 0.993Age 

                       Other > 0.9 141 × (Scr /0.7)-1.209 × 0.993Age 

Abbr: eGFR= estimated glomerular filtration rate; Scr= serum creatinine 
*adapted from Levey et al., 2009 
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Table A1-3.  Chronic disease indicators at first measurement. 

Indicator N Min 25
th

 Median 75
th

 Max 

TSH (µIU/mL) 177 0.25 1.08 1.53 2.21 6.4 

Total T4 (µg/dL) 184 3.80 6.80 7.65 7.78 13.5 

eGFR (mL/min per 1.73 m2) 209 49.0 86.9 103.8 118.7 143.3 

BMI (kg/m2) 210 17.6 22.7 25.3 28.0 47.1 

Abrr: TSH=thyroid stimulating hormone, eGFR=estimated glomerular filtration rate, BMI=Body mass index 
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Table A1-4. Number of chronic disease indicators and PFAS measurements among FCC 

participants for by year. 

Year BMI TSH Total T4 eGFR PFAS 

1991 90 3 79 90 70 

1992 62 1 56 63 38 

1993 31 0 29 31 31 

1994 88 5 12 86 85 

1995 66 2 5 65 63 

1996 45 3 3 45 41 

1997 71 8 55 72 9 

1998 67 60 0 68 26 

1999 93 81 0 94 4 

2000 76 66 0 74 0 

2001 89 79 0 89 1 

2002 74 63 0 74 0 

2003 85 75 0 85 0 

2004 79 71 0 79 0 

2005 78 69 0 78 0 

2006 88 79 0 88 3 

2007 89 82 0 89 86 

2008 61 55 0 61 60 

Total 1332 802 239 1331 517 
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Table A1-5. Frequency of repeated measures among participants for chronic disease indicators and PFAS measurements. 

  

Distribution of repeated measures among participants Participants with ≥1 

measurement 

Total 

measurements 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

BMI 0 3 10 16 11 13 29 46 82 210 1332 

TSH 13 14 12 11 27 64 43 3 3 177 802 

Total 

T4 
6 129 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 184 239 

eGFR 1 2 10 15 12 12 30 48 80 209 1331 

PFAS 0 10 93 107 0 0 0 0 0 210 517 
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Table A1-6. Spearman correlation coefficients and corresponding p-values for PFAS at first measurement. 

 PFOS PFOA PFOSA PFNA PFHxS PFDeA Me-PFOSA Et-PFOSA 

PFOS 
1.00 

(NA) 

0.36 

(<0.05) 

0.34  

(<0.05) 

0.60  

(<0.05) 

0.35  

(<0.05) 

0.44  

(<0.05) 

0.23  

(<0.05) 

0.37  

(<0.05) 

PFOA 
0.36 

 (<0.05) 

1.00 

(NA) 

0.15 

(<0.05) 

0.46  

(<0.05) 

0.30  

(<0.05) 

0.21  

(<0.05) 

0.14  

(<0.05) 

0.18  

(<0.05) 

PFOSA 
0.34  

(<0.05) 

0.15 

(<0.05) 

1.00 

(NA) 

0.10 

(0.16) 

0.03 

(0.65) 

0.08 

(0.24) 

0.10 

(0.16) 

0.41  

(<0.05) 

PFNA 
0.60 

 (<0.05) 

0.46 

(<0.05) 

0.10 

(0.17) 

1.00 

(NA) 

0.37  

(<0.05) 

0.72  

(<0.05) 

0.17  

(<0.05) 

0.13 

(0.06) 

PFHxS 
0.35 

 (<0.05) 

0.30 

(<0.05) 

0.03 

(0.65) 

0.37  

(<0.05) 

1.00 

(NA) 

0.18  

(<0.05) 

0.08 

(0.27) 

0.10 

(0.16) 

PFDeA 
0.44  

(<0.05) 

0.21 

(<0.05) 

0.08 

(0.24) 

0.72  

(<0.05) 

0.18 

(0.03) 

1.00 

(NA) 

0.09 

(0.21) 

0.09 

(0.18) 

Me-PFOSA 
0.23  

(<0.05) 

0.14 

(<0.05) 

0.10 

(0.16) 

0.17  

(<0.05) 

0.08 

(0.23) 

0.09 

(0.21) 

1.00 

(NA) 

0.08 

(0.27) 

Et-PFOSA 
0.37  

(<0.05) 

0.18 

(<0.05) 

0.41  

(<0.05) 

0.13 

(0.06) 

0.10 

(0.48) 

0.09 

(0.60) 

0.08 

(0.27) 

1.00 

(NA) 
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Table A1-7. Geometric mean concentrations1 of PFAS by year of serum collection. 

Year 
 

N 

PFOA PFOS PFOSA PFNA 

% <LOD GM ± GSD % <LOD GM ± GSD % <LOD GM ± GSD % <LOD GM ± GSD 

1991 70 0 12.6 ± 1.98 0 26.0 ± 1.46 25.7 0.16 ± 2.03 0 0.54 ± 1.58 

1992 38 0 15.6 ± 1.89 0 28.5 ± 1.48 23.7 0.14 ± 2.00 0 0.56 ± 1.51 

1993 31 0 11.6 ± 1.80 0 26.5 ± 1.67 16.1 0.16 ± 1.76 0 0.55 ± 1.67 

1994 85 0 11.4 ± 2.03 0 31.2 ± 1.58 18.8 0.22 ± 2.15 1.2 0.55 ± 1.61 

1995 63 0 11.9 ± 2.04 0 29.4 ± 1.51 25.4 0.18 ± 2.37 0 0.52 ± 1.58 

1996 41 0 14.3 ± 1.90 0 36.8 ± 1.45 19.5 0.17 ± 2.05 0 0.58 ± 1.34 

1997 9 0 8.26 ± 2.26 0 26.5 ± 1.79 11.1 0.22 ± 1.95 0 0.51 ± 1.62 

1998 26 0 11.4 ± 1.64 0 29.0 ± 1.66 19.2 0.22 ± 2.43 0 0.53 ± 1.60 

1999 4 0 15.5 ± 2.81 0 34.0 ± 1.54 50.0 0.22 ± 4.28 0 0.49 ± 1.18 

2006 3 0 9.30 ±  NA 0 44.3 ±  NA 0 0.20 ±  NA 0 0.60 ±  NA 

2007 86 0 11.9 ± 2.64 0 16.1 ± 1.97 100 0.07 ± 1.00 0 0.64 ± 1.66 

2008 60 0 7.36 ± 2.28 0 13.4 ± 1.68 100 0.07 ± 1.00 0 1.02 ± 1.48 

p <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

     

  PFDeA PFHxS Me-PFOSA Et-PFOSA 

Year N 
% 

<LOD 
GM ± GSD % <LOD GM ± GSD % <LOD GM ± GSD % <LOD GM ± GSD 

1991 70 30.0 0.13 ± 1.84 0 2.79 ± 2.08 0 0.62 ± 1.79 0 2.06 ± 2.08 

1992 38 18.4 0.14 ± 1.63 0 3.02 ± 2.13 0 0.88 ± 2.03 0 2.33 ± 2.09 

1993 31 29.0 0.11 ± 1.66 0 3.28 ± 2.57 0 0.66 ± 1.86 0 2.27 ± 2.05 

1994 85 25.9 0.13 ± 1.84 0 2.87 ± 2.22 0 0.90 ± 1.80 0 2.34 ± 2.07 

1995 63 33.3 0.12 ± 1.75 0 2.93 ± 1.98 0 1.18 ± 1.75 0 2.07 ± 2.06 

1996 41 24.4 0.13 ± 1.76 0 3.64 ± 2.29 0 1.33 ± 1.53 0 2.14 ± 2.26 

1997 9 66.7 0.09 ± 1.76 0 2.51 ± 1.68 0 1.54 ± 1.54 0 1.30 ± 1.64 

1998 26 42.3 0.12 ± 1.67 0 2.60 ± 1.79 0 1.79 ± 1.75 0 1.94 ± 2.36 

1999 4 50.0 0.08 ± 1.22 0 1.80 ± 1.69 0 1.57 ± 1.24 0 1.83 ± 2.86 

2006 3 0 0.20 ±  NA 0 2.60 ±  NA 0 1.10 ±  NA 0 5.00 ±  NA 

2007 86 33.3 0.16 ± 2.10 0 2.98 ± 1.63 0 0.73 ± 2.19 100 0.07 ± 1.00 
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2008 60 1.2 0.28 ± 1.70 0 2.31 ± 2.04 8.1 0.28 ± 2.16 88.4 0.08 ± 1.20 

p <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
1 Geometric mean concentrations calculated from linear model beta estimates for lognormal PFAS 

Abbr: LOD (limit of detection) = 0.01 μg/L for all compounds, except PFOS (LOD = 0.02 μg/L); PFOA, perfluorooctanoic acid; PFOS, 

perfluorooctanesulfonic acid; PFOSA, perfluorooctanesulfonamide; PFNA, perfluorononanoic acid; PFDeA, perfluorodecanoic acid; PFHxS, perfluorohexane 

sulfonate; Me-PFOSA, 2-(N-methyl-perfluorooctane sulfonamido) acetic acid; Et-PFOSA, 2-(N-ethyl-perfluorooctane sulfonamido) acetic acid; SE, standard 

error 
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Table A1-8. Crudea percent change (95% confidence interval)b in chronic disease indicators in association with an 

interquartile range difference in serum PFAS concentrations from repeated measures modelsc. 

 
TSH 

N = 172, 136 

Total T4 

N = 150, 150 

eGFR 

N = 514, 209 

BMI 

N = 516, 210 

PFAS % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p 

PFOA 3.00 (-5.48, 12.2) 0.50 -1.60 (-5.53, 2.49) 0.44 1.89 (-0.08, 3.85) 0.06 -4.79 (-6.37, -3.17) <0.01 

PFOS 10.4 (4.92, 16.1) <0.01 -1.42 (-4.74, 2.01) 0.41 2.41 (1.38, 3.45) <0.01 -3.43 (-4.23, -2.63) <0.01 

PFOSA 7.69 (-2.64, 19.1) 0.16 -1.30 (-5.71, 3.31) 0.58 4.82 (3.24, 6.39) <0.01 -5.25 (-6.54, -3.95) <0.01 

PFNA -1.25 (-8.14, 6.16) 0.74 2.07 (-1.65, 5.93) 0.28 -5.15 (-6.38, -3.92) <0.01 4.75 (3.65, 5.87) <0.01 

PFHxS 2.10 (-6.62, 11.6) 0.65 0.85 (-2.59, 4.41) 0.63 -2.62 (-4.65, -0.58) 0.01 -1.02 (-2.88, 0.88) 0.29 

PFDeA -0.24 (-10.6, 11.3) 0.97 1.84 (-3.47, 7.44) 0.51 -7.12 (-8.98, -5.27) <0.01 6.54 (4.85, 8.26) <0.01 

Me-PFOSA 3.34 (-2.51, 9.54) 0.28 1.11 (-3.14, 5.54) 0.62 3.98 (2.95, 5.01) <0.01 -3.84 (-4.75, -2.92) <0.01 

Et-PFOSA 3.70 (0.08, 7.45) 0.05 2.45 (-1.22, 6.26) 0.20 2.47 (1.94, 3.01) <0.01 -2.37 (-2.76, -1.98) <0.01 

N= Observations, subjects 
a Covariates for adjusted models included age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital status. Models of TSH, Total T4, and eGFR 

additionally include BMI as a covariate 
b IQR values of eGFR are interpreted as percent change in eGFR relative to the population median in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations (median eGFR = 102.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2) 
c Total T4 beta estimates were determined using a linear model without repeated measures 
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Table A1-9. Crudea percent change (95% confidence interval)b in chronic disease indicators in association with an 

interquartile range difference in serum PFAS concentrations from latent modelsc. 

 
TSH 

N = 802, 177 

Total T4 

N = 239, 239 

eGFR 

N = 1331, 209 

BMI 

N = 1332, 210 

PFAS % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p 

PFOA 
-2.43 (-11.3, 7.32) 0.61 -0.10 (-3.10, 2.99) 0.95 -3.66 (-6.85, -0.46) 0.03 1.84 (-1.59, 5.38) 0.30 

PFOS 
5.80 (-2.53, 14.84) 0.18 -0.75 (-3.34, 1.91) 0.58 -6.66 (-9.42, -3.90) <0.01 2.1 (-0.96, 5.25) 0.18 

PFOSA 
-3.45 (-13.4, 7.59) 0.53 -0.41 (-3.89, 3.19) 0.82 -1.38 (-4.93, 2.16) 0.44 -2.93 (-6.59, 0.87) 0.13 

PFNA 
0.28 (-8.02, 9.33) 0.95 1.88 (-0.87, 4.70) 0.18 -7.19 (-9.94, -4.44) <0.01 3.28 (0.09, 6.58) 0.05 

PFHxS 
2.88 (-5.3,0 11.8) 0.50 0.38 (-2.26, 3.09) 0.78 -4.11 (-6.81, -1.41) <0.01 1.94 (-1.05, 5.03) 0.21 

PFDeA 
0.97 (-11.1, 14.7) 0.88 0.60 (-3.50, 4.88) 0.78 -7.49 (-11.7, -3.30) <0.01 0.78 (-3.82, 5.61) 0.74 

Me-PFOSA 
-7.50 (-16.0, 1.89) 0.12 2.15 (-1.01, 5.42) 0.19 3.12 (0.03, 6.21) 0.05 -1.85 (-5.3, 1.73) 0.31 

Et-PFOSA 
0.15 (-7.96, 8.99) 0.97 2.76 (0.05, 5.53) 0.05 0.90 (-2.00, 3.79) 0.54 -0.18 (-3, 2.73) 0.90 

N= Observations, subjects 
a Covariates for adjusted models included age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital status. Models of TSH, Total T4, and eGFR 

additionally include BMI as a covariate 
b IQR values of eGFR are interpreted as percent change in eGFR relative to the population median in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations (median eGFR = 102.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2). 
c Total T4 beta estimates were determined using a linear model without repeated measures 
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Table A1-10. Crudea percent change (95% confidence interval)b in chronic disease indicators in association with an 

interquartile range difference in serum PFAS concentrations from sensitivity analysis of latent modelsc. 

 
TSH 

N = 796, 177 

Total T4 

N = 199, 199 

eGFR 

N = 1278, 209 

BMI 

N = 1280, 210 

PFAS % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p 

PFOA 
-2.92 (-11.8, 6.85) 0.55 -1.28 (-4.50, 2.05) 0.45 -3.69 (-6.89, -0.50) 0.02 1.67 (-1.76, 5.22) 0.35 

PFOS 
5.28 (-3.07, 14.4) 0.22 -0.68 (-3.51, 2.22) 0.64 -6.82 (-9.57, -4.07) <0.01 1.98 (-1.08, 5.13) 0.21 

PFOSA 
-3.89 (-13.8, 7.17) 0.48 1.21 (-2.74, 5.32) 0.56 -1.59 (-5.12, 1.95) 0.38 -2.94 (-6.61, 0.86) 0.13 

PFNA 
0.37 (-7.98, 9.48) 0.93 2.24 (-0.72, 5.29) 0.14 -7.16 (-9.91, -4.41) <0.01 3.18 (-0.02, 6.48) 0.05 

PFHxS 
3.04 (-5.19, 12.0) 0.48 0.47 (-2.27, 3.29) 0.74 -4.03 (-6.73, -1.33) <0.01 1.83 (-1.17, 4.91) 0.24 

PFDeA 
0.82 (-11.3, 14.6) 0.90 1.89 (-2.58, 6.55) 0.41 -7.61 (-11.8, -3.44) <0.01 0.68 (-3.93, 5.51) 0.78 

Me-PFOSA 
-8.21 (-16.7, 1.18) 0.09 1.83 (-1.75, 5.54) 0.32 2.97 (-0.13, 6.06) 0.06 -1.73 (-5.2, 1.87) 0.34 

Et-PFOSA 
-1.22 (-9.38, 7.68) 0.78 3.55 (0.56, 6.63) 0.02 0.67 (-2.25, 3.59) 0.65 -0.43 (-3.27, 2.49) 0.77 

N= Observations, subjects 
a Covariates for adjusted models included age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital status. Models of TSH, Total T4, and eGFR 

additionally include BMI as a covariate 
b IQR values of eGFR are interpreted as percent change in eGFR relative to the population median in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations (median eGFR = 102.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2). 
c Total T4 beta estimates were determined using a linear model without repeated measures 
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Table A1-11. Adjusteda percent change (95% confidence interval)b in chronic disease indicators in association with an 

interquartile range difference in serum PFAS concentrations from sensitivity analysis of latent modelsc. 

 
TSH 

N = 724, 161 

Total T4 

N = 188, 188 

eGFR 

N = 1174, 192 

BMI 

N = 1179, 192 

PFAS % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p % ∆ (95% CI) p 

PFOA 
-2.87 (-12.1, 7.31) 0.57 -1.03 (-4.22, 2.27) 0.54 -0.87 (-2.59, 0.84) 0.32 0.63 (-2.79, 4.18) 0.72 

PFOS 
1.10 (-7.61, 10.6) 0.81 0.15 (-2.83, 3.23) 0.92 -2.00 (-3.57, -0.42) 0.01 1.65 (-1.52, 4.91) 0.31 

PFOSA 
-2.10 (-12.7, 9.79) 0.72 0.44 (-3.61, 4.66) 0.83 -1.87 (-3.72, -0.02) 0.05 -3.06 (-6.72, 0.74) 0.11 

PFNA 
-5.25 (-13.9, 4.25) 0.27 3.06 (-0.21, 6.43) 0.07 -1.21 (-2.79, 0.37) 0.14 1.49 (-1.79, 4.88) 0.38 

PFHxS 
1.05 (-7.88, 10.9) 0.82 1.03 (-1.81, 3.95) 0.48 -1.16 (-2.67, 0.34) 0.13 2.01 (-1.09, 5.21) 0.21 

PFDeA 
-4.71 (-17.3, 9.80) 0.51 2.28 (-2.33, 7.11) 0.34 -0.95 (-3.30, 1.39) 0.43 -0.6 (-5.32, 4.36) 0.81 

Me-PFOSA 
-6.21 (-15.2, 3.74) 0.21 0.33 (-3.19, 3.97) 0.86 -0.41 (-2.05, 1.24) 0.63 -0.31 (-3.85, 3.35) 0.87 

Et-PFOSA 
-1.63 (-10.3, 7.80) 0.72 1.89 (-1.14, 5.02) 0.23 -1.06 (-2.64, 0.51) 0.19 0.48 (-2.4, 3.44) 0.75 

N= Observations, subjects 
a Covariates for adjusted models included age, year of measurement, sex, education, income, and marital status. Models of TSH, Total T4, and eGFR 

additionally include BMI as a covariate 
b IQR values of eGFR are interpreted as percent change in eGFR relative to the population median in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations (median eGFR = 102.8 mL/min per 1.73 m2). 
c Total T4 beta estimates were determined using a linear model without repeated measures 
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Table A1-12. Adjusted percent change in Total T4* in association with an interquartile range difference in serum PFAS 

concentrations in sex-stratified and interaction models relative to the median. 

 Total T4 

 Female Male Sex*Total T4 

 N = 81, 81 N = 63, 63 N = 144, 144 

PFAS % change (95% CI) p % change (95% CI) p p 

PFOA -1.62 (-6.88, 3.94) 0.56 -2.71 (-9.05, 4.08) 0.43 0.81 

PFOS 1.69 (-3.28, 6.91) 0.52 -5.29 (-10.1, -0.26) 0.04 0.06 

PFOSA -4.41 (-10.3, 1.86) 0.17 4.42 (-2.86, 12.3) 0.25 0.08 

PFNA 6.41 (0.55, 12.6) 0.03 -2.23 (-7.70, 3.60) 0.45 0.05 

PFHxS 2.42 (-2.04, 7.09) 0.30 -0.01 (-5.80, 6.13) 1.00 0.82 

PFDeA 6.54 (-1.66, 15.4) 0.13 -3.17 (-10.2, 4.43) 0.41 0.09 

Me-PFOSA  1.19 (-5.37, 8.20) 0.73 -1.16 (-6.93, 4.97) 0.71 0.62 

Et-PFOSA  2.53 (-2.91, 8.28) 0.37 -0.60 (-5.70, 4.76) 0.82 0.43 

*Individuals taking thyroid-specific medications were excluded from thyroid hormone analyses. Covariates included in the sex-stratified and 

interaction models were the same as the covariates used in the parent model (Table 2-4). 
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Table A1-13. Adjusted percent change in thyroid stimulating hormonea in association with an interquartile range difference in 

serum PFAS concentrations in sex-stratified and interaction modelsb. 

 TSH 

 Female Male Sex*TSH 

 N = 92, 75 N = 62, 47 N = 154, 122 

PFAS % change (95% CI) p % change (95% CI) p p 

PFOA -6.64 (-17.8, 5.97) 0.31 9.38 (-7.47, 29.3) 0.47 0.19 

PFOS 5.13 (-5.29, 16.7) 0.36 21.4 (6.55, 38.3) 0.01 0.12 

PFOSA -9.29 (-25.9, 11.1) 0.36 21.1 (-11.6, 65.9) 0.44 0.14 

PFNA 0.06 (-12.9, 14.9) 0.99 9.74 (-6.39, 28.6) 0.31 0.42 

PFHxS -7.46 (-19.9, 6.98) 0.31 20.7 (-1.60, 43.4) 0.35 0.03 

PFDeA 11.3 (-9.08, 36.2) 0.32 15.9 (-8.74, 47.2) 0.43 0.86 

Me-PFOSA -6.47 (-17.5, 6.00) 0.31 -4.71 (-17.7, 10.3) 0.76 0.78 

Et-PFOSA -2.12 (-14.1, 11.5) 0.75 8.76 (-9.68, 31.0) 0.44 0.37 
a Individuals taking thyroid-specific medications were excluded from thyroid hormone analyses.  
b Covariates included in the sex-stratified and interaction models were age, education, income, marital status, and BMI. 
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Table A1-14. Adjusted percent change in eGFR relative to the population median* in association with an interquartile range 

difference in serum PFAS concentrations in sex-stratified and interaction models. 

 eGFR 

 Female Male Sex*eGFR 

 N = 289, 115 N = 187, 77 N = 476, 192 

PFAS % change (95% CI) p % change (95% CI) p p 

PFOA -1.38 (-3.41, 0.65) 0.18 0.95 (-3.08, 4.98) 0.64 0.38 

PFOS -1.32 (-3.37, 0.73) 0.21 0.71 (-2.75, 4.16) 0.69 0.46 

PFOSA -0.17 (-2.07, 1.74) 0.86 0.35 (-3.01, 3.70) 0.84 0.86 

PFNA -1.98 (-4.25, 0.29) 0.09 -2.15 (-5.32, 1.02) 0.19 0.74 

PFHxS -1.98 (-3.77, -0.18) 0.03 -2.03 (-4.54, 0.48) 0.12 0.74 

PFDeA -2.99 (-5.48, -0.49) 0.02 -0.14 (-4.41, 4.13) 0.95 0.26 

Me-PFOSA  0.83 (-1.08, 2.74) 0.40 3.78 (1.25, 6.32) <0.01 0.12 

Et-PFOSA  5.66 (-0.22, 11.5) 0.06 2.84 (-4.54, 10.2) 0.45 0.57 

*Female median eGFR = 109.7 mL/min per 1.73 m2, male median eGFR = 87.9 mL/min per 1.73 m2, overall median eGFR = 102.1 mL/min per 

1.73 m2. Covariates included in the sex-stratified and interaction models were the same as the covariates used in the parent model (Table 2-4). 
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Table A1-15. Adjusted percent change in body mass index in association with an interquartile range difference in serum PFAS 

concentrations in sex-stratified and interaction models*. 

 BMI 

 Female Male Sex*BMI 

 N = 321, 129 N = 187, 77 N = 477, 192 

PFAS % change (95% CI) p % change (95% CI) p p 

PFOA -0.72 (-3.01, 1.62) 0.54 -0.71 (-3.10, 1.74) 0.57 0.79 

PFOS 0.48 (-1.13, 2.11) 0.56 -0.19 (-1.69, 1.33) 0.80 0.53 

PFOSA -0.13 (-2.46, 2.25) 0.91 -0.48 (-2.37, 1.44) 0.62 0.78 

PFNA 0.82 (-1.09, 2.77) 0.40 -0.26 (-1.99, 1.50) 0.77 0.42 

PFHxS 0.32 (-2.04, 2.73) 0.79 2.23 (-0.10, 4.61) 0.06 0.91 

PFDeA 0.48 (-2.36, 3.40) 0.74 0.31 (-2.01, 2.69) 0.80 0.41 

Me-PFOSA  -0.12 (-1.87, 1.66) 0.89 -1.10 (-2.20, 0.00) 0.05 0.89 

Et-PFOSA  0.06 (-1.54, 1.68) 0.95 -0.2 0(-1.39, 1.00) 0.57 0.42 

*Covariates included in the sex-stratified and interaction models were age, education, income, and marital status 
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APPENDIX 2: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 

Table A2-1. Number of total observations and litters represented in mixed effect models 

(observations, litters). 

Embryonic 

day 
Dose group 

Embryo  

Weight 

Embryo 

length 

Placenta  

weight 

Embryo:Placental 

weight ratio 

11.5 Vehicle Control 68, 13 24, 8 68, 13 68, 13 

11.5 1 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 64, 11 18, 6 62, 11 62, 11 

11.5 5 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 66, 11 18, 6 65, 11 65, 11 

11.5 2 mg/kg bw/day GenX 
(HFPO-DA) 

71, 12 21, 7 70, 12 70, 12 

11.5 10 mg/kg bw/day 

GenX (HFPO-DA) 

62, 12 21, 7 62, 12 62, 12 

17.5 Vehicle Control 80, 13 24, 8 80, 13 80, 13 

17.5 1 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 66, 12 21, 7 66, 12 66, 12 

17.5 5 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 73, 12 18, 6 73, 12 73, 12 

17.5 2 mg/kg bw/day GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

68, 12 21, 7 68, 12 68, 12 

17.5 10 mg/kg bw/day 
GenX (HFPO-DA) 

66, 13 24, 8 66, 13 66, 13 
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Table A2-2. Internal dosimetry of tissues at embryonic day 11.5 including maternal serum, maternal liver, amniotic fluid, and 

whole embryo (Mean ± SD, N = 6-8). 

Biological matrix 
1 mg/kg bw/day  

PFOA 

5 mg/kg bw/day  

PFOA 

2 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX (HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX (HFPO-DA) 

Maternal serum (µg/mL) 25.4 ± 3.7‡ 117.3 ± 20.6 33.5 ± 15.7** 118.1 ± 10.4 

Amniotic fluid (µg/mL) 4.6 ± 2.8*,‡ 8.8 ± 2.7 3.6 ± 2.2**,§ 9.3 ± 2.0 

Maternal liver (µg/g) 48.3 ± 12.5*,†,‡ 151.5 ± 18.5 5.45 ± 3.43§ 19.9 ± 4.2†† 

Whole embryo (µg/g) 0.80 ± 0.10*,‡ 2.34 ± 0.27 0.91 ± 0.22**,§ 3.21 ± 0.51†† 

ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts: 

* P < 0.05 1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 

† P < 0.05 1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 2 mg/kg/day GenX 

‡ P < 0.05 1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

§ P < 0.05 2 mg/kg/day GenX vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 

** P < 0.05 2 mg/kg/day GenX vs 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

†† P < 0.05 10 mg/kg/day GenX vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA  

Note: Vehicle control (VC) samples were quantified for PFOA and GenX (HFPO-DA); all VC means were below the 

limit of detection (LOD) of 10 ng/mL for both PFOA and GenX (HFPO-DA)  
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Table A2-3. Internal dosimetry of tissues at embryonic day 17.5 including maternal serum, maternal liver, male whole embryo 

and female whole embryo (Mean ± SD, N = 6-8).  

Biological matrix 
1 mg/kg bw/day  

PFOA 

5 mg/kg bw/day  

PFOA 

2 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX (HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX (HFPO-DA) 

Maternal serum (µg/mL) 18.7 ± 3.2*,‡ 95.1 ± 14.1 22.9 ± 17.1§,** 58.5 ± 34.5 

Maternal liver (µg/g) 181.1 ± 46.0†,‡ 159.2 ± 21.7 4.56 ± 2.80§ 14.2 ± 7.6†† 

Whole embryo (µg/g) 5.78 ± 0.71*,† 16.4 ± 1.75 3.23 ± 1.28§,** 7.69 ± 2.92†† 

      Male embryo (µg/g) 5.78 ± 0.82* 16.9 ± 1.88 3.04 ± 1.27§,** 7.55 ± 3.35†† 

      Female embryo (µg/g) 5.78 ± 0.81* 16.1 ± 2.75 3.39 ± 1.44§,** 6.89 ± 2.72†† 

ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts: 

* P < 0.05 1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 

† P < 0.05 1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 2 mg/kg/day GenX 

‡ P < 0.05 1 mg/kg/day PFOA vs 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

§ P < 0.05 2 mg/kg/day GenX vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 

** P < 0.05 2 mg/kg/day GenX vs 10 mg/kg/day GenX 

†† P < 0.05 10 mg/kg/day GenX vs 5 mg/kg/day PFOA 

Note: N = 3 for PFOA 5 mg/kg male embryo; Vehicle control (VC) samples were quantified for PFOA and GenX (HFPO-

DA); all VC means were below the LOD of 10 ng/mL for both PFOA and GenX (HFPO-DA) except for maternal serum 

(0.211 ± 0.55 µg/mL) 
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Table A2-4. Litter parameters in mice gestationally exposed to PFOA or GenX from embryonic day 0.5 to 11.5 or 17.5 (Mean 

± SD, N = 11-13). 

Embryonic 
day 

Litter parameter 
Vehicle  
Control 

1 mg/kg bw/day  
PFOA 

5 mg/kg bw/day  
PFOA 

2 mg/kg bw/day  
GenX (HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg bw/day  
GenX (HFPO-DA) 

11.5 No. implantation sites 13.7 ± 2.8 15.5 ± 2.7 14.5 ± 2.3 14.7 ± 2.7 14.8 ± 3.7 

11.5 No. resorptions 0.6 ± 1.1 0.6 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.9 0.7 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 1.3 

11.5 No. dead embryos 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.3 0.0 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.3 

11.5 No. viable embryos 13.1 ± 3.0 14.8 ± 2.5 13.9 ± 2.2 14.0 ± 2.9 13.8 ± 3.7 

11.5 % resorbed† 4.6 ± 8.6 4.0 ± 3.3 3.6 ± 5.9 5.0 ± 6.2 5.6 ± 7.7 

11.5 % nonviable† 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.6 ± 1.9 0.0 ± 0.0 2.1 ± 7.2 

11.5 % viable† 95.4 ± 8.6 96.0 ± 3.3 95.9 ± 5.9 95.0 ± 6.2 92.4 ± 9.3 

17.5 No. implantation sites 14.2 ± 2.9 13.5 ± 2.0 13.7 ± 2.1 13.8 ± 2.0 12.5 ± 3.1 

17.5 No. resorptions 0.3 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.6 0.5 ± 0.7 

17.5 No. dead embryos 0.1 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.3 0.0 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.3 0.0 ± 0.0 

17.5 No. viable embryos 13.8 ± 3.2 13.1 ± 2.1 13.3 ± 1.9 13.5 ± 2.1 12.0 ± 3.0 

17.5 % resorbed† 2.7 ± 4.6 2.6 ± 3.9 2.3 ± 3.4 1.2 ± 4.1 3.5 ± 5.3 

17.5 % nonviable† 0.6 ± 2.3 0.6 ± 2.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.7 ± 2.4 0.0 ± 0.0 

17.5 % viable† 96.7 ± 4.8 96.8 ± 4.1 97.7 ± 3.4 98.1 ± 4.6 96.5 ± 5.3 
†Calculated as percent of implantation sites 

Note: P > 0.05 relative to vehicle control for all values (ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts) 
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Table A2-5. Relative gestational weight gain (% gain from embryonic day 0.5) at necropsy adjusting for litter size (adjusted 

model estimate and 95% confidence intervals; N = 11-13). 

Dose group E11.5 stimate (95% CI) E11.5 Estimate (95% CI) 

relative to VC 

E17.5 Estimate (95% CI) E11.5 Estimate (95% CI) 

relative to VC 

Vehicle control 17.3 (7.2, 27.4) 0 (0,0) 36.2 (10.8, 61.5) 0 (0,0) 

1 mg/kg bw/day 

PFOA 
16.2 (-0.2, 32.5) -1.1 (-7.4, 5.1) 44.9 (6.5, 83.3) 8.7 (-4.3, 21.8) 

5 mg/kg bw/day 

PFOA 
21.6 (5.4, 37.9) 4.3 (-1.8, 10.5) 50.7 (12.2, 89.0)* 14.5 (1.4, 27.5)* 

2 mg/kg bw/day 

GenX (HFPO-DA) 
20.8 (4.7, 36.9) 3.5 (-2.5, 9.5) 48.7 (10.3, 87.1) 12.5 (-0.5, 25.6) 

10 mg/kg bw/day 

GenX (HFPO-DA) 
24.4 (8.1, 40.6)* 7.1 (0.9, 13.2)* 55.3 (16.7, 93.7)* 19.1 (5.9, 32.2)* 

Abbr: E = embryonic day; VC = vehicle control 

*P < 0.05; Beta estimate 95% confidence intervals relative to VC do not overlap zero (Generalized linear regression adjusted for 

litter size, with vehicle control as reference group) 
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Table A2-6. Incidence of liver histopathology in maternal livers at embryonic day 11.5. 

 

Vehicle 

Control 

1 mg/kg/day 

PFOA 

5 mg/kg/day 

PFOA 

2 mg/kg/day GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg/day GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

Lesion type and 

severity 
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) 

CA*, any severity 0 (0) 5 (100) 5 (100) 5 (100) 5 (100) 

CA, minimal to mild 0 (0) 5 (100) 0 (0) 5 (100) 0 (0) 

CA, moderate 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (40) 

CA, marked 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (100) 0 (0) 3 (60) 

Increase in mitotic 

figures 
0 (0) 2 (40) 5 (100) 3 (60) 4 (80) 

Increase in cell death† 0 (0) 1 (20) 3 (60) 4 (80) 3 (60) 

Focal regions of classic 

necrosis 
1 (20) 0 (0) 2 (40) 0 (0) 1 (20) 

Vacuolation‡, any 

severity 
0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (100) 0 (0) 5 (100) 

Vacuolation, minimal 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (100) 

Vacuolation, mild 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Vacuolation, moderate 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Abbr: CA = cytoplasmic alteration 

*CA was characterized as hepatocellular hypertrophy with decreased glycogen and intensely eosinophilic granular cytoplasm, 

with extension from periportal to midzonal regions with increasing severity  
†Cell death included both apoptosis and single cell necrosis of individual hepatocytes 
‡Vacuolation was graded by severity based on occurrence of clear, small, and round vacuoles in the cytoplasm of centrilobular 

hepatocytes in areas of cytoplasmic alteration as: minimal—rarely or occasionally seen as small clusters; mild—frequently seen 

as small clusters; moderate—seen in all centrilobular hepatocytes   

Note: Histopathology was evaluated by a pathology working group and observations of increased mitotic figures and cell death 

were made relative to the vehicle control group; increase in mitotic figures and cell death was scored as minimal 
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Table A2-7. Incidence of liver histopathology in maternal livers at embryonic day 17.5. 

 

Vehicle 

Control 

1 mg/kg/day 

PFOA 

5 mg/kg/day 

PFOA 

2 mg/kg/day GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg/day GenX 

(HFPO-DA) 

Lesion type and severity N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) 

CA*, any severity 0 (0) 5 (100) 6 (100) 5 (100) 5 (100) 

CA, minimal to mild 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (40) 0 (0) 

CA, moderate 0 (0) 5 (100) 0 (0) 3 (60) 0 (0) 

CA, marked 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (100) 0 (0) 5 (100) 

Increase in mitotic figures 5 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Increase in cell death† 0 (0) 5 (100) 6 (100) 0 (0) 5 (100) 

Focal regions of classic necrosis 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (20) 1 (20) 

Vacuolation‡, any severity 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (100) 0 (0) 5 (100) 

Vacuolation, minimal 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (40) 

Vacuolation, mild 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (60) 

Vacuolation, moderate 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Abbr: CA = cytoplasmic alteration 

*CA was characterized as hepatocellular hypertrophy with decreased glycogen and intensely eosinophilic granular cytoplasm, 

with extension from periportal to midzonal regions with increasing severity 
†Cell death included both apoptosis and single cell necrosis of individual hepatocytes 
‡Vacuolation was graded by severity based on occurrence of clear, small, and round vacuoles in the cytoplasm of centrilobular 

hepatocytes in areas of cytoplasmic alteration as: minimal—rarely or occasionally seen as small clusters; mild—frequently seen 

as small clusters; moderate—seen in all centrilobular hepatocytes   

Note: Histopathology was evaluated by a pathology working group and observations of increased mitotic figures and cell death 

were made relative to the vehicle control group; increase in mitotic figures and cell death was scored as minimal 
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Table A2-8. Embryo and placental mixed effect model adjusted estimates and 95% confidence intervals (N = 11-13 dams with 

62-80 observations per group). 

Embryoni

c day 
Dose group 

Embryo weight  

(mg) 

Embryo length  

(mm) 

Placental weight  

(mg) 

Embryo:Placent
al 

Weight Ratio 

11.5 Vehicle Control 49.8 (29.2, 70.5) 18.4 (16.4, 20.3) 40.1 (19.0, 61.1) 
1.08 (0.73, 

1.43) 

11.5 1 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 44.7 (11.1, 78.2) 17.5 (14.5, 20.4) 30.5 (-3.8, 64.7) 
1.19 (0.62, 

1.76) 

11.5 5 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 45.3 (11.8, 78.7) 18.5 (15.6, 21.4) 31.2 (-2.9, 65.3) 
1.21 (0.64, 

1.77) 

11.5 
2 mg/kg bw/day GenX (HFPO-

DA) 
49.9 (16.7, 83.1) 17.6 (14.7, 20.5) 34.0 (0.1, 67.8) 

1.22 (0.66, 

1.78) 

11.5 
10 mg/kg bw/day GenX (HFPO-
DA) 

45.2 (12.0, 78.3) 17.4 (14.5, 20.3) 38.4 (4.5, 72.2) 
1.08 (0.52, 

1.64) 

17.5 Vehicle Control 
1378.6 (1206.3, 

1550.8) 
33.6 (31.1, 36.1) 

130.8 (109.8, 

151.8) 
11.2 (9.2, 13.3) 

17.5 1 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 
1350.7 (1091.9, 

1609.4) 
33.6 (29.6, 37.6) 129.7 (98.2, 161.2) 11.1 (8.0, 14.3) 

17.5 5 mg/kg bw/day PFOA 
1249.5 (991.0, 

1508.0)* 

31.2 (27.2 

35.3)* 

151.9 (120.5, 

183.4)* 
8.5 (5.4, 11.6)* 

17.5 
2 mg/kg bw/day GenX (HFPO-

DA) 

1369.8 (1111.3, 

1628.4) 
32.7 (28.7, 36.6) 

137.1 (105.6, 

168.6) 
10.6 (7.5, 13.7) 

17.5 
10 mg/kg bw/day GenX (HFPO-
DA) 

1337.0 (1077.5, 
1596.4) 

33.8 (29.8, 37.7) 
146.3 (114.7, 

177.9)* 
9.5 (6.4, 12.7)* 

Note: N = 6-8 dams with 18-24 observations per group for embryo length 

*P < 0.05; Beta estimate 95% confidence intervals do not overlap zero (Mixed effect model adjusting a priori for litter size as a 

fixed effect and the dam as a random effect, vehicle control as reference group) 
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Table A2-9. Placental lesion index at embryonic day 11.5. 

Placental outcome or sample size 
Vehicle  

control 

1 mg/kg bw/day  

PFOA 

5 mg/kg bw/day  

PFOA 

2 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX  

(HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX  

(HFPO-DA) 

Total no. placenta evaluated 37 33 36 43 30 

No. WNL (%) 35 (94.6) 32 (97.0) 32 (88.9) 41 (95.3) 30 (100) 

No. abnormal (%) 2 (5.4) 4 (3.0) 4 (11.1) 2 (4.7) 0 (0.0) 

       No. labyrinth atrophy (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (8.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

       No. labyrinth congestion (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

       No. labyrinth necrosis (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2.7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

       No. early fibrin clot (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2.8) 0 (0) 

       No. placental nodule (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

       No. other (%)† 2 (5.4) 1 (3.0) 0 (0) 1 (2.3) 0 (0) 

No. litters evaluated 5 5 5 5 5 

Mean no. placenta evaluated per 

litter (min, max) 
7.4 (5, 10) 6.6 (4, 10) 7.4 (5, 10) 8.6 (4, 11) 6.2 (3, 11) 

Mean WNL ± SD (%) per litter 6.4 ± 1.9 (95.0) 6.4 ± 1.9 (98.0) 6.4 ± 1.7 (88.3) 8.2 ± 2.8 (95.6) 6.0 ± 3.1 (97.1) 

Mean abnormal ± SD (%) per 

litter 
0.4 ± 0.9 (5.0) 0.2 ± 0.4 (2.0) 1.0 ± 1.4 (11.7) 0.4 ± 0.9 (4.4) 0  ± 0.0 (0) 

Abbr: WNL = within normal limits 

*P < 0.05 relative to vehicle control (general linear model using a Poisson distribution with post hoc multiple comparison 

correction using Tukey contrasts) 
†Other lesions were considered spontaneous and not treatment related and included: Increased thickness of trilaminar trophoblast 

layers (vehicle control), decreased labyrinth area (vehicle control), absent labyrinth (PFOA 1 mg/kg), large focal labyrinth 

hemorrhage and thrombus (GenX 2 mg/kg) 
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Table A2-10. Placental lesion incidence at embryonic day 17.5. 

Placental outcome or sample size 
Vehicle  
control 

1 mg/kg bw/day  
PFOA 

5 mg/kg bw/day  
PFOA 

2 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX  

(HFPO-DA) 

10 mg/kg bw/day  

GenX  

(HFPO-DA) 

Total no. placenta evaluated 41 32 40 31 35 

No. WNL (%) 40 (97.6) 29 (90.6) 13 (32.5)* 13 (41.9) 6 (17.1)* 

No. abnormal (%) 1 (2.4) 3 (9.4) 27 (67.5)* 18 (58.1) 29 (82.9)* 

       No. labyrinth atrophy (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (7.5) 15 (48.4) 16 (45.7) 

       No. labyrinth congestion (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 23 (57.5) 1 (3.2) 8 (22.9) 

       No. labyrinth necrosis (%) 0 (0) 1 (3.1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2.9) 

       No. early fibrin clot (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2.5) 1 (3.2) 4 (11.4) 

       No. placental nodule (%) 0 (0) 2 (6.3) 0 (0) 1 (3.2) 0 (0) 

       No. other (%)† 1 (2.4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

No. litters evaluated 5 5 6 5 5 

Mean no. placenta evaluated per 

litter (min, max) 
8.2 (7, 10) 6.4 (5, 8) 6.7 (5, 9) 6.2 (2, 8) 7.0 (3, 10) 

Mean WNL ± SD (%) per litter 8.0 ± 0.7 (98.0) 5.8 ± 1.3 (91.4) 2.2 ± 2.7 (38.1)* 2.6 ± 2.8 (51.7)* 1.2 ± 2.7 (12.0)* 

Mean abnormal ± SD (%) per litter 0.2 ± 0.4 (2.0) 0.6 ± 0.9 (8.6) 4.5 ± 3.8 (61.9)* 3.6 ± 3.6 (48.3)* 5.8 ± 3.0 (88.0)* 

Abbr: WNL = within normal limits  

*P < 0.05 relative to vehicle control (general linear regression using a Poisson distribution with post hoc multiple comparison correction using 
Tukey contrasts) 
†Other lesions were considered spontaneous and not treatment related and included: Cortical necrosis with inflammatory cells (vehicle control) 
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Table A2-11. Sex stratified placental thyroid hormone measurements at embryonic day 17.5 (Mean ± SD, N = 1-3). 

Hormone Sex 
Vehicle 
control 

1 mg/kg/day 
PFOA 

5 mg/kg/day 
PFOA 

2 mg/kg/day 

GenX (HFPD-

DA) 

10 mg/kg/day 

GenX (HFPO-

DA) 

rT3 (ng/g) Female 0.9 ± 0.8† 0.8 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 1.0 2.3 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.1 

rT3 (ng/g) Male 1.4 ± 0.6 0.5 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.3 

T3 (ng/g) Female 0.4 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0 0.2 ± 0 0.3 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0 

T3 (ng/g) Male 0.2 ± 0 0.2 ± 0 0.2 ± NA† 0.2 ± 0 0.2 ± 0 

T4 (ng/g) Female 3.6 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 1.7 5.9 ± 2.3 6.5 ± 1.4 

T4 (ng/g) Male 4.0 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 1.2 2.2 ± 0.7 4.7 ± 1.1 5.8 ± 0.7 

T3:T4 

ratio 
Female 0.095 ± 0.06 0.104 ± 0.02 0.065 ± 0.02 0.053 ± 0.02 0.032 ± 0.01 

T3:T4 

ratio 
Male 0.05 ± 0.005 0.071 ± 0.02 0.083 ± NA† 0.044 ± 0.01 0.035 ± 0.004 

rT3:T4 
ratio 

Female 0.291 ± 0.30 0.401 ± 0.22 0.441 ± 0.05 0.409 ± 0.08 0.302 ± 0.09 

rT3:T4 

ratio 
Male 0.355 ± 0.17 0.196 ± 0.17 0.454 ± 0.07 0.225 ± 0.08 0.231 ± 0.04 

Abbr: rT3 = reverse triiodothyronine, T3 = triiodothyronine, T4 = thyroxine, MDL = method detection limit 
Note: P > 0.05 relative to vehicle control for all values including sex*treatment as an interaction term in the 

model (ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison correction using Tukey contrasts); Sample sizes ranged 

from N = 1-3; Non-quantifiable samples below the MDL were imputed using the calculation MDL*0.5. MDL 
values were: T4: 0.84 ng/g, T3: 0.42 ng/g, rT3: 0.67 ng/g. 
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Figure A2-1. Representative examples of liver histology in pregnant dams at gestation days 

11.5 and 17.5 exposed to either vehicle control (A, B, C, D) or treated with GenX (also 

HFPO-DA; E, F) or PFOA (G, H). (A) Liver from a pregnant dam at 11.5 days of gestation, exposed 

to vehicle control (4X). (B) Higher magnification of (A) illustrating the normal uniform hepatocellular 

size and cytoplasmic glycogen accumulation (20X). (C) Example of a liver from a pregnant dam at 17.5 

days of gestation, exposed to vehicle control. The features of centrilobular hepatocellular hypertrophy 

(arrows), karyomegaly, increased mitotic figures, decreased glycogen, and increased basophilic granular 
cytoplasm are normal features for dam livers at this stage of pregnancy (4X). (D) Higher magnification of 

(C) illustrating the increased mitotic figures (arrow) decreased glycogen, and increased basophilic 

granular cytoplasm in the areas of centrilobular hepatocellular hypertrophy (20X). (E) Example of a liver 
from a pregnant dam at 11.5 days of gestation, exposed to 10 mg/kg/day of GenX. There is diffuse 
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moderate cytoplasmic alteration in this liver affecting the centrilobular, midzonal and periportal regions 
(4X). (F) Higher magnification of (E) illustrating the hepatocellular hypertrophy with decreased glycogen 

and eosinophilic granular cytoplasm. The arrows show examples of early hepatocellular apoptosis with 

condensed cytoplasm and condensed dark basophilic nuclear chromatin (20X). (G) Example of a liver 

from a pregnant dam at gestation day 17.5, exposed to 5 mg/kg/day PFOA with diffuse cytoplasmic 
alteration (4X). (H) Higher magnification of the boxed region in (G) showing cytoplasmic alteration with 

apoptosis (arrowheads) as well as accumulation of hepatocellular cytoplasmic small vacuoles with distinct 

borders (arrow; 20X).  
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Figure A2-2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of normal liver and livers exposed 

to PFOA or GenX (also HFPO-DA). (A) TEM of normal liver from a vehicle control pregnant 

dam at gestation day 17.5 showing prominent rough endoplasmic reticulum with abundant 

ribosomes and evenly dispersed, abundant glycogen (see Figures 4A or 5A H&E and 4B or 5B 

TEM). (B) TEM of liver from a pregnant dam at gestation day 17.5 and treated with 1 mg/kg/day 

PFOA. Although at 40X magnification light microscopy this liver appeared to be within normal 

limits (see Figures 4C H&E and D TEM), TEM reveals increased vacuolation (V), evenly 

dispersed glycogen, as well as abundant mitochondria and peroxisomes. (C and D) TEM of liver 

from a pregnant dam at gestation day 17.5 and treated with 5 mg/kg/day PFOA (see Figures 4E 

H&E and 4F TEM). Note the abundant cytoplasmic organelles consistent with mitochondria (M) 
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and peroxisomes (P), extensive vacuoles (V), less prominent rough endoplasmic reticulum 

(arrow) with fewer ribosomes and less abundant glycogen (asterisk). (E and F) Transmission 

electron microscopy of liver from a pregnant dam at gestation day 17.5 treated with 2 mg/kg/day 

GenX (E; see Figures 5C H&E and 5D TEM) or 10 mg/kg/day GenX (F; see Figures 5E H&E 

and 5F TEM).  Note the abundance of cytoplasmic organelles consistent with mitochondria (M) 

and peroxisomes (P). K = Kupffer cell, N = nucleus, NU = nucleolus
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Figure A2-3. Representative examples of occasional histopathological placenta findings 

observed in dams at gestation day 17.5. (A) Early clot formation in a maternal artery in the 

decidua region of the placenta (20X). This dam was at gestation day 17.5 and treated with 10 

mg/kg/day GenX (also HFPO-DA). Note the fibrin formation with trapped cells. (B) Nodule 

(arrow) of tissue from the junction zone of the placenta from a dam at gestational day 17.5 that 

was treated with 2 mg/kg/day GenX (2X).   
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Figure A2-4. Comparison of maternal serum or plasma levels (mean ± SD) in CD-1 mice  
gestationally exposed to GenX (also HFPO-DA) at varying dose levels in a study conducted by 

DuPont-18405-1037 (Edwards 2010b; plasma measured on lactation day 21) and the present 

study (Blake et al. 2019; serum measured on E17.5).Maternal serum or plasma was collected less 

than 6 hours after oral gavage in both studies. Administered GenX dose and maternal serum or 

plasma concentration was linearly correlated across data from both studies (R2 = 0.959, P < 0.05 

for non-zero slope). 
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4 

Table A3-1. List of perfluoroalkyl substances, identifiers, molecular formulas and weights. 

Chemical name CASRN 
Molecular 

formula 

Molecular 

weight 
DTXSID 

PubChem 

CID 

Perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoic acid 13252-13-6 C6HF11O3 330.053 DTXSID70880215 114481 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxadecanoic acid 137780-69-9 C8HF15O4 446.068 DTXSID50381073 2778677 

8-H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 13973-14-3 C8H2F14O2 396.08 DTXSID70565479 14922999 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic acid 151772-58-6 C5HF9O4 296.045 DTXSID30382063 2782393 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxadecanoic acid 151772-59-7 C7HF13O5 412.059 DTXSID80380837 2778260 

7H-Perfluoroheptanoic acid 1546-95-8 C7H2F12O2 346.072 DTXSID70165670 15243 

Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid 1763-23-1 C8HF17O3S 500.13 DTXSID3031864 74483 

Perfluoroundecanoic acid 2058-94-8 C11HF21O2 564.093 DTXSID8047553 77222 

2,2-Difluoro-2-(trifluoromethoxy)acetate 

sodium salt 
21837-98-9 C3F5NaO3 202.012 DTXSID50904660 88425486 

Perfluoropentanoic acid 2706-90-3 C5HF9O2 264.047 DTXSID6062599 75921 

6:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 27619-97-2 C8H5F13O3S 428.16 DTXSID6067331 119688 

2-(N-Ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido 

)acetic acid 
2991-50-6 C12H8F17NO4S 585.23 DTXSID5062760 18134 

Perfluorobutylsulfonamide 30334-69-1 C4H2F9NO2S 299.11 DTXSID30880251 10958205 

Perfluorohexanoic acid 307-24-4 C6HF11O2 314.054 DTXSID3031862 67542 

Perfluorododecanoic acid 307-55-1 C12HF23O2 614.101 DTXSID8031861 67545 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxatridecanoic acid 330562-41-9 C10HF19O5 562.083 DTXSID50375114 2760333 

Perfluorooctanoic acid 335-67-1 C8HF15O2 414.07 DTXSID8031865 9554 

Perfluorodecanoic acid 335-76-2 C10HF19O2 514.086 DTXSID3031860 9555 

Perfluorohexanesulfonic acid 355-46-4 C6HF13O3S 400.11 DTXSID7040150 67734 

Perfluorobutanoic acid 375-22-4 C4HF7O2 214.039 DTXSID4059916 9777 

Perfluorobutanesulfonic acid 375-73-5 C4HF9O3S 300.09 DTXSID5030030 67815 

Perfluoroheptanoic acid 375-85-9 C7HF13O2 364.062 DTXSID1037303 67818 

Perfluoroheptanesulfonic acid 375-92-8 C7HF15O3S 450.12 DTXSID8059920 67820 

Perfluorononanoic acid 375-95-1 C9HF17O2 464.078 DTXSID8031863 67821 

5H-Octafluoropentanoic acid 376-72-7 C5H2F8O2 246.056 DTXSID50191038 120227 

Perfluoro-3-methoxypropanoic acid 377-73-1 C4HF7O3 230.038 DTXSID70191136 120228 

8:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 39108-34-4 C10H5F17O3S 528.18 DTXSID00192353 3016044 

Perfluorooctanamide 423-54-1 C8H2F15NO 413.086 DTXSID60195123 67919 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 57677-95-9 C16H9F26O4P 790.176 DTXSID50561590 14550408 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-01-0 C8H6F13O4P 444.085 DTXSID90558000 14250578 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-03-2 C10H6F17O4P 544.101 DTXSID60874027 57351110 

Ammonium perfluoro-2-methyl-3-

oxahexanoate 
62037-80-3 C6H4F11NO3 347.084 DTXSID40108559 51342034 

Sodium perfluoropentanesulfonate 630402-22-1 C5F11NaO3S 372.08 DTXSID50893449 87842193 

6:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 647-42-7 C8H5F13O 364.106 DTXSID5044572 69537 

8:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 678-39-7 C10H5F17O 464.122 DTXSID7029904 69619 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 678-41-1 C20H9F34O4P 990.207 DTXSID90218051 3022253 

Perfluorotridecanoic acid 72629-94-8 C13HF25O2 664.109 DTXSID90868151 3018355 

Perfluorooctanesulfonamide 754-91-6 C8H2F17NO2S 499.14 DTXSID3038939 69785 

9-H-Perfluorononanoic acid 76-21-1 C9H2F16O2 446.087 DTXSID50226894 6434 

Perfluoro(4-methoxybutanoic) acid 863090-89-5 C5HF9O3 280.046 DTXSID60500450 12498036 

2H,2H,3H,3H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 914637-49-3 C8H5F11O2 342.108 DTXSID20874028 14632790 

1H,1H-Nonafluoropentyl p-toluenesulfonate 883499-79-4 C12H9F9O3S 404.25 DTXSID50382065 2782396 

Note: DTXSID is the chemical ID for the Distributed Structure-Searchable Toxicity (DSSTox) Database 

 

https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID70880215
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50381073
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID70565479
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID30382063
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID80380837
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID70165670
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID3031864
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID8047553
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50904660
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID6062599
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID6067331
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID5062760
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID30880251
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID3031862
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID8031861
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50375114
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID8031865
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID3031860
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID7040150
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID4059916
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID5030030
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID1037303
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID8059920
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID8031863
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50191038
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID70191136
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID00192353
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID60195123
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50561590
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID90558000
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID60874027
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID40108559
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50893449
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID5044572
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID7029904
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID90218051
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID90868151
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID3038939
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50226894
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID60500450
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID20874028
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=DTXSID50382065
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Table A3-2. Raw values for dose-response curve EC50 estimates for JEG03 cell viability, 

proliferation, and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) after exposure to PFAS. 

Chemical name CASRN 
Viability 

EC50 ± SD (µM) 

Proliferation 

EC50 ± SD (µM) 

MMP 

EC50 ± SD (µM) 

Perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoic acid 13252-13-6 -7645.8 ± NaN 1109.9 ± 266.6 -441142.4 ± 10 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxadecanoic acid 137780-69-9 -35.1 ± 225.2 282.8 ± 25.7 350.1 ± 16.1 

8-H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 13973-14-3 317.5 ± 182.9 441.3 ± 18.1 147.3 ± 27.1 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic acid 151772-58-6 326.5 ± 85.7 351.3 ± 11.8 368.1 ± 22.6 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxadecanoic acid 151772-59-7 267.2 ± 26.8 302.9 ± 30.1 310.1 ± NaN 

7H-Perfluoroheptanoic acid 1546-95-8 222.8 ± 60.2 294.4 ± 48.2 -254.1 ± 10 

Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid 1763-23-1 291.2 ± 9.1 294.2 ± 5.8 352.9 ± 6.7 

Perfluoroundecanoic acid 2058-94-8 266.1 ± 12.4 229.5 ± 13.3 200.1 ± 4 

2,2-Difluoro-2-(trifluoromethoxy)acetate sodium salt 21837-98-9 2432 ± NA -38.4 ± NaN 144436.8 ± 10 

Perfluoropentanoic acid 2706-90-3 882.2 ± NaN 831 ± NaN 174.7 ± 68.4 

6:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 27619-97-2 -345.4 ± NaN 737.1 ± NaN 70608.3 ± 10 

2-(N-Ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido)acetic acid 2991-50-6 202.7 ± 44.7 203.6 ± 17.7 100201.9 ± 10 

Perfluorobutylsulfonamide 30334-69-1 -533.2 ± 34.2 -722.6 ± 104.8 -495.8 ± 23.2 

Perfluorohexanoic acid 307-24-4 -419.2 ± NaN 10418.5 ± 10 142.4 ± 12.6 

Perfluorododecanoic acid 307-55-1 361.1 ± 30.8 317.8 ± 24.5 -158 ± NaN 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxatridecanoic acid 330562-41-9 194.9 ± 54.6 332.4 ± 34.1 29117.5 ± NA 

Perfluorooctanoic acid 335-67-1 357.7 ± 16.9 344.1 ± 12.2 360.2 ± 18 

Perfluorodecanoic acid 335-76-2 180.7 ± 25.6 234 ± 22.8 235.8 ± 159.6 

Perfluorohexanesulfonic acid 355-46-4 288.7 ± 29.6 251.6 ± 21.7 86.6 ± 71.5 

Perfluorobutanoic acid 375-22-4 226 ± 115.7 209.2 ± 359.8 52 ± 296.5 

Perfluorobutanesulfonic acid 375-73-5 330.4 ± 35 223.2 ± 76.7 -181.7 ± NaN 

Perfluoroheptanoic acid 375-85-9 486.7 ± 408.6 277.4 ± 81.6 -319.9 ± NaN 

Perfluoroheptanesulfonic acid 375-92-8 1977 ± 2479.7 296.2 ± 201.3 874.5 ± 1752.1 

Perfluorononanoic acid 375-95-1 332.6 ± 10.3 326.1 ± 5.5 304.6 ± 13.6 

5H-Octafluoropentanoic acid 376-72-7 353.7 ± 28.6 333.7 ± 56.5 -680 ± 89.5 

Perfluoro-3-methoxypropanoic acid 377-73-1 303.7 ± 28.2 204.1 ± 110.9 93.1 ± 131.6 

8:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 39108-34-4 159.5 ± 45.7 321.3 ± 171.2 331.1 ± 5.7 

Perfluorooctanamide 423-54-1 -261.2 ± NaN 114 ± 35.6 294.6 ± 66.1 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 57677-95-9 -81.9 ± 638.9 141.8 ± 39.2 64401.7 ± 10 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-01-0 182.7 ± 21.7 193.3 ± 3.8 248 ± 62.1 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-03-2 359.8 ± 30.3 250.7 ± 37.6 312.5 ± 29.8 

Menadione 58-27-5 205.5 ± 47.1 157 ± 21.4 195540.8 ± 10 

Ammonium perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoate 62037-80-3 -1440 ± 4280.5 996.9 ± 952.5 -120970.2 ± 10 

Sodium perfluoropentanesulfonate 630402-22-1 1209.2 ± 11424.2 -1685.5 ± NA 543.3 ± NaN 

6:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 647-42-7 415.4 ± 70.6 537.2 ± NaN 332.4 ± 44.1 

8:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 678-39-7 35.7 ± 36.5 19.1 ± NaN 95.1 ± 15.3 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 678-41-1 -723.2 ± 131.8 -167.5 ± NaN -496.4 ± 816.2 

Perfluorotridecanoic acid 72629-94-8 -111 ± NaN 388.1 ± 124.9 -1832.4 ± 10 

Perfluorooctanesulfonamide 754-91-6 175.9 ± 4.9 160 ± 87.8 227.4 ± 369.9 

9-H-Perfluorononanoic acid 76-21-1 349.9 ± 43.1 1227.3 ± 117.5 186.9 ± 27.6 

Perfluoro(4-methoxybutanoic) acid 863090-89-5 17.7 ± NaN 696.4 ± NaN -224.5 ± NaN 

2H,2H,3H,3H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 883499-79-4 -493.8 ± 41.7 306.1 ± 47.9 158.6 ± 17.7 

1H,1H-Nonafluoropentyl p-toluenesulfonate 914637-49-3 598.5 ± NaN 950.6 ± 670.8 71779.9 ± 10 
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Table A3-3. Rough binning of PFAS bioactivity in JEG-3 cells using lowest concentration 

(µM) at which the mean response value exceeded the mean control value ± 2*SD. 

Chemical name CASRN 
Viability 

↓ 

Viability 

↑ 

Prolif 

↓ 

Prolif 

↑ 

MMP 

↓ 

Perfluoro-2-methyl-3-oxahexanoic acid 13252-13-6 na na na 450 375 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxadecanoic acid 137780-69-9 400 na 300 na 400 

8-H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 13973-14-3 na na na na na 

Perfluoro-3,6-dioxaheptanoic acid 151772-58-6 na 200 400 na 400 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxadecanoic acid 151772-59-7 na na 350 na 450 

7H-Perfluoroheptanoic acid 1546-95-8 na 50 400 na na 

Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid 1763-23-1 300 na 250 na 350 

Perfluoroundecanoic acid 2058-94-8 300 na 100 na 100 

2,2-Difluoro-2-(trifluoromethoxy)acetate 

sodium  
21837-98-9 na na na 50 na 

Perfluoropentanoic acid 2706-90-3 na 200 na na na 

6:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 27619-97-2 na na na 50 na 

2-(N-Ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido)acetic 

acid 
2991-50-6 250 na 250 50 150 

Perfluorobutylsulfonamide 30334-69-1 na na na na na 

Perfluorohexanoic acid 307-24-4 na 300 100 na 100 

Perfluorododecanoic acid 307-55-1 na 50 na na na 

Perfluoro-3,6,9-trioxatridecanoic acid 330562-41-9 300 na 400 na 50 

Perfluorooctanoic acid 335-67-1 na 200 350 na 450 

Perfluorodecanoic acid 335-76-2 200 50 250 na 50 

Perfluorohexanesulfonic acid 355-46-4 na 50 350 na na 

Perfluorobutanoic acid 375-22-4 na 50 na na 50 

Perfluorobutanesulfonic acid 375-73-5 na 50 na na 50 

Perfluoroheptanoic acid 375-85-9 na na 450 na na 

Perfluoroheptanesulfonic acid 375-92-8 na na 232.5 23.25 na 

Perfluorononanoic acid 375-95-1 350 na 300 na 300 

5H-Octafluoropentanoic acid 376-72-7 na na na na na 

Perfluoro-3-methoxypropanoic acid 377-73-1 na na na na na 

8:2 Fluorotelomer sulfonic acid 39108-34-4 na na na na na 

Perfluorooctanamide 423-54-1 na na na na na 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 57677-95-9 na 112.5 187.5 37.5 na 

6:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-01-0 na na na na na 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate monoester 57678-03-2 na na na na na 

Menadione 58-27-5 50 na 150 na 300 

Ammonium perfluoro-2-methyl-3-

oxahexanoate 
62037-80-3 350 na na 50 na 

Sodium perfluoropentanesulfonate 630402-22-1 350 na na 200 na 

6:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 647-42-7 na na na na na 

8:2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 678-39-7 na na na na na 

8:2 Fluorotelomer phosphate diester 678-41-1 50 na 100 na 350 

Perfluorotridecanoic acid 72629-94-8 na 150 450 50 na 

Perfluorooctanesulfonamide 754-91-6 na na na na na 

9-H-Perfluorononanoic acid 76-21-1 na na na na na 

Perfluoro(4-methoxybutanoic) acid 863090-89-5 na na na na na 

2H,2H,3H,3H-Perfluorooctanoic acid 883499-79-4 na 50 400 na na 

1H,1H-Nonafluoropentyl p-toluenesulfonate 914637-49-3 na na na 50 na 

Abbr: na = not available       
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Table A3-4. Gene expression fold change data from JEG-3 cells after exposure to PFOA or 

GenX. 
 PFOA 1 µM PFOA 100 µM GenX 3 µM GenX 300 µM 

Gene Fold change P Fold change P Fold change P Fold change P 

11BHSD2 -1.06 0.43 -1.03 0.70 -1.00 1.00 -1.01 0.95 

17BHSD1 -1.02 0.59 1.17 0.01* -1.11 0.12 1.23 0.01* 

ABCG2 -1.07 0.39 1.18 0.07* 1.18 0.03* 1.26 0.01* 

AHR -1.09 0.31 1.08 0.36 1.04 0.42 -1.04 0.42 

AHRR -1.18 0.02* 1.00 1.00 1.18 0.50 1.19 0.46 

CAT 1.02 0.81 -1.06 0.50 1.02 0.27 -1.05 0.05* 

CGB5 1.00 1.00 -1.15 0.41 1.08 0.53 1.11 0.40 

COX2 -1.11 0.74 1.03 0.92 1.27 0.20 1.27 0.20 

CTNNB1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.15 <0.01* 

CYP19A1 -1.05 0.42 1.00 1.00 -1.03 0.78 -1.29 0.05* 

CYP1A1 1.05 0.64 1.18 0.15 -1.22 0.14 -1.16 0.25 

CYP2E1 -1.20 0.08 1.00 1.00 -1.26 0.36 1.04 0.86 

CYP3A5 1.28 0.30 -1.18 0.46 1.19 0.60 -1.83 0.10* 

CYP3A7 1.15 0.52 -1.22 0.36 1.01 0.93 -1.25 0.07* 

EGFR 1.07 0.47 -1.07 0.46 1.00 1.00 -1.22 0.07* 

ENG 1.02 0.81 -1.19 0.10* 1.04 0.42 -1.04 0.42 

ESRRA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.19 0.05* 

ESRRG -1.04 0.86 -1.16 0.47 -1.16 0.21 1.00 1.00 

GH2 1.02 0.86 1.12 0.29 na na na na 

GHR 1.00 1.00 1.15 0.22 1.15 0.11 1.11 0.20 

GPER1 1.02 0.76 -1.05 0.54 -1.02 0.86 1.34 0.06* 

GPX1 1.00 1.00 -1.14 0.27 -1.18 0.07* -1.29 0.01* 

HIF1A 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 0.27 

IGF2 1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -1.38 0.01* 

IGFBP5 -1.13 0.32 -1.02 0.85 na na na na 

IGFR1 1.03 0.75 1.08 0.38 -1.02 0.77 -1.10 0.24 

IGFR2 1.05 0.46 1.16 0.04* 1.04 0.56 -1.00 0.95 

IL6 -1.05 0.84 1.10 0.70 -1.23 0.34 -1.51 0.09* 

MRP1 -1.03 0.60 -1.06 0.32 -1.05 0.57 1.14 0.20 

MRP2 1.09 0.65 -1.03 0.87 1.05 0.82 1.00 1.00 

MRP3 -1.08 0.66 -1.12 0.51 1.07 0.64 1.44 0.05* 

mTOR 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

NFKB1 1.00 1.00 1.03 0.27 1.03 0.27 1.03 0.27 

NFKB2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -1.07 0.13 -1.04 0.42 

NR3C1 1.09 0.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PGF 1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.00 

PMM1 -1.03 0.70 1.07 0.32 -1.05 0.41 1.05 0.43 

ROLYR2L 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

SLC2A1 -1.02 0.88 -1.11 0.39 -1.04 0.48 -1.13 0.04* 

SOD1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.14 0.05* 

TGFB1 1.00 1.00 -1.18 0.16 -1.04 0.51 1.00 1.00 

VEGFA 1.00 1.00 1.08 0.11 1.04 0.37 1.27 <0.01* 

VEGFB -1.00 0.95 -1.04 0.36 1.00 1.00 -1.01 0.87 

WNT4 1.25 0.26 1.45 0.09* 1.08 0.64 1.20 0.26 

WNT6 -1.04 0.84 -1.02 0.91 -1.09 0.43 -1.09 0.43 

WNT7B 1.06 0.39 1.06 0.39 1.07 0.55 -1.12 0.36 
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Figure A3-1. Representative live cell images and raw viability relative luminescence units 

(RLU) in JEG-3 cells after 24 hours exposure to media only or vehicle control (2% 

methanol, 98% media). (A) Representative image of JEG-3 cells exposed to media only. (B) 

Representative image of JEG-3 cells exposed to vehicle control. (C) Boxplots and raw cell 

viability RLU values for experimental replicates (N = 3, denoted by point shape) for 

experimental plates 1-4 (plate denoted by point color). The boxplot upper and lower hinges 

correspond to the first and third quartiles (25th and 75th percentiles), the middle hinge 

corresponds to the median, and the upper whisker extends to the highest value that is within 1.5 

times the distance between the first and third quartiles (inter-quartile range, IQR) of the hinge 

and the lower whisker extends to the lowest value within 1.5 times the IQR of the hinge. 
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Figure A3-2. Representative images of JEG-3 cells after 24 hours exposure to (A) 0 µM, (B) 

100 µM, and (C) 150 µM menadione (positive control for cell death). Complete cell death is 

apparent after exposure to 150 µM, while minimal cell death is visible at 100 µM.   
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Figure A3-3. Dose-response model fits for cell viability after 24 hours exposure to PFAS. 

CAS numbers are shown in the grey header of individual plots.    
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Figure A3-4. Dose-response model fits for cell proliferation after 24 hours exposure to 

PFAS.  CAS numbers are shown in the grey header of individual plots.    
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Figure A3-5. Dose-response model fits for cell mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) 

after 24 hours exposure to PFAS. CAS numbers are shown in the grey header of individual 

plots. MMP was determined by the JC-10 ratio assay.     
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APPENDIX 4: TRANSCRIPTOME-WIDE PERTURBATIONS IN PLACENTAL GENE 

EXPRESSION INDUCED BYDEVELOPMENTAL EXPOSURE TO 

PERFLUOROOCTANOIC ACID (PFOA) OR HEXAFLUOROPROPYLENE OXIDE 

DIMER ACID (HFPO-DA OR GENX) IN CD-1 MICE 

A4.1 Introduction 

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are a diverse class of chemicals used in industry and 

consumer products to make materials resistant to friction, water, and oil. Exposure is ubiquitous 

in industrialized populations (Hu et al. 2016; Kato et al. 2011), and previous studies suggest 

exposure to PFAS is associated with numerous adverse health effects in humans (Steenland et al. 

2010). Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) is one of the most well-studied and persistent PFAS 

(approximate half-life in humans is 2-4 years and 15-17 days in mice) and exposure to PFOA is 

associated with adverse health outcomes in women including gestational hypertension (Darrow 

et al. 2013), metabolic changes (Webster et al. 2014), and reduced fetal growth (Washino et al. 

2009), among others. The association between maternal exposure to PFOA and reduced fetal 

growth has been substantiated by systematic reviews of both the human and animal literature 

(Johnson et al. 2014; Koustas et al. 2014; Lam et al. 2014), however the mechanism through 

which PFOA exerts its effects on fetal growth are not known. 

Although PFOA has been phased out of production in the US, maternal exposure is still 

of concern due to its persistence in the environment and body. Replacement compounds, such as 

“GenX”, are also of high concern as human exposure has been confirmed, but health risk is 

uncharacterized. The Cape Fear River in North Carolina is contaminated with GenX (Sun et al. 

2016a) and serves as a drinking water source for approximately two million residents. GenX is 

reported to have a short half-life of hours to days in mice (unknown in humans). As multiple 

PFAS are suspected to target the placenta, a critical organ that modulates fetal growth, our 

hypothesis-driven study was designed to examine effects of PFOA (known to reduce birth 
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weight) and its replacement, GenX, on placental morphology, gene expression, and contribution 

to fetal weight gain in response to the GenX contamination in North Carolina drinking water 

systems. Additionally, Blake et al. (2020) found disruptions in placental physiology and function 

in mice after gestational exposure to GenX. 

Therefore, we investigated the molecular mechanisms and pathways underpinning the 

relationship between prenatal exposure to PFOA or GenX and placental health. The aims of this 

study were to 1) identify and compare differentially expressed gene pathways in placenta after 

gestational exposure to PFOA or GenX and 2) determine whether exposure-modified gene 

pathways predict adverse apical endpoints observed in vivo. These data may be highly relevant to 

on-going health risk evaluations by the US EPA and many states, including North Carolina. 

A4.2 Methods 

Experimental methods to obtain tissues have been previously published by Blake et al. 

(2020). Briefly, CD-1 mice were randomly allocated into treatment groups on embryonic day (E) 

0.5 and exposed daily via oral gavage to PFOA (0, 1, or 5 mg/kg) or GenX (0, 2, or 10 mg/kg) 

from embryonic day (E) 1.5 until the time of sacrifice (E11.5 or E17.5, N = 11-13 dams). We 

selected doses of PFOA known to induce effects on fetal growth based on previous work by our 

lab (Lau et al. 2006; White et al. 2007) and hypothesized that GenX exposure concentrations 

two-fold higher (i.e. “equivalent doses”) would similarly induce adverse effects. These doses 

would model the current two-fold difference in drinking water standards for PFOA/PFOS 

lifetime health advisory level set by the EPA (70 ppt) and the North Carolina state health goal for 

GenX (140 ppt). The sacrifice timepoints were selected a priori to examine effects of gestational 

PFOA/GenX exposure during early gestation and late gestation. The E11.5 early gestation 

timepoint was selected as it overlaps a critical period of placental development in the mouse 

where the placenta undergoes vascularization with the uterine wall and chorioallantoic branching 
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of vessels begins. The latter time was needed to measure effects on fetal growth (parturition is 

typically within 24 hours). These timepoints also allow for the comparison of 

immature/developing placenta (E11.5) and mature/developed placenta (E17.5). All 

experimenters were blinded to treatment groups throughout the study, including at necropsy. On 

the day of euthanasia, placentas were swiftly collected, weighed, and placed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde or immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for later nucleic acid extraction. 

For samples collected at E17.5, a portion of fetal tissue corresponding to each snap frozen 

placenta was reserved and genotyped for the presence or absence of the sex determining region-

Y (SRY) gene. Sex determination was not conducted for placentas collected at E11.5 as the 

embryo gametes are not yet fully developed and thus not producing sex-specific steroids, thereby 

mitigating potential sex-specific effects (Munger et al. 2013). By E17.5, fetal gametes are fully 

developed and previous reports have shown important sex-specific differences in placental gene 

expression and response to exogenous insults (Reynolds et al. 2015).  

RNA was extracted from snap frozen placenta homogenates (N = 4-5 for each treatment 

group, timepoint, and sex [E17.5 only]) using RNeasy kits following manufacturer’s protocols 

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Briefly, snap frozen placentas were homogenized using a FastPrep-

24™ 5G (MP Biomedicals, Valiant Co., Ltd, China) with Buffer RLT (Qiagen, Hilden, 

Germany) 2mL 2.4mm metal bead homogenization tubes (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA). Resulting purified RNA was subjected to quality control assessments using a NanoDrop™ 

2000/2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and Bioanalyzer High 

Sensitivity RNA Analysis (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) to measure RNA quantity, quality, and 

purity. All RNA samples passed QC (260/280 > 2.0 and RIN > 5.0) and were diluted to a 
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standard concentration of 100 ng RNA/ 1 µL H2O. Samples were then processed using the 

Clariom™ D Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). 

Transcriptomic array data were normalized using the signal space transformation robust 

multiarray average (SST-RMA) method. Normalized data were analyzed with linear models for 

microarray data (LIMMA) Bioconductor package (v 3.38.3) implemented in R. Empirical Bayes 

moderated t-statistics were implemented for differential testing. SST-RMA normalized 

transcriptome data were imported into Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software (Qiagen, 

Hilden, Germany). Gene expression pathway analysis was conducted using transcripts with a 

fold-change in expression of ≥ ± 1.5 and the Tox Analysis function in IPA. Analyses were 

repeated using a less stringent fold change cutoff of ≥ ± 1.2 to increase confidence in pathways 

identified using the more stringent cutoff of ≥ ± 1.5.  

A4.3 Results 

 Canonical pathway analysis using differentially expressed genes demonstrated a high 

degree of similarity across chemicals, doses, timepoints, and sexes (Figure A4-1 & Table A4-1). 

The canonical pathway with significantly altered gene expression across all groups was the liver 

X receptor/retinoid X receptor (LXR/RXR) activation pathway (Figure A4-1 & Table A4-1). 

Acute phase response signaling was significantly altered for all groups except 10 mg/kg GenX 

E17.5 males, and the farnesoid X receptor/retinoid X receptor (FXR/RXR) activation and 

atherosclerosis signaling pathways were significantly altered for all groups except E11.5 2 mg/kg 

GenX and E11.5 5 mg/kg PFOA (Figure A4-1 & Table A4-1).  

 Toxicological pathway analysis was less consistent across dose groups, time points, and 

sexes (Figure A4-2). The most common significantly altered toxicological pathways were 

proximal tubule toxicity (all but E17.5 male 1 mg/kg PFOA) and liver damage (all but E17.5 

male 10 mg/kg GenX). Other toxicological pathways with relatively consistent significant 
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alterations in gene expression included inflammation of liver (all but E17.5 male 10 mg/kg GenX 

and E11.5 5 mg/kg PFOA) and damage of kidney (all but E17.5 male 1 mg/kg PFOA and E11.5 

5 mg/kg PFOA). Top canonical pathways share substantial overlap and can be grouped into three 

main clusters of pathways (Figure A4-3 & Table A4-2). These clusters included several 

important groups of pathways: inflammation and cholesterol/lipid transport pathways, 

mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation pathways, and steroid biosynthesis pathways. However, 

clustering of affected pathways was not as consistent across groups for mitochondrial fatty acid 

oxidation pathways, and steroid biosynthesis pathways. 

A4.4 Discussion 

Placental transcriptomic data were evaluated after gestational exposure to PFOA (1 or 5 

mg/kg/day) or GenX (2 or 10 mg/kg/day) in order to determine molecular pathways underlying 

previously observed phenotypic changes. Based on differences in placental histopathology from 

this study, previously reported in Blake et al. (2020), we hypothesized that underlying gene 

expression in pathways involved in these pathologies would differ between placentas exposed to 

PFOA or GenX (Blake et al. 2020). We found a common group of molecular pathways 

universally altered by exposure, which play a critical role in placental cholesterol and lipid 

transport as well as inflammation and hemostasis in the placenta. This primarily included 

LXR/RXR activation, acute phase response signaling, FXR/RXR activation, and atherosclerosis 

signaling.  

These findings are consistent with previous studies examining the effect of maternal 

undernutrition on the placental transcriptome in rodents. Protein restriction during rat gestation 

from conception to embryonic day 13 resulted in gene expression changes in pathways related to 

cholesterol and lipoprotein transport/metabolism and enriched pathways included LXR/RXR 

activation, FXR/RXR activation, atherosclerosis signaling, and clarthrin-mediated endocytosis 
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(Daniel et al. 2016). This study similarly identified pathway enrichment of LXR/RXR activation, 

FXR/RXR activation, and atherosclerosis signaling, suggesting maternal exposure to PFOA or 

GenX disrupted the placental transcriptome via nutrient sensing, signaling, and transport 

pathways.  

Steroid hormones are required for the establishment and maintenance of pregnancy, and 

the placenta plays a critical role in their biosynthesis, metabolism, and transport between the 

maternal and fetal circulation (Woollett 2011). Cholesterol is an indispensable sterol in mammals 

as a precursor for steroid hormones and bile salts as well as an integral component of the plasma 

membrane and organelle membranes (Plösch et al. 2007). The developing embryo requires large 

quantities of cholesterol to accommodate rapid expansion of cellular mass, and disruptions in the 

appropriate delivery of cholesterol the embryo (whether too much or too little) can have 

detrimental effects (Plösch et al. 2007). The LXR has been proposed as a critical in utero 

regulator of cholesterol metabolism at the level of uptake and secretion, but not cholesterol 

synthesis (Plösch et al. 2007). LXR is part of the placental nutrient sensing system, and it serves 

to sense intracellular cholesterol concentrations (Plösch et al. 2007), and LXR/RXR activation 

has been identified as a putative mechanism of placental dysfunction (Larkin et al. 2014).  

Furthermore, LXR is hypothesized to mediate adaptive responses to hypoxia and 

oxidative stress in cardiac tissue and the brain (Crisafulli et al. 2010; Sironi et al. 2008), but it is 

unclear whether the placenta adapts to such stressors via LXR. There is evidence suggesting 

LXR activation inhibits trophoblast differentiation and invasion (Fournier et al. 2008; Pavan et 

al. 2004), which is thought to lead to poor placentation and/or pregnancy disorders like 

preeclampsia (Larkin et al. 2014).  
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Preeclampsia is a complex pregnancy condition thought to represent a heterogenous 

syndrome resulting from a constellation of aberrations due to multiple pathogenic pathways (Lin 

et al. 2005). One hypothesized pathway is hypercoagulation leading to microthrombi in the 

placental circulation and decreased placental perfusion, resulting in maternal hypertension and 

proteinuria (Staff et al. 2010). The identification of disruptions in the innate immune response 

(e.g. IL-12 signaling and production in macrophages, acute phase response signaling) and blood 

coagulation systems (e.g. atherosclerosis signaling, coagulation system, intrinsic prothrombin 

activation pathway) are suggestive of immune maladaptation and hemostatic imbalance in 

response to PFOA or GenX exposure (Li and Huang 2009). Disruptions in the inflammatory 

response and hemostasis have been implicated in the etiology of adverse pregnancy outcomes 

including preeclampsia and intrauterine growth restriction (Li and Huang 2009). 

Fatty acid uptake, metabolism, and oxidation in the placenta is critical to fuel the 

energetic demands of the placenta at all stages of development, and disruptions in mitochondrial 

fatty acid oxidation are associated with preeclampsia and HELLP syndrome (hemolysis, elevated 

liver enzymes, and low platelets; Shekhawat et al. 2003). Specifically, mitochondrial β-oxidation 

of fatty acids in the placenta comprises a significant metabolic energy source (Shekhawat et al. 

2003). Although these pathways were not as consistently enriched across treatment groups and 

timepoints, the clustering of enriched pathways in E17.5 female placenta suggest that this may be 

an important response to GenX exposure at 10 mg/kg.  

These data represent an explorative study of placental transcriptome-wide gene 

expression changes after gestational exposure to PFOA or GenX. Although validation studies are 

needed, the results suggest PFOA and GenX disrupt placental pathways involved in cholesterol 

and lipid nutrient transport, innate immune response (specifically inflammation), and hemostasis 
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(specifically blood coagulation systems). These pathways have translational relevance to human 

pregnancy conditions previously associated with maternal exposure to PFAS, including 

preeclampsia and other hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, and suggest a putative toxicological 

mechanism through which PFAS exert adverse effects on the maternal-placental-fetal unit. 
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Table A4-1. Summary of top canonical gene expression pathway p-values in placenta 

altered by exposure to PFOA or GenX. 

 LXR/RXR 

Activation 

Acute Phase 

Response 

Signaling 

FXR/RXR 

Activation 

Atherosclerosis 

Signaling 

Coagulation 

System 

E17.5 Female 

10 mg/kg GenX 
8.79E-05  0.005 4.41E-06 0.002  >0.05 

E17.5 Female  

2 mg/kg GenX 
8.74E-25 5.69E-23 4.51E-21 3.84E-09 1.35E-10 

E17.5 Female 

5 mg/kg PFOA 
2.98E-11 1.10E-04  2.06E-05  3.45E-04 >0.05 

E17.5 Female 

1 mg/kg PFOA 
1.07E-16 4.68E-13 9.44E-15  5.96E-07 2.11E-08 

E17.5 Male 

10 mg/kg GenX 
0.0033 >0.05  0.04 0.004 >0.05  

E17.5 Male  

2 mg/kg GenX 
3.66E-12 4.90E-10 3.70E-09 1.44E-05  6.08E-07 

E17.5 Male 

5 mg/kg PFOA 
1.86E-14 3.39E-13 2.51E-11 7.68E-09 2.76E-08 

E17.5 Male 

1 mg/kg PFOA 
7.26E-07 1.35E-04 3.48E-04 3.03E-04 0.005  

E11.5 

10 mg/kg GenX 
3.18E-08 5.77E-06 6.81E-04  0.01  >0.05  

E11.5 

2 mg/kg GenX 
4.55E-05  1.22E-04 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 

E11.5 

5 mg/kg PFOA 
0.02 0.01 >0.05  >0.05  >0.05 

E11.5 

1 mg/kg PFOA 
5.17E-17 6.09E-17 1.44E-16 1.17E-10 5.69E-11 

Note: A fold-change cutoff of ≥±1.5 was used in these analyses 
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Table A4-2. Summary of top toxicological gene expression pathway p-values in placenta 

altered by exposure to PFOA or GenX. 

 Proximal tubular 

toxicity 

Liver  

Damage 

Myocardial 

infarction 

Hepatocellular 

carcinoma 

Cirrhosis of  

liver 

E17.5 Female 

10 mg/kg GenX 
7.8E-04 0.01 0.02 >0.05 0.01 

E17.5 Female  

2 mg/kg GenX 
5.2E-05 1.6E-05 6.2E-05 1.2E-07 1.2E-05 

E17.5 Female 

5 mg/kg PFOA 
0.002 0.005 >0.05 0.05 0.004 

E17.5 Female 

1 mg/kg PFOA 
2.6E-09 3.9E-04 9.9E-06 5.0E-05 0.003 

E17.5 Male 
10 mg/kg GenX 

1.1E-04 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05 

E17.5 Male  

2 mg/kg GenX 
9.8E-09 2.0E-04 1.2E-05 0.003 0.004 

E17.5 Male 

5 mg/kg PFOA 
8.2E-06 8.3E-06 1.9E-04 2.9E-06 2.2E-07 

E17.5 Male 

1 mg/kg PFOA 
>0.05 8.2E-04 >0.05 >0.05 0.03 

E11.5 

10 mg/kg GenX 
1.2E-04 1.6E-09 1.5E-04 0.01 2.7E-04 

E11.5 
2 mg/kg GenX 

0.008 1.3E-05 2.1E-06 0.006 >0.05 

E11.5 

5 mg/kg PFOA 
0.01 5.0E-05 0.02 0.02 >0.05 

E11.5 

1 mg/kg PFOA 
1.2E-10 1.2E-05 2.6E-06 3.1E-06 7.9E-05 

Note: A fold-change cutoff of ≥±1.5 was used in these analyses 
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Figure A4-1. Top canonical pathways with differential gene expression in mouse placenta 

exposed to PFOA or GenX using a ≥±1.5 fold-change cutoff (A) or a ≥±1.2 fold-change 

cutoff.  Heatmap colors correspond to -log(p-values) and asterisks denote p-values < 0.05. 

Analyses were conducted in Ingenuity Pathway Analysis.  
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Figure A4-2. Top toxicological pathways with differential gene expression in mouse 

placenta exposed to PFOA or GenX using a ≥±1.5 fold-change cutoff (A) or a ≥±1.2 fold-

change cutoff (B).  Heatmap colors correspond to -log(p-values) and asterisks denote p-values < 

0.05. Analyses were conducted in Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. 
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Figure A4-3. Overlap between pathways significantly altered by chemical exposure in 

placenta.  These data are taken from E17.5 Female 10 mg/kg GenX as an illustrative example of 

overlap between commonly altered pathways. Three different pathway clusters are apparent (A, 

B, C) as well as “orphan” pathways without any overlap (D). A fold-change cutoff of ≥±1.5 was 

used in these analyses performed in Ingenuity Pathway Analysis.  
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